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ABSTRACT
Interactive Imitation Learning (IIL) is a branch of Imi-
tation Learning (IL) where human feedback is provided
intermittently during robot execution allowing an online
improvement of the robot’s behavior.
In recent years, IIL has increasingly started to carve out its
own space as a promising data-driven alternative for solving
complex robotic tasks. The advantages of IIL are twofold,
1) it is data-efficient, as the human feedback guides the
robot directly towards an improved behavior (in contrast
with Reinforcement Learning (RL), where behaviors must
be discovered by trial and error), and 2) it is robust, as
the distribution mismatch between the teacher and learner
trajectories is minimized by providing feedback directly over
the learner’s trajectories (as opposed to offline IL methods
such as Behavioral Cloning).
Nevertheless, despite the opportunities that IIL presents,
its terminology, structure, and applicability are not clear
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nor unified in the literature, slowing down its development
and, therefore, the research of innovative formulations and
discoveries.

In this work, we attempt to facilitate research in IIL and
lower entry barriers for new practitioners by providing a
survey of the field that unifies and structures it. In addition,
we aim to raise awareness of its potential, what has been
accomplished and what are still open research questions.

We organize the most relevant works in IIL in terms of
human-robot interaction (i.e., types of feedback), interfaces
(i.e., means of providing feedback), learning (i.e., models
learned from feedback and function approximators), user ex-
perience (i.e., human perception about the learning process),
applications, and benchmarks. Furthermore, we analyze sim-
ilarities and differences between IIL and RL, providing a
discussion on how the concepts offline, online, off-policy and
on-policy learning should be transferred to IIL from the RL
literature.

We particularly focus on robotic applications in the real
world and discuss their implications, limitations, and promis-
ing future areas of research.



1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Existing robotic technology is still mostly limited to being used by
expert programmers who can adapt the systems to new required condi-
tions, but not flexible and adaptable by non-expert workers or end-users.
Imitation Learning (IL) has obtained considerable attention as a po-
tential direction for enabling all kinds of users to easily program the
behavior of robots or virtual agents. The teaching process takes place di-
rectly in the application context, in a natural way for humans, and does
not require engineering effort to adapt the behavior for each different
scenario.

In the case teachers (i.e., humans with knowledge about the task)
are available and able to transfer their knowledge to the agent, it is
preferred to program behaviors from recorded demonstrations rather
than tackling the problem with other Machine Learning (ML) techniques
such as Reinforcement Learning (RL), which involve additional design,
infrastructure, safety, and data efficiency challenges (Sutton and Barto,
2018), and in many cases are not applicable to physical systems due to
time and resource limitations.

3



4 Introduction

When considering the advantages of programming robots in a natural
way, like we humans do for teaching complex skills (e.g., requiring fast
dynamics and dexterity) to others, the possibilities are not limited
to recording demonstrations, for later fitting a policy model, as it is
done in traditional IL methods (Argall et al., 2009). In practice, an
initial set of demonstrations or instructions tend to suffice to teach
very simple and easy tasks from human to human, e.g., the instructions
for opening a door, plugging a phone charger, or the user guide for
most devices we use on a daily basis. Nevertheless, for complex skills
such as playing a sport, a loop of interactions is required for learning,
because then the teacher explains/shows the student what to do by
directly correcting/evaluating its actions, improving its behavior over
past mistakes and successes. Otherwise, considering and explaining all
possible scenarios in advance would be intractable for both the teacher
and the student.

This kind of teaching is based on different types of teaching feedback,
like demonstrations, sporadic corrections, or evaluations (grading) with
value judgments or rankings. As an example, when teaching a complex
skill like playing tennis, various steps can be involved. The teacher
shows full demonstrations of the stroke themselves to the learner. When
the student tries to replicate the example, the teacher can show what a
better execution would look like. After the student performs the stroke,
the teacher could advise with voice instructions to slightly correct the
angles, velocities, or forces of the movement. Moreover, the teacher
can sporadically congratulate the student or make it clear that some
decisions were not so good. This kind of interactive teaching approach
seems to be, for humans, the most natural strategy for teaching to
perform more complex skills; therefore, it is desirable to teach robots in
the same way.

In recent years, the domains of robotics and ML have increasingly
adopted and developed these interactive teaching strategies, as can be
observed in Figure 1.1. In this work, Interactive Imitation Learning
(IIL) refers to all the methods that include the teacher in the learning
loop for training sequential decision-making systems. The objective of
this work is to survey the literature on these methods and to present
the most relevant observations in an organized structure.
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Figure 1.1: Histogram of IIL papers (from the group of works surveyed until the
beginning of 2022) written per year.

The study of IIL methods has increased and the community has
grown because these strategies introduce additional benefits with respect
to learning paradigms such as traditional IL. Some of those advantages
are:

• A more natural or intuitive teaching approach.

• Enabling users who are non-experts at demonstrating the task to
teach successful policies.

• Obtaining richer datasets consisting of data from situations that
are not faced when learning from full demonstrations, as the
distribution of data collected is induced by the learner instead of
the teacher, avoiding data mismatch issues (see Section 2.2.6).

• More flexibility to the teachers, who are not constrained to use
only demonstrations for transferring their knowledge, but they
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can use other kinds of feedback, like relative corrections, human
reinforcements, or comparisons.

• Offers alternatives to solve the correspondence problem that exists
between the space where teachers can give demonstrations and
the space where the robot executes the actions.

• Some methods have more tolerance for the teacher’s mistakes or
provide a better approach to compensate for them.

Nonetheless, there are certain challenges that should be considered
when a teacher is in the learning loop. Human teachers can be inconsis-
tent and make mistakes, there is uncertainty in their input that tries
to explain their intention, they need to learn to adapt to the changing
behavior of the learning agent, and the learning process is open-ended
(Dudley and Kristensson, 2018).

In this work, we review the context that defines the domain of IIL
and how it relates to other known learning approaches. We highlight the
most relevant aspects to be considered for teaching an agent interactively
and organize the methods according to them. This study is based on
grouping and surveying the most relevant established papers in the
literature, along with more recent follow-up works that have shown
promising contributions. All these papers were gathered in a set of works
used as reference for organizing the different classifications proposed
throughout the different sections. This set is also used for generating
the tables in Sections 3 and 4, and the plot of Figure 1.1.

One of the reasons such organization of IIL methods does not exist
so far is due to the varied terminology used by different authors to refer
to some of these methods, which in many cases, only partially overlap.
Below, we introduce most of the names and keywords used to refer to
the approaches that are relevant in this work.

1.2 Terminology Unification

In the literature, there are many terms linked to ML approaches that
enable teachers to interactively shape learning systems. As a conse-
quence, many of them are used to describe similar learning problems,
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Imitation Learning

Interactive 
Machine Learning

Behavioral Cloning and other 
non-interactive methods

Interactive Imitation 
Learning

Inverse RL, Offline 
RL, RL from 

demonstrations

RL 
with 
HiL

Recommender Systems, 
Interactive tools for training 

classifiers and predictors

Figure 1.2: Relationship between different sets of learning paradigms related to
the scope of this work. The intersection of IL with Interactive Machine Learning
(IML)(blue area) is what defines the scope of this work, called here IIL

which makes it difficult for practitioners (especially beginners) to have
a clear outlook of the field when studying the well-spread collection
of related papers. In this section, we introduce some of those terms
and discuss how they relate to each other, group them into sets that
partially overlap or contain some others, and provide a definition of IIL.
Based on this definition and structure, we set the bounds of the topic
of interest of this work.

Figure 1.2 depicts with a Venn Diagram the relationship between
all learning paradigms discussed below.

1.2.1 Imitation Learning

In the context of robotics, the terms Learning from Demonstration
(LfD), Programming by Demonstrations or Programming by Doing
(PbD), and IL are indistinctly used when referring to the paradigm
of enabling robots to derive controllers from human demonstrations
(Billard and Grollman, 2013). Originally, these terms have been used by
multiple authors referring to learning approaches that derive policies
from datasets of explicit teacher demonstrations of a task.
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Some recent methods enable human teachers to train robots through
evaluative feedback, like Learning from Critique (LfC), or Interactive
Reinforcement Learning (Interactive RL), in which the teachers provide
feedback that rates the desirability of the exhibited behavior during
training time. Although these approaches do not fully fit the literal
meaning of LfD or IL, some authors consider that evaluative feedback
is just one of the demonstration modes a teacher could use within a
learning process (Chernova and Thomaz, 2014), therefore they also can
be considered part of the world of IL.

Since IL is used at different levels of robot control and similar
problems, we can rephrase the definitions of LfD, PbD, and IL as
the set of ML methods that leverage teacher’s input as the source of
knowledge for training sequential decision-making systems. Most of the
time, the teacher is a human user, while in some cases it could be
another decision-making agent (e.g., a computationally expensive policy
like an Model Predictive Control (MPC) or a planner system), and it
has an understanding of either what are the objectives of the task, what
to do, how good an action/policy is, or how good is the policy with
respect to others.

In other words, methods are not considered IL if they leverage the
input of a teacher to train non-sequential decision-making systems, e.g.
an image classifier (Fails and Olsen Jr, 2003).

In the last two decades, articles have been published reviewing varied
perspectives of IL, proposing categorizations for organizing the types
of methods, identifying the benefits and drawbacks of the most known
approaches, listing the open challenges, and introducing and structuring
the field of study (Billard et al., 2008; Argall et al., 2009; Billing and
Hellström, 2010; Billard and Grollman, 2013; Chernova and Thomaz,
2014; Amershi et al., 2014; Billard et al., 2016; Hussein et al., 2017;
Lee, 2017; Calinon, 2018; Osa et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019a; Zhang et al.,
2019b; Ravichandar et al., 2020).

1.2.2 Interactive Machine Learning

There exists a considerable amount of learning methods that leverage
human teachers within the learning loop for training sequential and
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non-sequential decision-making systems. Through different types of
interaction, they make use of the knowledge a human has about the
process, without the need to hard-coding it. Therefore, these methods
enable users who are not expert ML practitioners to train models
according to their insights and intuition. The set of approaches that cover
all the learning loop schemes involving humans transferring knowledge
to the agent is known as IML (Amershi et al., 2014; Fails and Olsen Jr,
2003; Ware et al., 2001; Holzinger, 2016; Dudley and Kristensson, 2018;
Jiang et al., 2019).

Holzinger (2016) define “IML-approaches as algorithms that can
interact with both computational agents and human agents and can
optimize their learning behavior through these interactions”. Dudley
and Kristensson (2018) explain the contrast between IML and classical
ML as “Interactive Machine Learning is distinct from classical machine
learning in that human intelligence is applied through iterative teaching
and model refinement in a relatively tight loop of set-and-check. In other
words, the user provides additional information to the system to update
the model, and the change in the model is reviewed against the user’s
design objective”.

Some other authors refer to the same domain with a more explicit
name like Human in the Loop Machine Learning (HIL-ML) (Xin et al.,
2018; Wu et al., 2021). Other authors refer to it in a more general way,
combining the term Artificial Intelligence (AI), e.g., with Human in the
Loop Artificial Intelligence (HIL-AI) (Zanzotto, 2019), or Interactive
Artificial Intelligence (IAI) (Wenskovitch and North, 2020). Human
Centered Machine Learning (HCML) or Human Centered Artificial
Intelligence (HCAI) is a larger domain that contains all the mentioned
approaches with a human in the learning loop, additionally, it also
includes the approaches based on ML/AI that have humans in the
execution loop, i.e., systems that interact with humans as in ML/AI-
based Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) or Human-Robot Interaction
(HRI) systems.

Methods of IML serve a wide domain of applications, including clas-
sification, regression, image processing, information retrieval, anomaly
detection, among other systems (Ware et al., 2001; Fails and Olsen Jr,
2003; Amershi et al., 2012; Ngo et al., 2014; Amershi et al., 2014; Dudley
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and Kristensson, 2018; Jiang et al., 2019). It is important to clarify
that although IML methods always include a human in the learning
process, in some applications the human does not always perform as a
teacher, but rather is a user about whom the system learns through the
interactions without explicit signals, as it is the case for Recommender
Systems (Burke, 2002; Bobadilla et al., 2013; Beel et al., 2016).

Active Learning is one of the most traditional approaches of IML,
which consists of endowing the learner with capabilities for querying
the teacher for more data in specific situations. The learner is able
to choose from which data samples it learns, allowing it to learn with
higher accuracy from fewer samples (Cohn et al., 1996; Settles, 2009).

1.2.3 Interactive Imitation Learning

The set of IML covers a broad spectrum of problems it can be applied to,
including sequential and non-sequential decision-making. IL is narrower
and specific to sequential problems. Unlike IML, IL also involves methods
that learn from teachers in a sequential manner, without the need for
continuous interaction in the learning loop, as is the case of Behavioral
Cloning (BC), Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL), offline RL, or RL
from demonstrations, which learn from a set of demonstrations that
have been recorded before the learning process starts.

Also known as direct IL, BC (Bain and Sammut, 1995) applies su-
pervised learning to a set of previously recorded expert demonstrations,
in order to obtain a model that imitates the demonstrations. In contrast,
IRL is known as indirect IL because it uses recorded demonstrations to
obtain an objective function or reward function that explains the goal
of the task, so it can be used in an RL process for obtaining a policy
that imitates the demonstrator (Ng and Russell, 2000; Zhifei and Joo,
2012). In offline RL the principles of classical online RL are extended to
be applied over datasets of demonstrations, without collecting any new
sample during training time (Levine et al., 2020). We refer to RL from
demonstrations to the domain of all methods of classical online RL that
leverage recorded demonstrations to initialize the policy, or that keep
that data in a buffer that is continuously used for updating the policy
along with the new samples that are collected with the interactions
(Kober and Peters, 2008; Hester et al., 2018).
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The previous methods are not interactive, even though they learn
from data demonstrated by teachers. We hereby, take the term IIL
that has been previously used in the literature and redefine it as the
set of methods resulting from the intersection of the IL and IML sets.
Therefore, we can say that IIL methods involve the approaches that
learn from the knowledge provided by a teacher in the learning loop
of a sequential decision-making system. Human teachers can transfer
their knowledge to the learning agent through different modalities of
interaction, and they are able to observe the effect of their feedback
throughout the incremental learning process.

Methods of ML that actively choose or query training samples are
known as Active Learning (Settles, 2009) methods, and they aim to
increase the sampling efficiency of the learning process. It is a subset of
IML that also overlaps with the IIL domain.

It is important to make a distinction between IIL, IML, and In-
teractive Learning Systems (ILS), which is also used in the literature
and sometimes referred to as learning from interactions, or interactive
learning. ILS are real/virtual entities that learn from the interaction
with the world, a human, or another entity. This definition is comple-
mented in Cuayáhuitl et al. (2013) with the description: “A machine
can therefore be said to learn from interactions in a particular class of
tasks if its performance improves with the given interactions over time”.
The ILS that learn from the interaction with the world/environment
enclose RL methods (Sutton and Barto, 2018), wherein the agent learns
from its own experience and not from a teacher. The subset of ILS that
learn from the interaction with other agents acting as teachers results
in the same set of IIL methods, which are the focus of this work.

RL systems that obtain data from human teachers in the form of
either demonstrations or evaluations (human reinforcements) during
the learning process are known as Human in the Loop Reinforcement
Learning (HIL-RL) and are also a type of IIL.

1.3 Others Surveys and Outline

In recent years, there has been an explosion in the adoption of IL
methods. There exist a large body of surveys discussing IL from different
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points of view. In particular, Chernova and Thomaz (2014) provides a
general overview of the methodology of learning from demonstration
where different topics are analyzed, such as how the human teacher
interacts with the robot to provide demonstrations, which modeling
technique to choose (low/high level), how the human can refine an
existing task and how to incorporate interactive and active learning
components. Given the big spectrum of the paper of Chernova and
Thomaz (2014), interactive methods are mentioned as one possible
evolution of IL, but they are not the main focus of the work, and,
therefore, not analyzed in depth.

A similar collection and analysis of the literature were conducted
recently by Ravichandar et al. (2020). Here, topics such as non-expert
robot programming, data efficiency, safe learning, and performance
guarantees are discussed. The authors highlight the importance of
learning from social cues, reasoning about the availability of human
demonstrators, how to behave in their absence and how to ask for help.
However, IIL is only marginally analyzed.

Similarly, Hussein et al. (2017) propose a survey on different learning
methods for IL. The survey underlines how BC has limitations due
to errors in the demonstration and poor generalization. As a possible
solution, it is proposed to combine IL with RL, refine the policy with RL,
or use active learning. However, marginal attention is given specifically
to interactive methods.

In a recent survey, Osa et al. (2018) provide a structural analysis on
IL, focusing on BC and IRL methods. The authors mention that incre-
mental and interactive learning methods can be employed to alleviate
the covariate shift problem (Section 2.2.6) that exist in BC methods.
While they highlight the necessity of such methods from an algorithmic
and mathematical perspective on machine learning, the authors do not
provide an extensive treatment of the topic, as it is outside the scope of
their work.

The topic of Human-Centered RL is investigated by (Li et al., 2019a)
as well as Zhang et al. (2019b), where human evaluative feedback is used
to teach behaviors to learning agents. They divide the field into three
categories: learning from human reward, from interpreted human reward,
and from action-translated human reward. Although these works are
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surveying the concept of human feedback from a RL perspective, a
broader discussion of other IIL methods is not covered.

In our work, we provide a survey of the Interactive Imitation Learn-
ing literature, ranging from seminal early work to the most recent
advances. We investigate the role of IIL in the broader picture of sequen-
tial decision-making problems, with a focus on robotics applications.
Besides providing an organized view of the state-of-the-art of the field,
we aim to distill the most important takeaways and contribute a useful
perspective on the topic. Our goal is for this manuscript to be a helpful
reference for future work as well as a starting point for newcomers to the
field. Our discussion spans multiple dimensions, ranging from the type
of feedback a human teacher can provide to the agents, to the models
that are learned through this interaction, to the existing benchmarks
and applications proposed in recent years. In particular, we structure
the analysis over multiple sections as follows:

• Section 2 provides an overview of the sequential decision-making
problem and its different formulations, formalizes the IIL problem
and defines core concepts such as Feedback and Covariate Shift.

• Section 3 discusses the different modalities of feedback that a
human teacher can provide to the robot, ranging from evaluative
to preference to corrective feedback or interventions. We examine
their strengths and weaknesses, with a focus on the trade-off
between richness of information and human effort required.

• Section 4 considers the various types of models that the robot
is able to learn from the provided feedback, including policies,
transition models, and objective functions. We discuss how certain
models are best learned by specific types of feedback, and how
they are used to achieve the main objective of solving sequential
decision problems.

• Section 5 reviews auxiliary models that the robot could learn
in addition to the main objective, such as uncertainty and risk
estimation models, environment dynamics, task features and mod-
els of the human teacher. We analyze the advantages that such
models provide and the settings in which they can be adopted.
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• Section 6 discusses the different types of function approximation
and model representation strategies common in the literature,
including motion-conditioned models and deep neural networks.
We consider their advantages and disadvantages and provide
recommendations on their usage.

• Section 7 provides a comparison between on-policy and off-policy
methods with a focus on the IIL setting.

• Section 8 analyzes the special case of IIL methods used in glsrl
framework, called RL with Human in the Loop.

• Section 9 presents an overview of the interfaces used for enabling
the communication between the robot/computer and the teacher,
examining their role and importance in the learning pipeline. They
range from physical contact with the robot embodiment to external
devices such as remote controllers to contact-free approaches such
as video and voice.

• Section 10 provides an overview of the human factors to consider
in IIL, such as available human-robot interfaces, user experience,
and performance metrics, as well as guidelines on how to design
user studies in IIL.

• Section 11 surveys the principal benchmarks and datasets used
in the literature to evaluate the proposed methods as well as the
different fields of application of these algorithms, such as assistive,
household, medical or industrial robots;

• Section 12 provides a discussion of the current challenges and
opportunities in the field of IIL, as well as directions for future
work.

• Section 13 completes the survey with a summary of the main
concepts discussed as well as the most relevant takeaways and
contributions to the field.



2
Theoretical Background

In this section, first we formalize the sequential decision-making problem
using the Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework (Bellman, 1957),
and then formalize the IIL problem.

Many problems like solving Rubik’s cube with a robotic hand,
controlling the propulsion of a rocket, swinging up a pendulum or
finding the best strategy in a chess game share the necessary idea of
finding the best set of actions that would successfully accomplish the
task. These problems share many properties and therefore they can be
modeled using a common framework (i.e MDP).

2.1 Decision Theory

A wide variety of problems can be formalized as a sequential decision-
making process, where the decision-making authority is an agent, operat-
ing in a certain environment. At each time instance t (also known as time
step), the agent receives information describing the situation of the en-
vironment with the state vector st, and executes an action at, aiming to
change the environment towards a desired state according to the goal of
the task. The environment transitions to a new state st+1, and provides
a reward rt, which is a signal that explains the objective of the task.

15
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When a decision-making problem has well-defined initial and termi-
nal conditions, it is known as a finite horizon problem, and the period
of time between its start and end is called an episode. The collection of
states and actions experienced by the agent throughout an episode is
known as a trajectory τ = (s0, a0, ..., sT , aT ), where T corresponds to
the number of time steps visited by the agent.

Decision theory provides a formal and complete framework for
decision-making by combining probability and utility theory (Russell
and Norvig, 2016).

2.1.1 Markov Decision Process (MDP)

Initial foundations for MDP are set by Bellman (1957) and further
extended by Howard (1960). An MDP models a stochastic, sequential
decision-making process in a fully observable environment as a tuple
< S,A, T ,R > with four components:

• S: A set of all possible states s.

• A: A set of all possible actions a. Some problems may have a
state-dependent set of actions (A(s)).

• T (s′ | a, s): A transition model that defines P(st+1 = s′ | st =
s, at = a), probability of reaching state s′ if action a is applied in
state s (T : S ×A× S 7→ [0, 1]).

• R(s, a): A reward function, determining the reward r received for
applying action a in state s (R : S ×A 7→ R).

Decisions are modeled as state-action pairs (s, a). The next state s′

is determined by a probability distribution, which is defined by the
transition function T and it is based on the current state s and the
applied action a. The Markov property defines that the next state s′

is dependent only on the current state and action, while the previous
states and actions do not have any influence on the current transition.
A deterministic policy π is a mapping from states to actions, defining
which action should be chosen in that state in S (π : S 7→ A). The
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policy can also have a stochastic representation, with a distribution
over state-action pairs (π : S ×A 7→ [0, 1]).

In certain problems, the agent cannot directly observe the underlying
state. Instead, the state can only be inferred indirectly, using an obser-
vation model (the probability distribution of different observations given
the underlying state). For such problems, it is appropriate to consider
the Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) (Kaelbling
et al., 1998), where the dynamics are still described using MDPs, and
the additional observation model O(s, o) specifies the probability of
perceiving an observation o in a state s.

2.1.2 Sequential Decision-Making Problem

The objective of solving decision-making problems modeled with MDPs
or POMDPs is to find the policy π∗, that maximizes the expected
accumulated reward (also known as utility or value), i.e.,

π∗ = arg max
π∈Π

Eτ∼pπ(τ)

[
T∑

t=0
γtR(st, at)

]
, (2.1)

where pπ(τ) corresponds to the trajectory distribution induced by
π, Π to the set of possible policies, and γ is a discount factor. Since
problems, in general, can have infinite horizon (T → ∞), this sum
could diverge. Therefore, the sum can be discounted with the discount
factor γ, where 0 ≤ γ < 1. This problem formulation assumes the
reward hypothesis, which claims that “all of what we mean by goals and
purposes can be well thought of as maximization of the expected value
of the cumulative sum of a received scalar signal (reward)” (Sutton and
Barto, 2018).

There exists a plethora of methods for solving sequential decision-
making problems, each with unique assumptions, strengths and weak-
nesses. We make rough distinctions between three different approaches:
Control, Planning and Learning. The boundaries of these approaches are
not always clear as many practical solutions commonly lie in between or
combine these approaches. In this work, we focus on Interactive Robot
Learning approaches, where the goal is to devise a policy by learning
from interactions with humans.
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Figure 2.1: IIL learning loop.

2.2 Interactive Imitation Learning

2.2.1 MDPs in IIL

In IIL, a human teacher, which we will refer to as the teacher, aims
to improve the behavior of a learning agent, which we will refer to as
the learner, by occasionally providing feedback to it as a function of
the observed behavior (see Figure 2.1). The period of time when the
teacher provides feedback to the learner is known as the learning process,
which finishes whenever the human considers the learner’s behavior
appropriate or when no more improvement is observed. The human
feedback can be modeled with the feedback function H. Although H
can evolve throughout a learning process (i.e., a human may modify its
understanding of a task when teaching), for simplicity, the following of
this section assumes this function does not change.
H is presented as a more general alternative to the reward function

employed in the MDP framework. At every time step, as a consequence
of the agent’s behavior, H outputs a feedback signal Ht, which is defined
as any type of information that can be used to improve the agent’s policy
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Figure 2.2: MDP with the feedback signal Ht.

(see Figure 2.2). In IIL, feedback can be occasional; therefore, Ht consists
of two values: ht ∈ Rn and gt ∈ {0, 1}. ht provides the information
employed to improve the agent’s performance and gt indicates the
instances where feedback was given, i.e., ht exists whenever gt = 1.
Furthermore, and differently from the reward function in RL, H may
depend on previously visited states s≤t ≡ (s0, s1, ..., st) and actions
a≤t ≡ (a0, a1, ..., at). Hence, in the deterministic case, H(s≤t, a≤t, s′

t) :
St+1×At+1×S 7→ Rn×{0, 1} (note that the domain can be a subset of
St+1×At+1×S, where Xt represents X to the power of t). Alternatively,
H can be modeled as a probability distribution H : St+1 ×At+1 × S ×
Rn×{0, 1} 7→ [0, 1]. Finally, note that this formulation can be extended
to cases where the agent generates active queries, where H would also
depend on them.

Given that ht does not necessarily represent a reward, the problem
formulation of the MDP needs to be modified accordingly. The next
subsection discusses how to approach this problem.

2.2.2 Interactive Imitation Learning Objective

The goal of sequential decision-making problems is to find a policy π

that generates trajectories τ ∼ pπ(τ) such that an objective function
J(π) is minimized. In RL, for instance, the objective function is defined
by the policy’s (negative) expected return. In IIL, however, there is
not always direct access to this function, as it is commonly represented
implicitly inside the teacher’s mind and, therefore, it is not always
possible to minimize it directly. Consequently, more generally, it is
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possible to formulate the problem in terms of an observable surrogate
loss L(π,H) computed as a function of the feedback function H. We
assume that the minimization of L(π,H) indirectly minimizes J(π)
(or at least leads to near-optimal solutions). Note that when the true
objective function of the problem is available, these two functions are
the same (i.e., L = J). Hence, IIL aims to find a learner’s policy πl by
solving the following optimization problem:

πl∗ = arg min
π∈Π

L(π,H). (2.2)

One key aspect of this equation is the approach employed to search
through the space of solutions Π. In practice, when learning this sequen-
tial decision-making problem, the data used to optimize Equation 2.2
comes from a policy that interacts with the environment, which biases
the optimization problem. Hence, depending on this policy, different
solutions will be obtained.

To make this idea evident, the problem can be formulated in terms
of the expected immediate cost C(s, a) of performing an action a for
a state s (Ross et al., 2011). Then, we can express this cost in terms
of a policy π with Cπ(s) = Ea∼π(s) [C(s, a)]. Consequently, the ob-
jective function becomes the accumulated expected immediate cost
J(π) =

∑T
t=0 Es∼pt

π(s) [Cπ(s)], where T corresponds to the task hori-
zon and pt

π(s) is the state distribution at time step t induced by π.
Once again, given that we might not have access to Cπ(s), the problem
can be formulated in terms of the immediate expected surrogate loss
ℓπ(s) = Ea∼π(s) [ℓπ(s, a,H(s, a))], yielding the following IIL optimiza-
tion problem:

πl∗ = arg min
π∈Π

T∑
t=0

Es∼pt
π(s) [ℓπ(s)] . (2.3)

In practice, the expected value of the surrogate loss in Equation
2.3 is estimated from the data collected by a policy that interacts
with the environment (i.e., pt

π is induced by this policy). For instance,
BC methods use the teacher’s policy πh to collect training data (i.e.,
s ∼ pt

πh(s)), or, in other words, the data comes from executions of the
task performed by the teacher.
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It turns out that methods like BC that learn from data gathered
with a policy different from the one that is later evaluated (i.e., πl)
suffer from covariate shift. In this context, covariate shift means that
the distribution of states visited at evaluation time by the learner (i.e.,
s ∼ pt

πl(s)) differs from the one from where the training data was
sampled from (e.g., s ∼ pt

πh(s)). As a consequence, the learner visits
states that were not well represented in the training data, leading,
possibly, to catastrophic mistakes. For more details regarding covariate
shift, we refer the reader to Section 2.2.6.

Therefore, in IIL, the training data distribution depends on the
learner’s policy. In this way, these methods aim to minimize the state
distribution mismatch between the data sampled at training and test
time. Nevertheless, this poses a chicken-or-the-egg problem, since with-
out knowing the learner’s policy in advance, it is not possible to generate
data from the trajectories that this policy would generate (Ross and Bag-
nell, 2010). IIL methods address this by solving the problem iteratively,
i.e, the learner’s policy is used to collect data, improve its behavior from
the data and repeat this process N times until a well-performing policy
is obtained. Hence, by noting that

∑T
t=0 Es∼pt

π(s) [ℓπ(s)] = TEs∼pπ(s))
[ℓπ(s)], where pπ(s) = 1

T

∑T
t=0 pt

π corresponds to the average distri-
bution of states (Ross et al., 2011), the general IIL problem can be
formulated as:

IIL problem: πl∗ = arg min
π∈Π

N∑
i=1

Es∼p
πl

i
(s)) [ℓπ(s)] . (2.4)

Note that in this equation there is an abuse of notation, as pπl
i
(s)

represents a distribution of states that depends on πl
i, but the actions

taken for collecting training data do not always necessarily have to
distribute exactly as πl

i.
From Equation 2.4 it can be observed that every IIL method has

the following properties:

1. A surrogate loss ℓπ is computed as a function of the feedback
function H.

2. The problem is formulated over state distributions that depend
on the learner’s policy.
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3. The problem is solved iteratively by sampling, at each training
iteration, from state distributions that depend on the current
learner’s policy.

2.2.3 Episodic Feedback

A family of IIL methods solves Equation 2.2 by solving the inverse
problem, i.e., L(π,H) is unknown and human feedback is employed to
estimate L̂(π,H). Then, this estimation is minimized L̂(π,H) with some
optimization method (e.g., path planning or RL). Commonly, several
trajectories are sampled from the learner’s policy πl to get Monte Carlo
estimates of L(π,H) and feedback is provided at the end of them, i.e,
gt = 0 the rest of the time. This feedback consists of an evaluation
over the complete trajectory that has the form of a choice/preference
(Wilde et al., 2022; Wilson et al., 2012; Christiano et al., 2017), i.e., at
each iteration, given the execution of two or more trajectories from the
learner, the teacher provides a ranking of them. Then, the feedback is
employed to gradually shift the trajectories generated by the learner in
a direction where their performance will increase.

2.2.4 Per Step Feedback

Alternatively, many IIL methods directly solve Equation (2.3) following
approaches that were derived either from RL (value maximization) or
the classical IL (divergence minimization) literature. Therefore, in these
cases, feedback is provided in a per-step basis, i.e., the teacher observes
the behavior of the learner at each time step and provides feedback if
necessary.

2.2.5 Value Maximization

Value Maximization methods correspond to IIL approaches that employ
human feedback to solve problems formulated using the RL approach
(see Equation 2.1). In other words, some part of the RL problem is
modified through H.
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The most direct way of doing this is by naively replacing the reward
function of an existing RL approach with H and executing the learning
process as if nothing changed. However, prior research has shown that
such methods may induce positive reward cycles, which could lead to
unintended behaviors (Ho et al., 2015). This shortcoming lead to the
development of approaches that built upon the RL literature but take
into account this and other limitations in the method design. For more
information regarding these methods, the reader is referred to Sections
3 and 8.

Divergence Minimization

The IIL methods that are derived from the literature of classical IL can
be modeled as a divergence minimization problem where we assume
that we have access to expert trajectories from πh. Then, the problem is
modelled as minimizing the distance between the trajectory distribution
of the expert/human pπh(τ) and the learner pπh(τ). The f−divergence

family (Liese and Vajda, 2006) is a class of divergences that measure
distances between probability distributions. Hence, the IL problem
can be seen as an f-divergence minimization problem (Ghasemipour
et al., 2020; Ke et al., 2020). By denoting the f-divergence between two
distributions as Df (·, ·), IL can be formalized as:

πl∗ = arg min
π∈Π

Df (pπh(τ), pπ(τ)) . (2.5)

BC methods solve Equation 2.5 by using the forward Kullback–
Leibler divergence (KL), which reduces the problem to the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of the teacher’s policy from samples
drawn from the trajectory distribution induced by the teacher’s policy
(Bishop, 2006), i.e.,

πl∗ = arg max
π∈Π

Eτ∼p
πh (τ)

[
T∑

t=0
ln π(at|st)

]
. (2.6)

Interestingly, if the Total Variation (TV) distance between these
distributions is minimized instead, the problem reduces to the minimiza-
tion of the forward KL divergence between the teacher and the learner
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policies from a state distribution that follows the learner’s policy (Ke
et al., 2020)

πl∗ = arg min
π∈Π

Es∼pπ(s)
[
DKL

(
πh(a|s), π(a|s)

)]
. (2.7)

Notably, if we define the surrogate loss of an IIL problem as ℓπ =
DKL

(
πh(a|s), π(a|s)

)
, then we would have an IIL method that mini-

mizes the TV divergence between the teacher’s and the learner’s policy.
The method Data Aggregation (DAgger) (Ross et al., 2011) minimizes
this objective function, which inspired a broad family of IIL methods.

In this case, the feedback function directly outputs a desired action
for a given state, i.e., ht corresponds to a sample from πh(a|s). The
samples ht can be employed to estimate πh by solving the MLE problem.
Alternatively, πl can be modeled as a deterministic policy. In such
cases, the samples are approximated by the minimization of a distance
between πl and ht (e.g., Mean Squared Error (MSE) minimization).
This approach can indirectly solve Equation (2.7) if some assumptions
are made; for instance, if it is assumed that πl follows a Gaussian
distribution with fixed variance, solving Equation (2.7) is equivalent
to finding a discrete policy that models the mean of this distribution
through MSE minimization (Osa et al., 2018).

2.2.6 Covariate Shift

One of the main advantages of using IIL over offline IL methods is its
data efficiency. Here, data efficiency is evaluated as the amount of human
data (i.e., feedback) that is required to obtain well-performing policies
(according to the human’s judgment). Offline IL methods require large
amounts of data because of covariate shift. Covariate shift is defined as
the prediction problem where the source and target domain probability
densities are different (Sugiyama, 2015; Osa et al., 2018) and, therefore,
the learned model is required to make predictions with inputs that
diverge from the distribution of the training data.

In the context of offline IL, the source domain corresponds to pπh(τ)
and the target domain corresponds to pπl(τ), i.e, the learner learns from
samples that are drawn from the teacher’s policy. However, given that
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the learning problem will always be subject to errors, at prediction time,
the states that the learner visit will gradually diverge away from the
states presented in the training data, leading the agent to visit unknown
regions and, therefore, to possibly make catastrophic mistakes. To solve
this problem, it is necessary to collect enough data such that the state
space is covered as much as possible, which in complex problems can
become intractable or require large amounts of resources.

Alternatively, in IIL, the learner collects data following its own
distribution pπl(τ). Hence, by learning iteratively following this strategy,
the agent learns to correct its mistakes and avoid regions that may be
dangerous or that will not lead to completing the task. In this case, it
is not necessary to collect data over the complete state space, but only
in the regions that πl visits, and, therefore, fewer data is required to
obtain well-performing policies.

In the next section, different methods that solve either the Value
Maximization or the Divergence Minimization problem, along with
the type of feedback (i.e., feedback modality) that they employ, are
introduced.



3
Modalities of Interaction

In the IIL literature, there exist various modalities of interaction that
a human teacher can adopt to communicate with the learning agent.
In this section, we aim to provide a classification of these methods
by answering the question what kinds of feedback could a teacher use
to train an agent interactively? The feedback is the signal containing
the information that human teachers explicitly communicate to the
learning agent through a Human-Robot (or Human-Computer) interface.
Different kinds of feedback are useful for transferring knowledge to
the agent depending on factors like the task complexity, the teacher’s
understanding or expertise about it, the potential of the teacher to learn
through the training process, or the available interface for providing
feedback.

The short answer to that question provides two main categories
that group the learning methods. They are based on the domain of the
feedback provided by the teacher, which could be either in the evalua-
tive space or in the transition (state-action) space. The former covers
the methods in which the teacher provides a signal of assessment or
evaluation about how well the agent performs, while the latter category
gathers the methods that require the teacher to provide feedback that
let the agent learn how to do the task.

26
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Table 3.1: Modalities of interaction according to the kind of feedback.

Learning From Human Absolute
Feedback

Relative
Feedback

Feedback in Evaluative Space Reinforcements Preferences
Feedback in Transition
(State-Action) Space

Absolute
Corrections

Relative
Corrections

In both categories, there are two ways for the user to transmit the
assessment or guidance to the agent. The teacher could provide feedback
that is either relative or absolute. In the relative feedback case, the
teacher provides a signal that contains information about the direction
the agent behavior should shift to, with respect to current or other
policy executions, e.g., how good a policy/transition is with respect
to others, or how a transition should be modified with respect to the
current one. However, since it is only a relative direction, it does not
specify explicitly what the exact input-output mapping is that the model
should fit to, and it might be required to gather many feedback samples
to tune the final mapping, even for a specific state or state-action pair.
On the other hand, the absolute feedback contains information about
the current execution regarding the optimal behavior, implicitly known
by the teacher. The relative feedback requires a lower cognitive load (i.e.,
less mental effort) for teachers because it is less informative than the
absolute counterpart, which makes it in some cases less data efficient.
In other words, the use of relative and absolute feedback can represent
a trade-off between data efficiency and cognitive load of the teachers
during the interaction.

Table 3.1 presents the four modalities a teacher can use for inter-
acting with a learning agent, depending on the kind of information
provided and the way it is represented (absolute or relative). Methods
corresponding to each row will be discussed below in Sections 3.1 and
3.2 respectively.
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3.1 Human Feedback in Evaluative Space

We first review different approaches that provide the agent with evalua-
tive feedback, which consists of a scalar value indicating the quality of
the agent’s behavior. This family of methods tends to be confused with
the set of RL with Human-in-the-Loop (RL-HiL) methods since they
partially overlap, however, the latter group is the result of different clas-
sification criteria. In Section 8, we focus to review the RL-HiL methods,
which we define as the interactive methods that combine RL and human
input, and learn from both the reward function of the environment and
the human feedback that can be of any kind of the modalities discussed
in this section, i.e., they are not restricted to learn only from human
evaluations.

The earliest works in interactive learning belong to the evaluative
feedback category and were inspired by animal clicker training, a com-
mon strategy used to train dogs and other domestic pets (Pryor, 1999).
Animal training for purposes like assistance or detection dogs is in fact
proof that humans can transfer knowledge to other agents through sim-
ple signals specifying whether a behavior is acceptable or not, without
explicit demonstrations of how to do the task, unlike in traditional
methods of LfD. Depending on the method, these feedback signals could
be provided to evaluate a transition in a specific time step or a com-
plete roll-out. They could be absolute evaluations of performance, or
relative as in the cases where the teacher describes how some executions
are better or worse than others, using either pair-wise comparisons or
rankings.

Some of the early approaches that explored the use of evaluative
feedback from human supervisors to interactively train agents are Inter-
active Evolutionary Computation (IEC) (Takagi, 1998; Takagi, 2001;
Smith, 1991), which run a Genetic Algorithm (GA) in which the fitness
function is given by the human after observing the performance of the
individuals of each generation, i.e., the teacher evaluates each roll-out,
and those evaluations are used along with the genetic operators in the
search of population (solution) improvement. Already in the ’90s and
the beginning of this century, these methods were applied in a very wide
spectrum of applications including graphic art and animation, music,
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database retrieval, industrial design, face image generation, control, and
robotics, among many others (Takagi, 2001).

The use of IEC to problems in robotics (Lewis et al., 1992; CWI and
Amsterdam, 1997; Kamohara et al., 1997; Lund et al., 1998; Nojima
et al., 2003), known as Interactive Evolutionary Robotics (IER), also
attracted the interest of the researchers in those years, however, that
domain of study has not been very active in the last decade. Nevertheless,
the community has been inclined to develop methods inspired by RL,
with the difference of receiving interactive reinforcements from the
human in the learning loop, instead of receiving them from a reward
function.

Using evaluative feedback provided by a human teacher simplifies
two problems compared to an autonomous learning process like RL,
or an Evolutionary Strategy. It helps to bypass the difficult problem
of designing an objective function used for providing feedback in the
autonomous case, and additionally, the implementation of the system is
simpler since the infrastructure for computing the reward is not required.
However, the human evaluations can be inconsistent due to multiple
external factors, or even not compliant with the MDP framework,
therefore, the algorithms should take into account these considerations
in order to avoid convergence issues.

3.1.1 Learning from Human Reinforcements

The methods based on absolute feedback in the evaluative space are
approaches that take the human signal as a punishment or reward of the
current policy execution with respect to the optimal policy implicitly
known by the teacher, rather than an evaluation resulting from the
comparison with other actions or policy executions (see Figure 3.1).
With respect to evolutionary strategies, using human reinforcements
can handle the credit assignment problem better, which is “the problem
of assigning credit or blame for overall outcomes to each of the internal
decisions made by a learning machine and which contributed to those
outcomes” (Haykin, 2001). The feedback is closely linked to the decisions
that lead to positive or negative rewards, unlike using a scalar measure
that represents the fitness of an entire roll-out of a GA.
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Figure 3.1: Learning from human reinforcements loop: the teacher is teaching the
robot to go to the left and he gives bad rewards when it goes right.

Reinforcement Learning Only with Human Rewards

A simple way of introducing human feedback in the learning process of
the agent is to adopt standard RL algorithms and let a human teacher
provide the reward signal. Under this paradigm, non-expert users can
teach the decision-making systems, even online, by delivering their
feedback interactively as an evaluative (approval or disapproval) signal
in a RL framework where the reward is completely given by the human
(Kaplan et al., 2002; Blumberg et al., 2002; Mitsunaga et al., 2008;
Tenorio-Gonzalez et al., 2010; León et al., 2011; Suay and Chernova,
2011; Pilarski et al., 2011; Yanik et al., 2014; Hurtado et al., 2021;
Londoño et al., 2022).

Thomaz and Breazeal (2006) show how Interactive RL enables a
human user to provide positive and negative rewards in real-time in
response to robot actions and to advise anticipatory guidance input that
constrains action selection choice and guides the learner towards the
desired behavior. Since a human reward may have a different meaning
with respect to an encoded environment reward function, which is the
basic reinforcement used in the conventional RL approaches, a series of
works have analyzed how to model the human reinforcement (Thomaz,
Breazeal, et al., 2006; Thomaz and Breazeal, 2007a).
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The TAMER Framework

An important consideration to take into account for agents learning
from human rewards, in contrast to learning from environment rewards
is that “MDP reward is informationally poor yet flawless and human
reinforcement is rich yet flawed” (Knox and Stone, 2010). In other words,
interpreting the human feedback in the same way as an MDP reward
signal does not take advantage of the prior knowledge of the teacher
regarding the long-term consequences of actions. The shaping approach
allows interactively training of an agent through signals of positive
and negative reinforcement, which take into account the long-term
consequences and optimality of the robot’s action (Knox and Stone,
2009). One of the seminal works based on shaping is the Training an
Agent Manually via Evaluative Reinforcement (TAMER) framework
(Knox and Stone, 2008; Knox et al., 2012), which addresses how to use
delayed human rewards in RL problems with discrete action spaces.
Other works combine human rewards and MDP reward functions by
applying transfer learning strategies, where both rewards were combined
first sequentially (Knox and Stone, 2010), and in a simultaneous scheme
(Knox and Stone, 2012), in what they refer to as TAMER+RL.

The authors of TAMER studied the use of the discount factor used
with the rewards in RL (Knox and Stone, 2012; Knox et al., 2012; Knox
and Stone, 2013). They firstly concluded that high discount (low discount
factor) performs better for human reward functions used as MDP reward.
However, they presented a successful case of learning with a low discount
from human reward (Knox and Stone, 2015). Knox et al. (2013) present
the first implementation of the TAMER algorithm on a real robot.

Later on, Actor-Critic TAMER (ACTAMER) proposes an Actor-
Critic approach that addresses RL problems with continuous action
spaces and uses the same kind of feedback (Vien and Ertel, 2012; Vien
et al., 2013).

Finally, Deep TAMER (D-TAMER) (Warnell et al., 2018) leverages
the representational capabilities of deep learning in order to deal with
high-dimensional inputs such as images. The authors show that the
method is able to solve an Atari game environment in just 15 minutes
of human-provided feedback.
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Policy Shaping

An additional line of work is the Policy Shaping framework, initially
introduced by Griffith et al. (2013). In this work, evaluative human
feedback is used to directly update the policy, instead of being con-
sidered as a reward or value. The stochastic human policy is trained
by increasing or decreasing the probability of an action in a certain
state, depending on the feedback provided. Building upon the Pol-
icy Shaping framework, Loftin et al. (2014) and Loftin et al. (2016)
propose a method to take into account the user feedback strategy, in
particular taking into consideration different interpretations of lack of
feedback from the teacher. They derive two Bayesian policy learning algo-
rithms called Strategy-Aware Bayesian Learning (SABL) and Inferring
Strategy-Aware Bayesian Learning (I-SABL), which are able to infer
the trainer’s strategy directly from the received feedback. This method
is further extended by MacGlashan et al. (2014), who demonstrate how
grounding of natural language commands can be learned from a human
trainer providing online reward and punishment. The combination of
natural language commands and human feedback for training makes
the training procedure simple and intuitive for non-experts users.

Convergent Actor-Critic by Humans

Deriving from the ideas of Policy Shaping, Convergent Actor-Critic by
Humans (COACHe)1 is presented (MacGlashan et al., 2017). Contrary
to prior work, this method assumes that the human feedback does
not follow a static rule, but tends to evolve over time, depending on
the current policy of the agent. In order to take into account the
dependency of the provided feedback from the policy, they consider
the human feedback to be a label on the advantage function. This

1The original acronym of this method is COACH, however, we here call it
COACHe (wherein the “e” refers to the use of evaluative feedback). This is in order
to avoid ambiguities with COrrective Advice Communicated by Humans (COACHc)
(that in this work we add the “c” referring to the use of corrective feedback in the
action space), published earlier by Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar (2015), and mentioned
in Section 3.2.2
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idea is based on the insight that the TD-error used by actor-critic
algorithms is an unbiased estimate of the advantage function, which is
a policy-dependent value roughly corresponding to how much better or
worse an action is compared to the current policy. Moreover, instead of
using the feedback to learn an approximated advantage function, it is
directly applied to the policy gradient update rule. An extension of the
aforementioned method is presented in Arumugam et al. (2019), where
the approach is enhanced with deep neural networks in order to cope
with high-dimensional observations such as images.

Conclusion

The use of human reinforcements allows teachers to transfer to the
agent the insights of what is right or wrong in the respective time step.
It requires a good level of understanding of the task but not necessarily
being an expert or knowing what are the exact actions that should be
taken in any state.

Since this feedback does not explicitly convey what other action
should be executed in case the executed one receives a punishment, one
mistaken punishment from the teacher requires many new instances of
feedback to revert the wrong feedback effect, which means that these
approaches are not very robust to imperfect teachers.

3.1.2 Learning from Human Preference

Learning from absolute evaluative feedback has shown great success,
but it requires the human teacher to provide evaluations with respect to
an absolute scale. On the other hand, methods for learning from human
preference consist of comparing two or more sequences of actions and
providing a preference score to the agent (see Figure 3.2), and they do
not require the teacher to identify and evaluate what is the credit of
the decision at each time step with respect to the success or failure of
the task execution, i.e., potentially reducing teacher workload. In other
words, they use relative evaluative feedback that implicitly indicates
the direction in which the solution in the policy space should be shifted,
such that it matches the preferences of the teacher. However, since this
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Figure 3.2: Learning from human preferences: the teacher is teaching the robot to
take the left turn and it is specifically saying that going left is better than going
right.

feedback is relative to other trajectories, policies, or roll-outs, it does
not describe how good an execution is in general, and a policy that
is preferred over another or ranked as the best out of a set of policies
might be ranked low later on with respect to some different executions.

Preference-Based Policy Learning

Preference-Based Policy Learning (PPL) (Akrour et al., 2011) is one of
the first methods that investigate the integration between preference
learning and reinforcement learning. In this work, a set of policies is
shown to the human teacher who provides feedback as pairwise prefer-
ences between policies. With this information, the value of parametrized
policies is estimated (here called Policy Return Estimate), the agent
selects another set of policies, and the process is repeated. Similarly,
Fürnkranz et al. (2012) consider a preference-based reinforcement learn-
ing strategy, in which a policy is leaned through an approximate policy
iteration setting, instead of learning a value function of the parametrized
policies. Moreover, while the former work focuses on learning a ranking
function of different policies at the trajectory level, the latter considers
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the preference feedback on actions in a given state. These ideas are
extended by Akrour et al. (2014), where the agent estimates a utility
function in order to account for unavoidable human mistakes. The
method is evaluated on various testbeds, including a physical Nao robot,
which was able to learn simple tasks such as raising a hand.

A line of work that focuses on manipulation tasks is the one pre-
sented by Jain et al. (2013) and Jain et al. (2015). The authors present a
co-active online learning framework where the human teacher iteratively
provides small adjustments to the trajectory currently proposed by the
system. Although these methods learn from the teachers applying pref-
erence learning, the interaction modality is also with relative corrections
in the transition space, as explained in Section 3.2.2, however, after
recording the modified trajectory, it is compared and assumed to be
preferred with respect to the one intended to be executed by the agent,
hence, the data is used following the mechanisms of preference learning.

The methods presented so far show how to train robot policies by
preference-based feedback, but they are limited to low dimensional states
as inputs. For approaching this issue, deep Neural Networks (NNs) are
incorporated into the methods, for instance, Ibarz et al. (2018) proposes
a method where the reward function is modeled as a deep NN and is
trained with a combination of demonstrations and human preferences.
The key idea is that the reward function used in the RL step is not hand-
crafted, but rather learned via preference feedback. The combination of
demonstrations and preference feedback is evaluated on multiple Atari
games and shown to outperform both demonstrations or preferences
used in isolation. Christiano et al. (2017) model both the policy and the
reward function as a deep NN to deal with high dimensional observations
such as images. The reward function is updated from human preference
feedback, whereas the policy is updated by a traditional RL algorithm.
A drawback of this approach is that the trajectories need to be sampled
and replayed on screen for the user to provide feedback. Additionally,
millions of steps are required for the policy to converge. Lastly, Brown
et al. (2020) propose Bayesian REX, a fast Bayesian Reward inference
algorithm from preferences. Here, ranked trajectories are used to train
low-dimensional feature embeddings via a self-supervised loss. The
reward function is then constructed as a linear combination of such
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features. This group of approaches has been tested mainly in simulated
environments, although their benefits could be extended to real-world
robotic problems.

Information Maximization via Active Queries

An important component of preference-based learning methods is the
choice of trajectories to compare. Some methods sample trajectories
randomly from a dataset, other consider two consecutive trajectories
generated by the current policy. The goal of active preference-based
methods is to improve the convergence of these algorithms by generating
at each step the most informative query, as measured by information
theoretic metrics such as expected volume removed (Palan et al., 2019).
One of the early approaches in this direction is proposed by Akrour
et al. (2012), who combine preference-based policy learning with an
active ranking mechanism. Another approach for policy learning from
trajectory preferences is proposed by Wilson et al. (2012). Here, a
Bayesian model is employed in order to actively query the human
teacher, and two different query selection mechanisms are investigated.
The first one is called Query by Disagreement, where the main idea is
to generate a sequence of unlabeled samples and evaluate them with
two different classifiers. If the two models disagree on the class, then the
expert is queried for a label. The second one is called Expected Belief
Change, which aims to generate a set of candidate preference queries
and heuristically select the best among those.

A different approach is to use the provided preferences to learn
a reward function, which can then be employed for training on the
downstream task, for example in a standard reinforcement learning
setting. One example of this approach is presented by Daniel et al.
(2015), who propose a framework to actively learn a reward function
in a bayesian optimization setting. Sadigh et al. (2017) present an
active learning approach, where the agent decides on the trajectories
to compare by maximizing the expected information gained from the
query. This information gain is modeled as the volume removed from the
hypothesis space by each query. The optimization problem is solved via
an adaptive Metropolis algorithm (Haario et al., 2001). A novel aspect
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of this work is the complex nature of the queries since it deals with
continuous trajectories of a dynamical system. The authors show that
this method yields faster convergence to the desired reward compared to
non-active approaches. An extension of this framework is batch active
preference-based learning (Biyik and Sadigh, 2018), which aims to
balance the number of queries to the human teacher and the number of
total interactions. This is achieved by batching multiple queries together
in one request to the user. The advantage is faster iterations, and the
procedure can be also parallelized when working with multiple users.

Palan et al. (2019) introduce the Learning Reward Functions by
Integrating Human Demonstrations and Preferences (DemPref) frame-
work, where demonstrations and preference feedback are combined to
learn the weights of a linear reward function. The demonstrations are
used to learn an initial prior over the space of reward functions as
well as to ground the query generation process. The method is tested
on different robotic manipulation tasks on a physical robot, and the
additional use of initial demonstrations is shown to improve the sample
efficiency of prior work. A further improvement on the active query
process is provided by Biyik et al. (2020), which explores an information
gain formulation where the ability of the human teacher to respond to
a certain query is included in the optimization process. For example,
if two trajectories are very similar, it might be difficult for the teacher
to provide preference feedback. This approach considers the trade-off
between the robot and the human uncertainty and avoids questions
that would become redundant. This idea is later extended by Bıyık
et al. (2020), where Gaussian Processes are used to model the reward
function, as well as by Myers et al. (2022), where multimodal reward
functions are learned.

Conclusion

Learning from preferences demands very low prior knowledge from
the teachers since the feedback is a general performance comparison
of different roll-outs, e.g., even one bit of information is enough to
state the preference out of two policies, which reduces the effort of the
teacher, and widens the spectrum of people who could teach a robot.
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Nevertheless, this feature comes with the credit assignment problem that
evolutionary-based methods have, as it was mentioned at the beginning
of the section. Preferences are a relative measure of performance that
evaluate a sequence of transitions, therefore the feedback does not
specify what decisions make one roll-out better than the other, and the
algorithm has to identify them while compromising data efficiency.

Learning from preferences methods are also sensitive to mistakes in
the teachers’ assessments. In both Learning from human reinforcements
and preferences, the mistakes in the feedback have a negative impact
on the convergence of the process, reaching lower policy performances
in a longer time.

3.2 Human Feedback in Transition (State-Action) Space

Human feedback in the transition space contains information about
how to do the task, i.e., explicit feedback that explains how a transition
should be done, being it in the space of the actions, or the states. Unlike
in learning from evaluative feedback, with feedback in the transition
space, there is no explicit quality assessment of the policy, the feedback
signals represent the teacher’s insights or understanding of the task
execution. This kind of feedback can be absolute, in which case the
teacher is expected to demonstrate the optimal transition for the state
the agent is currently visiting. Relative feedback, on the other hand, is
used in cases where the teacher corrects the policy execution towards the
considered right direction with respect to what the robot is executing in
that time step. However, it does not assume that the correction is the
optimal action, but rather a hint in that direction. The correct action is
reached after some iterations that accumulate the incremental progress
of many relative corrections.

3.2.1 Learning from Human Absolute Corrections

In this kind of interaction, the agents are expected to receive explicit
demonstrations of the task execution by the teacher, while the learning
policy is controlling the agent, as shown in Figure 3.3. Depending on the
method, the teacher can provide corrective demonstrations every time
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Figure 3.3: Learning from human absolute corrections: the teacher is explicitly
telling the robot to go left.

step, occasionally according to the teacher’s own decision, or because
the learner queries them. Moreover, those demonstrations could be
either only recorded, or recorded and executed. In the former case the
agent executes the action from the current policy, whereas, in the latter,
the agent replaces those actions with the ones demonstrated by the
teacher, as in teleoperation mode. These methods are the closest to
standard LfD methods like Behavioral Cloning, and some of them could
even be considered a generalization of BC.

Corrective Demonstrations

One of the first approaches in this category is the Confidence-Based
Autonomy framework presented by Chernova and Veloso (2009), which
has two components, Confident Execution and Corrective Demonstra-
tions. The first is a strategy that uses various thresholds to evaluate
the confidence of the agent in a certain state, and in case it is too low,
it stops the autonomous execution and queries the human teacher for
additional demonstrations. Corrective Demonstrations are the second
mechanism, which allows the teacher to provide corrections to any
mistake of the agent.
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The idea of Corrective Demonstrations is further investigated by Mer-
içli et al. (2010), Meriçli et al. (2011), and Mericli (2011), wherein
they propose to leverage both prior hand-coded policies and corrective
demonstrations. Instead of only obtaining directly a policy from the
demonstrations, it keeps the hand-coded policy as the primary behavior,
which is only replaced by the demonstrations when the robot visits
states that are similar to the ones in which the corrective demonstrations
were recorded. This approach was used to train the humanoid robot
Aldebaran Nao to solve a complex ball dribbling task, and it shows
improvement compared to a hand-coded controller.

Some of the most important methods for learning from corrective
demonstrations are inspired or belong to a family of approaches based
on DAgger (Ross et al., 2011), which interactively records the correct
action demonstrations while a novice policy is controlling the agent.
DAgger was not specifically intended for human users, the teacher could
be another expert policy, like a model-based controller or a planner
system. Indeed, many methods have been proposed after DAgger, since
the requirement of human teacher input every time step is not the most
user-friendly approach.

The idea behind DAgger is to iteratively generate roll-out trajectories
with the current policy, query the expert for corrections on the visited
state-action pairs, and finally add the corrected actions to the dataset
used for training the policy.

As with other methods in this section, this approach enables the
expert to provide corrections on the states visited by the current pol-
icy, meaning that the data distribution is induced by the agent itself,
drastically reducing compounding errors and distribution shift issues
common in standard learning from demonstrations settings (Ross et al.,
2011).

DAgger requires a corrective demonstration from the teacher in
every state, however, it uses a gating function based on a β probability
in order to control what action is actually executed, whether the action
of the learner πR(s) or the one of the teacher πT (s).

At the beginning of the learning process, β is set high for the robot
to execute most of the expert teacher actions because the initial robot
policies could make many mistakes that lead to dangerous or irrelevant
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states. Through the iterations of the algorithm, β is decreased to zero
in order to give full control to the learning agent. If β = 1 all the
time, DAgger performs exactly as behavioral cloning because the data
distribution is completely induced by the teacher.

If the expert is a human, this is often unfeasible and prone to
incorrect labels for robotic tasks, which usually operate at high control
frequency, generating a large number of actions for each trajectory. Most
of the variants of DAgger (mentioned later) (Zhang and Cho, 2016;
Menda et al., 2019; Kelly et al., 2019; Hoque et al., 2021; Hoque et al.,
2022) differ from the original in i) the implementation of the gating
function; ii) the way data is recorded, all aiming to improve workload,
query efficiency, or safety.

The Svm-based reduction in Human InterVention (SHIV) algorithm
(Laskey et al., 2016) is very similar to DAgger, however, it actively
requests labels in states considered risky, instead of requiring labels
every time step, reducing the human burden. The risk is defined when
previously unseen states are visited, or when the policy model has a
high surrogate loss in the area of the visited state. The method was
validated in grasping tasks, outperforming the original DAgger.

A possible alternative is to monitor the policy execution and inter-
vene when necessary, taking over control from the agent completely.
This is a more natural and intuitive approach for a human teacher
compared to labeling individual state-action pairs. This setting can be
defined as learning from human intervention, and numerous studies
have been presented to investigate such methods.

There exist two main types of human intervention approaches:
Human-Gated and Robot-Gated (Laskey et al., 2017a). Both types
change the stochastic gating function based on the probability β for
executing either the action of the learner or the action of the expert,
with a different strategy.

Human-Gated Interventions

Human-gated interventions allow the expert users to decide themselves
when to intervene (control the agent). Its advantage is that safety is
ensured by the expert, who is always ready to intervene in case of
dangerous behavior.
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Human Gated DAgger (HG-DAgger) (Kelly et al., 2019) is a direct
extension of the DAgger algorithm, where the human teacher is in charge
of intervening when the agent drifts away from the desired behavior.
Every time an intervention occurs, the expert trajectory is recorded and
stored in the training data set used to optimize the policy. Additionally,
HG-DAgger learns a safety threshold of a risk metric, which could be
used as a policy confidence metric for different regions of the state
space. The method is evaluated on both a simulated and a real-world
autonomous driving task, showing better performance compared to
behavior cloning and standard DAgger.

The assumption of the method is that the teacher does not intervene
in the portions of the trajectory that are well executed. A different
approach is used in the Intervention Weighted Regression (IWR) frame-
work (Mandlekar et al., 2020), where the robot’s own experience is
stored together with the teacher’s interventions in the replay buffer.
The authors show that storing such data has the advantage of reinforcing
the already good behavior and improving the robustness of the policy,
because more data is stored overall, and the data itself is distributed
covering wider areas of the state space. Nevertheless, since the amount
of intervention and non-intervention data is usually imbalanced, the
authors propose a weighting parameter to prioritize the intervention
samples. The method is evaluated on two challenging simulated manip-
ulation tasks with low-dimensional observations, demonstrating better
performance compared to HG-DAgger and to behavior cloning with
complete demonstration.

IWR works under the assumption that the teacher is always able
to correct bad behaviors, which might not be true in general, since
non-expert users might be in charge of training the robot. In Chis-
ari et al. (2022) the Corrective and Evaluative Interactive Learning
(CEILing) framework combines human interventions with evaluative
feedback. The use of evaluative feedback on non-corrected portions of
the trajectory gives the human teacher the option to decide which part
of the trajectory to use for training and which to discard. The method
is shown to be able to train manipulation tasks from high-dimensional
image observations directly in the real world in less than one hour of
training.
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Another related method is the Expert Intervention Learning (EIL)
framework (Spencer et al., 2020). EIL aims to learn from the inter-
ventions as well as from the timing of the interventions since non-
intervention constitutes useful information as well. They formalize a
constraint on the learner’s value function, which is used to differentiate
good enough, bad and intervention state-action pairs. The method is eval-
uated on a physical miniature car with a discrete action space, consisting
of a library of 64 driving primitives. EIL is benchmarked against behavior
Cloning and HG-DAgger, showing safe and more desirable trajectories.
Another recent work in the same category is Super-Human InsErtion
using Learning from Demonstration (SHIELD) (Luo et al., 2021), which
focuses on the problem of industrial insertion. It extends the Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient from Demonstration (DDPGfD) (Vecerik
et al., 2017) algorithm with a collection of different design choices, in-
cluding on-policy corrections, i.e., the human can intervene to guide
the agent back into the optimal region in case of deviations.

In Cycle-of-Learning (Goecks et al., 2019), human-gated interven-
tions are used for improving a policy obtained from demonstrations
pre-recorded in the first stage. The experiments with a perching task us-
ing a simulated drone showed that this approach has better performance
than using either only demonstrations or only human interventions.

Corrective demonstrations are not only used for learning an explicit
policy, but also for learning objective functions. In Learning to Navigate
from Disengagements (LaND) (Kahn et al., 2021), the teacher takes over
the control of autonomous navigation robots during failure situations.
However, the data gathered during the interventions is not used for
updating the policy, but for training a disengagement predictive model
that is used as part of the cost function of the task, which is opti-
mized during the decision-making with a model predictive control-based
planner.

Robot-Gated Interventions

Robot-gated interventions require the agent to estimate when an inter-
vention is necessary, which does not require constant attention from
the teacher, since the robot is the one deciding when the intervention
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should be performed, allowing the human to supervise multiple robots
at once (Hoque et al., 2022). These methods generally require the agent
to estimate a measure of performance, safety, or uncertainty about
the currently observed state, which is then used to determine when to
query or enable the human teacher control. However, these kinds of
approaches have to deal with the disengagement of the users, who do
not react immediately when requested and require some time to be able
to take over the system again.

One example of this approach is presented in DelPreto et al. (2020),
where the policy outputs a discrete vector of confidence scores for four
different gripper orientations, and the one with the highest confidence
is picked. An apprenticeship model is developed, which queries the
teacher intervention in case of too many failures in a row or if the
output confidence is lower than a certain threshold.

A variation of DAgger called Safe DAgger (SafeDAgger) (Zhang
and Cho, 2016) trains a classifier that predicts whether the learning
policy deviates from the expert and, if it is the case, it switches the
control to the expert in order to prevent executing unsafe actions. The
authors mention that the metric used for comparing the expert and
learning policy should depend on the task. Experiments with a driving
simulator showed that SafeDAgger is safer and more efficient than
DAgger. Ensemble Dagger (EnsembleDAgger) (Menda et al., 2019)—a
method that extends SafeDAgger—uses the deviation classifier as a
discrepancy rule, along with a doubt rule that also switches control from
the learning policy to the expert teacher. The doubt rule is computed
based on the novelty/uncertainty of the policy, which is measured with
the variance of an ensemble of neural networks. The doubt rule lets the
agent prevent executing dangerous actions in unseen states, in addition
to the actions of the learning policy that tend to deviate from the expert
teacher.

The Lazy DAgger (LazyDAgger) (Hoque et al., 2021) framework also
extends SafeDAgger, in particular, it aims to reduce context switching
by adding noise to the actions provided by the supervisor to improve
the data distribution as well as by adopting an asymmetric switch-
ing criteria, modeled as a hysteresis function. Finally, Thrifty DAgger
(ThriftyDAgger) (Hoque et al., 2022) is proposed, where the switching
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policy is learned instead. Interventions are queried in case the encoun-
tered state is sufficiently novel or risky. Similar to EnsembleDAgger,
novelty is estimated by computing the variance of each output of a
set of policies, whereas the “risk” of a state is estimated by learning a
Q-function to evaluate the discounted probability of success from that
given state and the action proposed by the policy.

Conclusion

Learning from absolute corrective demonstrations is the interactive
approach most similar to standard learning from demonstration since
the teacher should explicitly show what the robot has to do, i.e., she/he
is required to be an expert at solving the task. However, these interactive
methods have the advantage of i) reducing the compound errors, because
the demonstrations are given to correct the current learning policy
deviations; ii) reducing the cognitive load of the teachers since they are
not required to give full demonstrations in most of the methods, but
rather occasional corrections; and iii) dealing better with the mistaken
demonstrations, which are not normally considered by imitation learning
methods intended for non-human teachers.

Mistaken demonstrations have a direct effect that the teacher is
able to predict, allowing the teachers to be aware of how to fix their
mistakes. Although in most methods the mistaken feedback remains in
the database used for training the policy, it is possible to compensate
for them with correct labels outnumbering the mistakes, something
relatively simple to do given the explicit nature of this kind of feedback
(unlike with evaluative feedback).

3.2.2 Learning from Human Relative Corrections

Methods in this category do not require the teacher to know what
the exact action or state transition should be applied by the agent in
every state. However, they need to understand how a change of the
action/state-transition magnitude would impact the execution of the
task. In other words, the teacher should be able to roughly estimate how
a transition would change if the policy is slightly modified. For instance,
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Figure 3.4: Learning from human relative corrections: the teacher is correcting
the velocity of the robot telling it that it can increase the value with respect to the
current one.

knowing that less power in a propeller decreases the acceleration of an
aircraft or boat, or more force in the pedal brake slows down a car.
With these insights, teachers could suggest how to modify a continuous
policy in a more natural way (see Figure 3.4), as it happens when
a coach is instructing a student for learning a physical skill, e.g., in
football training: kick the ball a bit harder and more to the right side, in
a singing lesson: slightly increase the volume of your voice in this part of
the song, during a dance move bend the knees less. This correction could
be discrete (increase/decrease the action) as well as continuous-valued,
depending on the interface used (see Section 9)

Advice Operators One of the first interactive methods using relative
corrections is Advice-Operator Policy Improvement (A-OPI), where
at each iteration, it rolls out the current policy while recording the
state-action pair’s trajectory. Then, in an offline phase, the teacher
selects the parts of the trajectory considered to be modified, along with
an associated advice operator that changes the model’s action of each
selected pair. Finally, there is a phase of policy re-derivation based on
the updated dataset (Argall et al., 2008; Argall, 2009; Argall et al.,
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2011a). An advice operator can be a relative change of the current
action; for instance, in a navigation task, the advice accelerate would
change the model’s current velocity request, multiplying it by 1.1. It
is a relative correction because it means increase the current action
magnitude. An advice operator can also be the demonstration of an
action, being it an absolute corrective demonstration (Section 3.2.1).
For instance, the advice stop changes the model’s velocity request to
zero. Corrective demonstrations and A-OPI were sequentially applied
by Meriçli and Veloso (2011) for improving the walking stability of a
Nao humanoid robot.

The COACH Framework Similarly to A-OPI, when actions are in-
creased/decreased, the COrrective Advice Communicated by Humans
(COACHc)2 (Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar, 2019) framework employs
binary feedback to indicate, for a given state, the direction in which
the action taken by an agent has to change, while the magnitude of
the change is set as a predefined parameter in the range of the actions.
A parametrized policy is directly learned in the parameter space, as
in policy search RL (Deisenroth et al., 2013). Differently from A-OPI,
the feedback provided in COACHc and the policy updates occur while
the agent is interacting with the environment, i.e., during policy exe-
cution time, which allows the teacher to directly observe the effects of
the corrections and correct again if required, speeding up the learning
process. COACHc was originally formulated to model the policy as a
linear combination of basis functions, which allowed to solve tasks such
as teaching a NAO robot to dribble a ball (Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar,
2019).

The method was later extended to Deep COACH (D-COACH)
(Pérez-Dattari et al., 2018; Pérez-Dattari et al., 2019), which models the
policy with Deep NNs, allowing to solve tasks with high dimensional
observations, like RGB images obtained from a camera such as in the
problem of driving a Duckie Town car (Pérez-Dattari et al., 2019). Also
solving problems like balancing a real inverted pendulum swing-up, or

2This is different to the other aforementioned COACH in Section 3.1.1, Convergent
Actor-Critic by Humans (COACHe), which uses evaluative feedback.
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solving a manipulation task in a conveyor belt with partial observations
by incorporating memory into the NN architecture (Pérez-Dattari et al.,
2020). Furthermore, COACHc was combined with Policy Search RL
to learn precise motor skills, solving tasks such as the ball-in-a-cup
(Celemin et al., 2019a). These works present experiments in which the
learning agents obtained policies with higher performances with respect
to the capabilities of their human teachers, who were not always able
to execute the task at hand, but still managed to teach it.

COACHc is employed to learn tasks with feedback in the action
space, however, corrective advice can similarly be applied to collect
feedback in the state space, in tasks wherein the teacher considers
that it could be more natural due to the not-so-intuitive relation or
effect between the action, the current state, and the next state. With
Teaching Imitative Policies in State-space (TIPS) (Jauhri et al., 2021),
relative corrections in the state space are used for updating the policy;
however, in order to find the action labels that would obtain the advised
relative state correction, an additional module based on learning an
inverse dynamics model is proposed. This inverse model works for
translating the state space feedback into the space of the actions, such
that the policy could be updated just as with COACHc. TIPS can also
be considered as the interactive version of Behavioral Cloning from
Observations (BCO) (Torabi et al., 2018). The method was validated
with a fishing and a laser drawing task with a real KUKA LBR iiwa 7
robot, and a user study with simulated environments showed that using
feedback in the state space can reduce the task load of the teachers.

Physical Advice Some works that are more focused on teaching be-
haviors with manipulators have been proposed for letting the teachers
provide kinesthetic corrections over the executed trajectories. These
relative corrections are used for either updating a policy or updating
the objective function that can be used in a model-based setting with a
planner system.

For instance, a policy correction by the teacher on the end-effector
displacement with respect to the original trajectory is detected with
tactile sensors in Tactile Policy Correction (TPC) (Argall et al., 2011b).
The correction could be used for policy refinement or policy reuse. In the
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former, the corrections are added as new data points to the training set,
whereas in the latter the corrections are used to replace some already
existing data points. In both cases, all the data points in the set are
used for re-deriving the policy after the execution. The approach was
validated with grasping tasks using an iCub humanoid robot.

Additionally, incremental refinement of trajectories of context-de-
pendent policies are performed with kinesthetic feedback in Ewerton
et al. (2016). The corrections are not detected and computed with tactile
sensors, but rather with the measured position difference between the
desired trajectory and the one disturbed by the teacher. A reaching task
is used in the experiments for testing the method with a BioRob arm.
In Canal et al. (2016) kinesthetic corrections are also used to reshape a
movement primitive used for a feeding assistance robot application.

Relative Corrections as Implicit Preferences The relative corrections
intended to modify a manipulator trajectory are also used as implicit
preference feedback, despite it being an explicit relative correction
in the state space. The trajectory disturbed by the teacher is closer
to what the teacher is expecting the robot to do (preferred option)
than the trajectory intended by the robot. Some methods leverage this
information of preference for learning a function that approximates the
teacher’s objective (see Equation 2.2), such that it could be used along
with a lower-level system for computing the desired robot trajectory.
Based on this concept, Trajectory Preference Perceptron (TPP) was
proposed and tested in robotic tasks in a household setting and pick-
and-place tasks in a grocery store checkout setting (Jain et al., 2013;
Jain et al., 2015). Similarly, Online Learning from physical HRI was
validated in household tasks with shared workspaces (Bajcsy et al.,
2017; Bajcsy et al., 2018; Losey et al., 2022).

Conclusion The methods based on relative corrections allow non-
expert teachers to incrementally correct the agent until the unknown
desired actions are found, in a guidance setting that resembles the nat-
ural way a teacher corrects a student. Some of these methods empower
the teachers, who in some cases are not able to demonstrate the task,
to teach agents to perform and reach the goals successfully. Learners
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outperforming the teacher in IIL is similar to what we see in humans
learning complex skills, e.g., when a sports coach guides the player to
perform complex behaviors that they cannot do (anymore). Neverthe-
less, learning with this feedback modality is limited to continuous action
problems.

Since this feedback is directly given in either the state or action
space, methods using it are also more flexible for reverting the effect of
mistaken corrections. Moreover, there are some methods that update the
policies with stochastic gradient descent and do not store the feedback
in a dataset, which are even less sensitive to the occasional teacher
mistakes, allowing to provide a correct label that is not conflicting with
any previously stored wrong feedback.

3.3 Discussion

In this section we classified different IIL methods according to the
explicit information that is given by the teacher to the learner, having
two main categories: Feedback in the evaluative space, and feedback in
the transition space. They are divided into subgroups of relative and
absolute feedback, therefore, the discussion sets any form of interaction
within one of the four subgroups: i) Human reinforcements; ii) human
preferences; iii) corrective demonstrations; iv) Relative corrections. Each
of the introduced subgroups has its pros and cons which condition the
situations in which they could be applied. In general, all these interaction
modalities let the teachers train agents that perform better than policies
obtained with standard IL, especially to reduce the problem of compound
errors, since more complete data is incrementally collected with the
teacher interventions during or after the policy roll-outs.

Some works have compared methods of different modalities of in-
teraction and have found that users tend to prefer to interact with the
learning agents by communicating information that explains or shows
how to perform the task, than to provide assessments of the quality of
the policy (Thomaz, Breazeal, et al., 2006; Toris et al., 2012; Amershi
et al., 2014; Koppol et al., 2021). However, this preference is not the
only relevant factor that could be considered for selecting the most
convenient approach to solve a specific problem. In this section, we only
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approach that factor and leave the others for the next sections. The
rationale for choosing a method should include the answers to questions
like what kind of information is extracted from the feedback? (Section
4), is the dynamics model known? (Sections 4, and 5), what kind of
prior knowledge is available? (Sections 4, and 6), is there access to a
reward function? (Sections 8), what are the independent variables or
observations of the policy? (Sections 6), what kind of technology is at
hand for human-robot communication? (Sections 9), among others.

The growing community of learning with humans in the loop re-
search is still mostly focused on exploring new methods and evaluating
their effectiveness and efficiency. Research for measuring and compar-
ing usability will help to identify what approach or method is more
convenient for each kind of problem (See Section 10). Usability can
be assessed by analyzing how effective is a method for obtaining a
successful policy, how efficient is the learning process, how pleasant the
process is for the users, how sensitive it is to human mistakes, and how
easy it is for the user to learn to interact with the system.

Nevertheless, there are insights that can guide the selection of the
interaction modality to be used for training a policy. Depending on
the used modality of interaction, the set of people who can teach a
learning agent can be more or less inclusive regarding their expertise.
This is correlated with the amount of information contained within the
feedback signals of each modality.

With corrective demonstrations, the feedback is the informatively
richest since the teacher explicitly shows what the agent should do. This
means, that only users with high expertise in the task can teach the
system. With the relative corrections, the set of users can be widened
because not only expert demonstrators can participate, but also users
are enabled to teach if they just have insights about how the transitions
would change with a variation of the action. They can advise slight
corrections to the agent to incrementally improve a policy. The set of
possible teachers is augmented if using human reinforcements, because
then, the teachers do not require to know much about what actions
should be done or how transitions should be modified, as long as they can
assess locally whether each part of a behavior is appropriate (assessments
that implicitly happen before any intervention with the two subgroups
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of the transition space feedback modalities). If an action is considered
wrong, the teacher does not need to know which the correct one is,
he/she would just punish it for the agent to try something else until
it finds the appropriate behavior. And finally, in the case of learning
from preferences, the set of possible teachers is the largest one, since it
includes any person who understands the objective of a task, and who
can assess whether one behavior is closer to the solution than other
ones, without being required to understand or specify what exactly
makes the preferred behavior better.

As mentioned before, the corrective demonstrations are the most
informative interactions, followed by the relative corrections that are
defined in the same domain of actions or states, but they do not need
to be strictly accurate since the accumulation of many corrections
can gradually reach the desired behavior (Figure 3.5). With human
reinforcements, the feedback is a scalar evaluating the performance of
each part of the policy execution, and it can be discrete or continuous.
With human preferences, the feedback contains the least amount of
information because even one discrete feedback signal (or N in the
case of rankings) is used to compare full or partial trajectories, without
assessing any individual decision.

Human 
Preferences

(relative feedback)

Human 
Reinforcements

(absolute feedback)

Relative 
Corrections

(relative feedback)

Corrective
Demonstrations

(absolute feedback)

Feedback in evaluative domains Feedback in state-actions domains

Amount of information in the feedback signals

Usable by domain non-expert teachers

Learning 
from:

Interaction Modalities

Figure 3.5: Interaction modalities and the information contained in the feedback
signals. The four modalities are organized in the plane from the right with the
Corrective demonstrations modality requiring the highest expertise, to the left with
the human preferences requiring the least (as shown by the green arrow). This order
has a negative correlation with the amount of information shared within the feedback
signals in each modality (red arrow)
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Table 3.2: Summary of IIL methods using feedback in the evaluative and transition
domain discussed in this section.

Feedback List of Papers

T
ra

ns
it

io
n A

bs
ol

ut
e

Thomaz and Breazeal (2007b), Chernova and Veloso (2009),
Meriçli et al. (2010), Mericli (2011), Ross et al. (2011), Chu and
Thomaz (2015), Canal et al. (2016), Chu et al. (2016), Fitzgerald
et al. (2016), Laskey et al. (2016), Schroecker et al. (2016), Zhang
and Cho (2016), Krening et al. (2017), Laskey et al. (2017a),
Maeda et al. (2017), Sun et al. (2017), Cheng et al. (2018),
Fitzgerald et al. (2018), Goecks et al. (2019), Kelly et al. (2019),
Menda et al. (2019), Ablett et al. (2020), DelPreto et al. (2020),
Mandlekar et al. (2020), Prakash et al. (2020), Spencer et al.
(2020), Hoque et al. (2021), Bobu and Peng (2022), Chisari et al.
(2022), Hoque et al. (2022)

R
el

at
iv

e

Argall et al. (2008), Argall et al. (2008), Argall et al. (2011b),
Argall et al. (2011a), Meriçli and Veloso (2011), Meriçli et al.
(2011), Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar (2015), Jain et al. (2015),
Ewerton et al. (2016), Bajcsy et al. (2017), Bajcsy et al. (2018),
Pérez-Dattari et al. (2018), Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar (2019),
Celemin et al. (2019a), Pérez-Dattari et al. (2019), Pérez-Dattari
et al. (2020), Jauhri et al. (2021), Luo et al. (2021), Losey et al.
(2022)

E
va

lu
at

iv
e

A
bs

ol
ut

e

Blumberg et al. (2002), Kaplan et al. (2002), Thomaz, Breazeal,
et al. (2006), Thomaz and Breazeal (2007a), Knox and Stone
(2008), Mitsunaga et al. (2008), Knox and Stone (2009), Knox
and Stone (2010), Tenorio-Gonzalez et al. (2010), León et al.
(2011), Pilarski et al. (2011), Suay and Chernova (2011), Knox
et al. (2012), Knox and Stone (2012), Vien and Ertel (2012),
Griffith et al. (2013), Knox and Stone (2013), Knox et al. (2013),
Vien et al. (2013), Loftin et al. (2014), MacGlashan et al. (2014),
Yanik et al. (2014), Knox and Stone (2015), Loftin et al. (2016),
Krening et al. (2017), MacGlashan et al. (2017), Arakawa et al.
(2018), Warnell et al. (2018), Arumugam et al. (2019), Xiao et al.
(2020), Kahn et al. (2021), Chisari et al. (2022)

R
el

at
iv

e

Lund et al. (1998), Akrour et al. (2011), Akrour et al. (2012),
Fürnkranz et al. (2012), Wilson et al. (2012), Jain et al. (2013),
Akrour et al. (2014), Daniel et al. (2015), Christiano et al. (2017),
Sadigh et al. (2017), Biyik and Sadigh (2018), Ibarz et al. (2018),
Palan et al. (2019), Bıyık et al. (2020), Biyik et al. (2020), Brown
et al. (2020), Myers et al. (2022)
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Both the limitations given by human factors, or physical constraints
like the ones related to learning with real physical robots that cannot be
accelerated as in simulation, cannot be directly approached by adding
computational power, as in the case of other ML methods. Therefore,
some variables like the level of expertise of the teacher, the physical
constraints given by the environment and the users, e.g, time, and the
available interfaces compose the factors considered for selecting the right
modality. Other variables of the interactive imitation learning problem
that are discussed in the next sections consider additional nuances of
the approach selection. Table 3.2 provides a summary of the methods
analyzed in this section.



4
Behavior Representations Learned from

Interactions

Section 3 reviewed the different types of feedback that humans can use
to transfer their knowledge about a task to robots. This knowledge is
ultimately represented with a model encoding implicitly or explicitly
the behavior mapping from state/observations to actions. To derive a
behavior, different models/representations can be learned from human
feedback; therefore, when solving a problem using IIL, it is not only
necessary to decide which type of feedback is the most suitable for the
task at hand, but also to select the representation that best fits the
problem.

In this section, we analyze three groups of models that have been
employed in the IIL literature to solve decision-making problems by
means of human feedback. The first type of model corresponds to the
case where a policy π is directly learned, i.e., a mapping from states to
actions is obtained π(st) = at.

The second group of models corresponds to state transition learning.
In this case, the learned model πs represents a desired state transition
(or its derivative) as a function of the current robot’s state πs(st) = sd

t+1.
These methods depend on another module in charge of executing the
desired state transition, e.g., a feedback controller or an inverse dynamics
model T −1(st, sd

t+1) = at.

55
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The third group consists of implicit modeling of behaviors through
cost/reward/scoring or value/utility, which can be then optimized for
finding the corresponding actions or transitions.

4.1 Direct Policy Learning (Actions)

As stated in the introduction of this section, Direct Policy Learning
(DPL) stands for those methods where a policy π(st) = at is obtained as
a result of the IIL process. From the literature, it is possible to observe
that methods apply DPL by means of different feedback modalities
(see Section 3), ranging from cases where desired actions are explicitly
indicated to the robots, to other cases where direct policies are learned
through action evaluation.

4.1.1 Intuitive Action Spaces

We start by considering methods that employ corrective feedback for
DPL. In such cases, it is necessary to indicate to the robot how to
modify its actions to improve its behavior. Therefore, in cases where
the action space of a robot is high dimensional (e.g., bimanual task) or
unintuitive (e.g., underactuated hand (Della Santina et al., 2018)), it
can be very challenging for a teacher to provide corrections to the robot.
Consequently, DPL with corrective feedback is limited to those cases
where the action space is intuitive for humans. An example of this is
the problem of autonomous driving consisting on three actions: throttle,
steering angle and brake. Given that many humans know how to drive
a car, it is also intuitive for them to teach a robot how to control these
actions appropriately.

In these cases, absolute corrections (demonstrations) provide a well-
suited framework for DPL, since the human feedback directly indicates
to the robot the desired action for a given state. Several DAgger-
based methods (see Section 2.2.5) have attempted to solve robotic
tasks by learning policies directly. However, in many cases, they were
only validated in simulated scenarios with simulated teachers (Prakash
et al., 2020; Zhang and Cho, 2016; Menda et al., 2019; Hoque et al.,
2021).
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As explained in Section 3.2.1, Dagger-based approaches are limited
when learning from humans, as the labeling process is unintuitive and
prone to errors; however, the subset of these methods based on human
interventions can alleviate this issue. Consequently, methods based on
human-gated (Kelly et al., 2019; Goecks et al., 2019; Mandlekar et al.,
2020; Luo et al., 2021) and robot-gated (Hoque et al., 2022; Laskey et al.,
2016; Ablett et al., 2020) interventions have been successfully applied to
learn these policies with human teachers, solving autonomous driving
and manipulation problems. It is worth noting that, although learning
from interventions has been proposed in recent years as a variation of
DAgger for DPL, similar strategies were already being proposed more
than a decade ago (Chernova and Veloso, 2009).

4.1.2 Intuitive, Yet Challenging Action Spaces

The methods discussed above have proven to be an effective tool for
DPL; however, there are some cases where the action space of a robot
might be intuitive, but challenging to demonstrate. High-frequency
tasks are a good example of this (e.g., swing-up pendulum), where,
although the dynamics and control inputs of the robotic system can be
well-understood by the teacher, it can still be challenging for them to
successfully control the robot and provide absolute corrections.

In such cases, relative corrections are a suitable alternative for DPL,
since the teacher only needs to indicate the direction where the action
taken by the robot must be modified. This allows to gradually improve
the behavior of the learner even when it is not possible to demonstrate
the task. For instance, Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar (2019) train an agent
to balance a bicycle and solve the cart-pole problem through relative
corrections, where it is shown that, even though the human is not able
to teleoperate both tasks, it is capable of successfully teaching an agent
to solve them. Moreover, one of the deep learning extensions of this
method (Pérez-Dattari et al., 2020) was able to successfully teach an
agent to swing up a pendulum from raw pixels of an image, showing
superior performance of relative corrections in this task when compared
to the intervention-based method HG-DAgger (Kelly et al., 2019).
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4.1.3 Non-intuitive Action Spaces

Some approaches have addressed the problem of DPL in scenarios where
the action space can be difficult for the teacher to understand. For in-
stance, giving corrections in the joint space of a robot arm corresponds
to one of these cases. Providing corrections in this space can be very chal-
lenging, since, commonly, manipulators must solve tasks by controlling
their end-effector. Hence, the teacher needs to have an accurate internal
model of the effect that actions in joint space generate in the robot’s
end-effector to teach the robot how to solve the task at hand (Section
4.2 provides a deeper study of these cases). To address this problem,
Jauhri et al. (2021) introduce a method for giving relative corrections
in the state space of the environment (e.g., feedback about the effects
of the manipulator’s end-effector) and use an inverse transition model
(learned from interactions with the environment) to map this feedback
to the action space (joint level in the example) of the robot, allowing it
to directly learn a policy in this space.

Finally, evaluative feedback can be employed to learn policies di-
rectly when the action space is not intuitive for the teacher. Evaluative
feedback allows the human to teach a policy without having to under-
stand the action space of the robot (see Section 3.1). In most cases,
evaluative feedback is employed to learn a value function. Nevertheless,
MacGlashan et al. (2017) propose to directly learn a policy through
evaluative feedback by introducing an IIL method inspired by policy
gradients from RL (Sutton and Barto, 2018). The deep learning exten-
sion of this method (Arumugam et al., 2019) showcases experiments
where an agent learns to solve simulated navigation tasks from raw
pixels of an image.

As a final remark, note that methods that work in non-intuitive
action spaces can also be employed to learn policies in intuitive action
spaces.

4.2 Learning Desired State Transition/Dynamics

Desired State Transition Learning (DSTL) stands for those methods
where a policy indicates the next desired state that the agent should
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visit πs(st) = sd
t+1. As highlighted in Section 4.1, when it is not intuitive

to provide feedback in the action space of the agent, solutions have been
proposed for converting human feedback in state space to the desired
action space. For example, in a torque-controlled robot, the demonstra-
tor’s action sequence is not available/observable when learning from
kinesthetic teaching (Celemin et al., 2019a). This is also true when
humans want to imitate each other’s behavior: they do not have access
to the internal actions used by the demonstrator. Instead, they can
only observe the state transitions generated by those demonstrations;
therefore, they need to infer the necessary actions to achieve the same
transitions. Additionally, when dealing with robots with many Degrees
of Freedom (DoF), the user aims to teach behaviors in task space, and
not in the actuator level of the desired task to perform. For example,
in a manipulation insertion task, the demonstrator would only focus
on the end-effector position and not on the complete kinematic chain
state of the robot. Moreover, teaching and correcting movements in task
space also allow better generalization (Ewerton et al., 2016; Mészáros
et al., 2022).

DSTL relates to the literature of model-based methods in that it
makes use of learned/known models of the environment to achieve
desired state transitions. The IIL community aims to leverage those
models to make the teaching and the correction easier and accessible
to non-expert users, who may not be familiar with the effect of actions
on the operational space dynamics (Argall et al., 2011a). For example,
manipulation tasks can be solved by interactively learning the desired
end-effector transitions. Those transitions can then be achieved by the
robot using a feedback controller, such as cartesian impedance (Franzese
et al., 2021b) or velocity (Chisari et al., 2022) controllers.

State Dependent vs State Independent Transitions The desired state
transitions can be described as a function of the current state or with a
state-independent formulation; for example, as a function of time/phase
using movement primitives like Dynamic Movement Primitive (DMP)
or Probabilistic Movement Primitive (ProMP) or as a function of the
current state space using a Gaussian Process (GP) (Franzese et al.,
2021b) or a NN (Chisari et al., 2022) (introduced in Section 6). When
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learning a state-dependent transition the policy can be described as
πs(st) = sd

t+1 that still fits the MDP formulation. On the other hand,
when learning a state-independent movement primitive, the robot learns
a behavior model that describes how the state evolves over time, i.e.
πt(t) = sd

t+1, which can again be tracked using feedback control. Argall
et al. (2011a) use human feedback to shape the desired trajectory of a
robot starting from the assembly of primitives and using local correction
refinement of the final driving policy execution. Celemin et al. (2019a)
combine interactive learning with RL to learn a DMP. The interactive
correction on the current robot state is used as exploration for a faster
convergence to optimal performance of the task. Similarly, Schroecker
et al. (2016) use IIL to stop the RL algorithm, and they let the user bring
the robot to the desired state at the particular time of the execution.
This strategy is used to create soft via-point constraints that limit the
RL exploration and results in a faster learning convergence of a DMP.
An active and interactive collection of state space demonstrations is
proposed by Maeda et al. (2017) where multiple trajectories are collected
from demonstration, and saved in a model that estimates the movement
parameters as a function of the current context of the task. When the
robot faces a novel situation, it actively queries the user to provide
more data.

As a final remark, the difference between desired state transition
and action strongly depends on the definition of the MDP: if the action
is set to be equal to the desired robot transition, the two categorizations
collapse in a single one. However, when working with real robots, the
re-formulation of the MDP needs to be supported by available models
(learned or hard-coded) that handle the conversion from the newly
defined action and the actual robot control. This section summarized
how interactive methods took advantage of these models to obtain more
efficient and user-friendly teaching of robotics tasks.

4.3 Learning Reward and Objective Functions

Contrary to learning a policy from human feedback directly, there exists
a plethora of methods that fit a reward or objective function first. Such
a function can then be used to either derive a policy (Christiano et al.,
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2017) or directly infer the optimal action (Knox and Stone, 2008). In
the next subsections, we describe and distinguish between methods that
learn a reward, cost or scoring function, and methods that learn an
objective, such as value or utility functions.

4.3.1 Learning Reward, Cost, or Scoring Functions

A common approach studied in the literature is to use human feedback
to shape a reward function, which can then be used to train a policy.
For example, in the method proposed by Christiano et al. (2017), the
reward function is estimated by minimizing a cross-entropy loss where
the labels are the human-provided pairwise preferences. An alternative
approach is taken by Sadigh et al. (2017), where the weights of a reward
function are learned from human preferences via a Bayesian update.
An extension of these ideas consists of learning a reward function by
integrating human preferences with expert demonstrations. For example,
in DemPref (Palan et al., 2019; Biyik et al., 2020), the weights of the
reward function are pretrained with the expert demonstrations via a
Bayesian IRL approach, while Ibarz et al. (2018) use the demonstrations
to pretrain the policy, which is then used to generate a set of initial
trajectories for the human teacher to annotate with preferences, from
which the reward function is finally learned.

While the aforementioned methods aim to learn a reward function via
preference feedback, there have been works in the literature proposing
to learn approximate reward functions from corrective feedback. In
the works of Bajcsy et al. (2018) and Losey et al. (2022), the robot is
trained through physical human-robot interaction, and the weights of
the reward function are updated in the direction of the Maximum a
Posteriori (MAP) estimate of the observed and corrected trajectories.
A different approach is taken in LaND (Kahn et al., 2021), where
human intervention is used to learn a disengagement prediction model
to distinguish good and bad actions. This model is then included in the
cost function used to guide a model predictive control planner.

A different solution is TPP (Jain et al., 2013; Jain et al., 2015), which
consists of learning a scoring function used to rank different trajectories.
At each episode, a planner is used to sample multiple trajectories, which
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are ranked according to the current scoring function. If the top scoring
trajectory is not considered adequate, the human teacher provides a
preferred alternative, which is used to update the weights of the scoring
function by gradient-free optimization. At inference time, the scoring
function is used to pick the best trajectory from the ones sampled by
the planner.

4.3.2 Learning Value or Utility Functions

Instead of learning a reward function, an alternative approach consists
of directly training from human feedback a Q-value function, which
describes the expected future cumulative reward of each state-action
pair (Watkins and Dayan, 1992). As shown by Thomaz and Breazeal
(2006), Thomaz, Breazeal, et al. (2006), and Suay and Chernova (2011),
this is achieved by substituting the environment-provided reward (which
is not always readily available) with the human-provided evaluative
feedback. In these works the action space is discrete; hence, the agent
can infer the action by directly maximising the Q-function by selecting
the action with the highest value: a = arg maxâ Q(s, â). A similar
approach is taken in the TAMER framework (Knox and Stone, 2009),
discussed in Section 3.1.1, where the human reinforcement function
H(s, a) is trained from human feedback and then used directly for
inference: a = arg maxâ H(s, â). Directly maximizing the value function
at inference time is an effective approach, but it is only straightforward
for discrete action spaces.

A possible solution to cope with continuous action spaces is to
use the learned objective function for learning an explicit model of a
policy. PPL (Akrour et al., 2011; Akrour et al., 2012; Akrour et al.,
2014) uses the preference feedback from the teacher to learn a policy
return estimate, which is then used to build new candidate policies. The
policy return estimate, also referred to as utility function, represents the
quality of a given state with respect to discovering new better policies.
New policies are then generated following either an evolution strategy
approach or an Expected Utility Selection (AEUS) criterion, and the
process is repeated.
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4.4 Discussion

In this section, we classified methods according to the type of model
learned from human feedback. Different approaches exist to teach robots
to solve tasks through human-robot interactions. Some methods directly
learn a mapping from states to desired action/states and others indirectly
derive policies by learning functions that evaluate the performance of
the agent’s actions.

We observed that depending on the task at hand, and how intuitive it
is for a human to provide a specific type of feedback, different alternatives
exist to address it. Therefore, although one type of feedback can be
ideal for a specific use case (e.g., interventions for driving), it might not
be a satisfactory candidate to solve other problems (e.g., interventions
for balancing tasks).

Furthermore, we also analyzed that the learning process can be
assisted by incorporating prior knowledge about robotic platforms in
IIL methods. For instance, it is possible to directly learn manipulation
tasks in the robot’s end effector space by using the robot’s geometry
to map these behaviors to the actuation space. More details regarding
auxiliary models are presented in Section 5.

Finally, we observed that it is possible to employ feedback signals,
that require a low cognitive load for human teachers, to implicitly learn
behaviors using reward or objective functions. These behaviors can
then be decoded using optimization methods such as model predictive
control.

So far, we studied the feedback modalities that humans can employ
to transfer their knowledge to robots (Section 3) and, in this section,
the models that can be learned from them (summarized in Table 4.1).
We observed that depending on the model at hand, different types of
feedback can be used to learn it. However, an important part of model
learning is to select an appropriate function approximator to represent
it, which was not addressed in this section. This is reviewed in depth in
Section 6.
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Table 4.1: Summary of IIL methods discussed in this section.

Behavior
Represen-

tation

List of Papers

Direct
Policy

Chernova and Veloso (2009), Laskey et al. (2016), Zhang and Cho
(2016), MacGlashan et al. (2017), Arumugam et al. (2019),
Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar (2019), Goecks et al. (2019), Kelly
et al. (2019), Menda et al. (2019), Ablett et al. (2020), Mandlekar
et al. (2020), Pérez-Dattari et al. (2020), Prakash et al. (2020),
Hoque et al. (2021), Jauhri et al. (2021), Luo et al. (2021)

Desired
State

Transition

Argall et al. (2011a), Ewerton et al. (2016), Schroecker et al.
(2016), Maeda et al. (2017), Celemin et al. (2019a), Franzese et al.
(2021b), Chisari et al. (2022), Mészáros et al. (2022)

Reward/
Cost/

Scoring

Akrour et al. (2011), Akrour et al. (2012), Jain et al. (2013),
Akrour et al. (2014), Jain et al. (2015), Christiano et al. (2017),
Sadigh et al. (2017), Bajcsy et al. (2018), Ibarz et al. (2018),
Palan et al. (2019), Biyik et al. (2020), Kahn et al. (2021), Losey
et al. (2022)

Value/
Utility

Thomaz, Breazeal, et al. (2006), Knox and Stone (2008), Knox
and Stone (2009), Suay and Chernova (2011), Christiano et al.
(2017)



5
Auxiliary Models

When teaching autonomous agents interactively, the quality of the
human feedback directly affects the learned behavior. Section 4 discussed
different types of models/representations that can be used to encode the
desired behavior. Besides these, it is often useful to employ additional
models to enhance the training process and/or the execution of the
task. In this section, we consider multiple types of auxiliary models (see
Figure 5.1) that are used to improve the learning process, the teacher
experience, and the policy execution with respect to different objectives
such as data efficiency, safety, and credit assignment. These models can
be either learned or hand-crafted and are applied either at training time
or at inference time.

5.1 Task Features Learning

Learning features for a task allows identifying a more compact and/or
descriptive state space, and it can tremendously boost learning speed
and generalization. As such, learning the importance of features, or the
features themselves can be a key component on IIL. This is especially
important within the IIL scope, given the necessity of having a reduced
number of demonstrations and corrections and still achieving desirable
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Figure 5.1: Auxiliary models that are commonly used in interactively imitation
learning.

performance. Furthermore, hand-designed task features are undesirable
as they might not generalize or transfer to different tasks and they
require task-specific engineering effort.

Task feature learning has been applied in the IIL context in the past
years, aiming for identifying features for improving the learning perfor-
mance, enabling teaching with high-dimensional signals, or aligning the
agent’s and the human’s knowledge (Bobu and Peng, 2022).

Dimensionality Reduction Dimensionality reduction approaches tar-
get finding a compact set of structured and informative features from
high-dimensional signals. Such approaches aim to enable IIL methods to
work on high-dimensional observations without requiring large amounts
of data as is the case with most deep learning methods. Auto-encoders
have been successfully applied in order to reduce the high-dimensional
state spaces by learning a smaller set of informative features. They
have been used in D-TAMER (Warnell et al., 2018), in D-COACH
(Pérez-Dattari et al., 2018), and by Luo et al. (2021), however, in those
works, the auto-encoders are pre-trained, instead of being interactively
learned from human input.
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In this scope, Pérez-Dattari et al. (2019) extend D-COACH by
making both the auto-encoder and policy to be learned online. Results
show data efficiency improvement w.r.t. the previous version of D-
COACH, which is due to the fact that both the auto-encoder and the
learner agent are trained using the same distribution, i.e., the states
encountered during training, while auto-encoders trained offline are
likely to encode only a set of all the possible observations the learner
can obtain.

Pérez-Dattari et al. (2020) extend these architectures to enable IIL
from camera images in environments that are non-fully observable. A
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model is used to introduce recursion
in the learned NN for dealing with partially-observable processes. The
approach is applied to a fruit selection task, in which fruits approach
the robot through a conveyor belt and a camera captures a region of
the belt different from the robot’s action region, making it necessary to
learn to predict where the fruits will be and when they will arrive at
the robot’s reach.

Interactive Feature Learning for Inverse Reinforcement Learning
Relevant task features can also be learned interactively within a IRL
setting. Bobu et al. (2021) and Bobu et al. (2022) present Feature
Expansive Reward Learning (FERL), a framework that interactively
learns arbitrarily complex non-linear features, such as distance to and
between objects. Then, these features are used to obtain a policy via
IRL. At the beginning of the first step, the robot does not have prior
knowledge about the features, and the user provides information about
them through the so-called feature traces. This feedback consists of tra-
jectories obtained from the user, who guides the robot from states where
the features are strongly activated to states where they are not, accord-
ing to the teacher’s judgment. In the second step, the learned features
are combined using standard reward learning frameworks, which are
used to infer the policy. Results show that the learned features improve
generalization capabilities w.r.t. non-interactive IRL-based approaches
(Finn et al., 2016; Wulfmeier et al., 2016), which simultaneously learn
task features and reward.
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5.2 Object Affordances

Many real-world robotic applications require finding a sequence of ac-
tions applied to relevant objects to bring the environment to an intended
state. To be effective, sometimes it is useful to design appropriate ab-
stractions of the environment, to focus only on the actions that generate
the intended (meaningful) effect on the objects. This can be achieved
via affordance modeling. An affordance model accounts for a high-level
behavior modeling approach that learns the relationships between the
robot, its actions, and their effect on objects (Gibson, 1977). For a
given object, an affordance AFI represents a subset of the state-action
space (AFI ⊂ S × A), that leads to the intended effect I (mapping
from states to distribution over states, denoting high-level effect, e.g.
grasped) (Khetarpal et al., 2020). There are different approaches to
discovering meaningful affordances as described later in this section.
Once discovered, affordances might offer a kind of generalization across
different objects of the same class. High-level decision-making can utilize
then affordances to achieve desired goals/transitions in the environment
efficiently and effectively.

Learning Object Affordance from Vision Vision has been used since
the beginning of affordance learning in the literature. Thomaz and
Breazeal (2007b) and Thomaz and Cakmak (2009) address human-
guided exploration for learning affordances. In this approach, the robot
learns object affordances through a combination of self-exploration
and human guidance. The teacher guides the robot by i) providing
evaluative feedback, ii) suggesting to perform certain actions (e.g., try
action X on the object Y ), iii) drawing attention to an action-effect
observation (e.g., look it’s Z) and iv) controlling the environment so
that the appropriate cues are most noticeable for making the learning
process efficient (placing an object in areas or poses which increased
the likelihood of finding affordances).

For instance, Thomaz and Cakmak (2009) experiment with a robot
configured as an upper torso humanoid. It learns about a set of five
objects with different geometrical shapes and colors. The robot learns
different affordances, such as lift-able, open-able, roll-able, move-able
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and tip-able. The results from these experiments show that a non-expert
user is able to teach the robot to learn the affordances more successfully
than when the robot learns by itself.

Although human guidance results in efficient exploration strate-
gies, it is cumbersome to have humans provide an exhaustive set of
interactions for each affordance. Therefore, to reduce the burden on hu-
mans, Chu and Thomaz (2015) introduce the human seeded exploration
strategy, which is a combination of self-exploration and human-guided
exploration. In this strategy, first, a human teaches the affordances
using kinesthetic demonstrations. The robot uses the distribution of the
demonstrations for searching in the action space and finding affordances
in new situations. The experiments were conducted with a robot having
7 DoF arms. This approach results in improved success rates with fewer
object interactions for learning affordances.

Learning Object Affordance from Haptic Feedback The previously
mentioned approaches consider learning affordance models using visual
information. In contrast, Chu et al. (2016) propose a complementary
haptics affordance model, which is fused with visual affordance to
develop a multi-modal model. It characterizes how a particular action-
object pair feels and, therefore, can aid in better task completion.
During each interaction, the human teaches the robot via environmental
scaffolding, i.e., moving objects slightly to perturb the action context.

Learning Object Mapping Using Affordance Fitzgerald et al. (2016)
and Fitzgerald et al. (2018) develop an IIL method to enable agents to
map representations of objects between environments based on their
affordances. These models are used to transfer a learned task into a
new environment. For example, a glass (fill-able, drink-able, pour-able)
in an environment Ea can be mapped to a pitcher (fill-able, pour-able)
in another environment Eb, for instance, on the basis that both objects
are pour-able if the task requires pouring. However, these objects could
not be mapped together if the task requires drinking since the pitcher
is not drinkable. The human teacher assists the agent by indicating
the correct mapping for some of the objects. Through this assistance,
the algorithm infers the mapping function between source and target
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objects, such that the remaining objects can be mapped autonomously
for task completion. The results show that the agent can use human
guidance to quickly infer a correct object mapping, requiring assistance
with only a few steps.

Learning Affordance from Natural Language Advice In order to learn
a task from users with non-ML expertise, an IIL method should be able
to understand simple human explanations. Most approaches require
the users to provide state-specific advice, which might not always be
intuitive for them. Alternatively, it is possible to provide object-specific
advice through natural language (Krening et al., 2017). For example,
consider that a human wants to teach an agent to play a Super Mario
game. It is more intuitive for the human to advise which actions to
take with respect to an object (e.g., jump on an enemy), rather than
state-specific advice such as hold the jump key for 10 frames when
Mario is within 2.5 horizontal blocks of an enemy with a velocity of 3.2
units/frame. Hence, object-focused feedback helps generalize over the
state space.

5.3 Forward and Inverse Transition Models

Transition models can be useful for training autonomous agents as they
encode information about how the state evolves given a certain action,
and can potentially result in better sample efficiency and improved
generalization capabilities.

A useful application of a transition model consists of the search for
an optimal trajectory given a cost function. In the setting of interactive
learning, Losey et al. (2022) use the optimization-based motion plan-
ner TrajOpt (Schulman et al., 2014) to find the best new trajectory
according to a reward function shaped by human corrections. Similarly,
various methods that learn a reward function by preference feedback
make use of the dynamics model of the system to optimize the output
trajectory (Sadigh et al., 2017; Palan et al., 2019).

Another use of transition models is trajectory generation for samp-
ling-based approaches. In TPP, Jain et al. (2015) employ a model of
the robot kinematics and of the obstacles in the environment within
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a sampling-based planner to generate collision-free trajectories. The
learned scoring function obtained from the human feedback is used to
pick the optimal path. A further sampling-based approach is employed
in LaND (Kahn et al., 2021), where at each step multiple roll-outs
are generated, and the first action of the best trajectory is applied to
the agent in a model predictive control fashion. The cost function for
the selection includes a model, trained from human feedback, which
outputs a sequence of disengagement probabilities, i.e. the probability
that the robot needs to be stopped by the human teacher because it
moves towards an unsafe region of the state space.

In the field of IIL, another application of transition models is to
facilitate the teaching process, making it more intuitive for non-expert
demonstrators that are not familiar with the effect of controlling robot
actions. The TIPS framework of Jauhri et al. (2021) proposes to learn a
forward dynamics model which maps a state and action pair (st, at) to
the next state st+1. This forward model is continuously updated from
the recorded robot transitions during the task’s episodes and used to
allow the user to give feedback on the desired state dynamics rather than
the desired action. This approach is advantageous for all applications
where providing feedback in the action space is difficult or unintuitive.

5.4 Confidence, Novelty and Risk Models

When learning from non-expert users, it is desirable to minimize the
amount of feedback the teacher needs to provide. At the same time,
the robot should not attempt dangerous actions in regions where the
learned policy is not well trained. To achieve these objectives, different
researchers use confidence, novelty and risk detection models to support
the user during the teaching.

5.4.1 Novelty and Confidence Model

The use of Bayesian methods (and their approximations), through
the estimation of epistemic uncertainty, provides a successful tool for
performing safe learning, i.e., calling attention when in a region of high
uncertainty or asking explicitly for more data (active learning). Chernova
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and Veloso (2009) propose a confidence-based interactive method where
the policy outputs the action as well as its confidence. When the learner
executes the action, it also checks its confidence score against a threshold.
If below, the user is asked to intervene. Similarly, Franzese et al. (2021b)
encode the desired robot motion from demonstrations and interventions,
and use a measure of confidence to constantly direct the robot to regions
of minimum uncertainty (high confidence).

To enhance exploration when learning from interaction, Kulak et al.
(2021) adopt a measure of confidence to explicitly bring the robot to
regions of high uncertainty and actively ask for feedback to have a
heterogeneous set of demonstrations to learn from. Menda et al. (2019)
and Kelly et al. (2019) propose to derive the action and confidence
estimate as the mean and variance of the predictions of an ensemble of
NNs. The threshold over which the user’s help is queried is tuned with
previously observed interventions of the user. Subramanian et al. (2016)
estimate a value function and use two statistical measures (leverage
and discrepancy) to compute the influence of visited states on the
value estimation. When it is high, the teacher is actively requested to
perform a demonstration to move the robot to that state to increase
exploration. In the context of Bayesian IRL, Cui and Niekum (2018)
propose an active and interactive framework. The agent queries the
user for segmenting and labeling (segment of) trajectories as good or
bad. Given the probabilistic formulation of the reward function, the
robot can generate trajectories that maximize information gained after
the actual labeling from the user. Finally, the user can label different
steps as good or bad, and this label is then used to update the reward
function using a soft-max update rule.

5.4.2 Risk Detection and Safety Enhancement

While very important, the novelty of the observation is not the only
factor that leads to a high probability of failure. A state can be risky
even though not novel. In the context of IRL, to generate risk-aware
performance-based trajectories, Brown et al. (2018) examine the robot’s
policy and evaluate per-state policy loss. The states that have high
loss/low cumulative reward are classified as risky states. Starting from
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these critical states, the algorithm samples trajectories and asks the
human supervisor to critique them. With human feedback, the policy is
updated to reduce the risk of failing when approaching those states.

Zhang and Cho (2016) propose SafeDAgger, a safety rule to enhance
DAgger, where during the data collection, not only the action policy
is learned, but also a safety policy that returns a binary classification
value, i.e. safe/unsafe, given the state-action pair from the primary
policy. LazyDAgger (Hoque et al., 2021) extends this simple rule with
a hysteresis model to reduce the amount of switching between the
supervisor and the policy. Similarly, Ablett et al. (2020) propose to fit
a discriminator that is able to classify state-action pairs as dangerous
and assign them a probability of failure. In order to avoid querying
the user too often, an additional parameter is learned from interaction,
which evaluates if the current discrimination is too dependent (high user
burden) or too independent (leads to failure), and updates it accordingly.
Finally, Hoque et al. (2022) propose to learn a Q-function to estimate
the probability of failure from a certain state, based on past experience.
This measure is used to request the user to intervene.

5.5 Human Models for Feedback Interpretation

When receiving feedback from humans, it is important to take into
account the delayed reaction and the decaying significance of past state-
action pairs. The authors of TAMER (Knox and Stone, 2009) propose
a ‘Credit Assigner module, intended for environments of high frequency
regarding the human response capabilities. The module aims to solve a
temporal credit assignment problem. A human trainer is not able to
assess the effect of each action at each time step, so this produces a
delay between the action execution and the human response. The Credit
Assigner proposed in TAMER approaches this problem by associating
the feedback not only to the last state-action pair but to a past window
of pairs. Each pair is weighted with the corresponding probability
computed with a model of the human delay probability density function
(Knox and Stone, 2009). While being determined experimentally, this
model of the human delay appears to correspond to the one found
empirically in psychological studies (Sridharan, 2011).
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A similar idea is presented by Loftin et al. (2016) with the I-SABL
framework. They propose a probabilistic model of the human teacher
feedback which describes how a trainer decides to provide an explicit
reward or explicit punishment. The model takes into account the overall
teaching strategy, and it is also able to learn from the actions for which
the human does not provide any feedback. Finally, Celemin and Ruiz-
del-Solar (2015) propose to employ a model of the human teacher to
predict what feedback the agent will receive on a given state. This
model can then be used to adapt the step size of the relative corrections
from the teacher, being able to incorporate the intentions of the teacher
encoded on the past feedback, i.e., for a specific state, either applying a
large change to the policy or fine-tuning it.

5.6 Discussion

In this section, different auxiliary models are discussed that contribute
to improving the overall interactive learning process. Task features
learning addresses the problem of obtaining a good representation of the
environment that a policy can use to learn data efficiently and generalize
well. Object affordances are useful for finding appropriate abstractions
of the objects to manipulate and to focus the learning process on the
effects that certain actions generate. Transition models are helpful, as
they describe how the state evolves given a certain action, and are often
employed for trajectory generation, either via sampling or optimization.
Confidence, novelty and risk model are employed to assess the safety of
the agent behavior in a given state, and to react accordingly if needed,
e.g. by querying the human teacher. Finally, models of the behavior
of the human teacher can also be used. They aim to improve different
aspects of the learning process such as credit assignment or adaptive step
size in the feedback interpretation. Hence, each type of auxiliary model
has its advantages, and the choice of adopting one over the other mainly
depends on the task at hand: task features can be useful for problems
with otherwise high-dimensional representation, object affordances are
mainly tailored for manipulation tasks, transition models are needed for
scenarios where planning is required, while confidence and risk models
are helpful for safety-critical application. Moreover, such models are not
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mutually exclusive, and a combination of multiple of them is possible.
In the next section, the existing types of representation or function
approximation that are commonly used in the IIL setting are discussed.



6
Model Representations (Function Approximation)

In Section 4, different models learned from interactions are analyzed,
namely policies, rewards/objectives, and desired state transitions. These
mathematical objects are estimated using finite data but are required to
act on a continuous space, e.g. to generalize to previously unseen states,
see Figure 6.1. To achieve the desired approximation, depending on the
characteristics of the task at hand, design choices must be made on the
function model, e.g. linear, non-linear, parametric, non-parametric, etc.

Figure 6.1: Function Approximations: the feedback of the teacher is used by the
robot to reconstruct a function.
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The appropriate model representation enables, for instance, to cope
with small/big databases, noisy/conflicting data, and a continuous
stream of new information coming from the environment or from the
teacher. This section summarizes regressors and classifiers that have
been adopted in the field of IIL. Many of these methods could be
considered as a particular case of a unified model (Stulp and Sigaud,
2015), showing the usability of different function approximations to
different interactive learning algorithms.

6.1 Linear Models

The simplest example of function approximation is linear regression,
where the objective is to map inputs X to a continuous output Y with
a linear dependency by means of a parameter vector Θ, i.e,

Y = XΘ. (6.1)

6.1.1 Combination of Features

More generally, the function can be obtained with a linear combination
of hand-crafted features that have a particular meaning in the context
of the studied problem. The prediction is obtained as

Y = Φ(X)Θ, (6.2)

where Φ corresponds to the chosen features.
For example, Spencer et al. (2020) obtains the value function as a

linear combination of different features, i.e. boundary violation, absolute
curvature to the next step, distance to the nearest obstacle, and distance
to the goal path. Subramanian et al. (2016) use this type of model to
represent the value function for solving a task with reinforcement learn-
ing. These models are also employed to compute statistical measures
that were used to actively query the user when necessary. In the field
of reward learning from demonstration and correction (Bajcsy et al.,
2017) or preferences (Sadigh et al., 2017), a linear model of hand-crafted
features is investigated for solving the POMDP through online inference.
This function approximator has the advantage of easily integrating prior
knowledge in the model while keeping a linear complexity.
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6.1.2 Radial Basis Functions

Radial Basis Function (RBF) correspond to a specific type of feature
model that has been widely used in the IIL literature. Its value depends
only on the distance between the input and some fixed points. Knox
and Stone (2009) use RBFs policies to encode non-linear policies that
are updated online from human reward. Similarly, Celemin and Ruiz-
del-Solar (2015) also use RBFs controllers where the policy is updated
with feedback in the action domain. MacGlashan et al. (2017) use an
actor-critic strategy to update the policy parameters. In fact, using
the same update rule based on gradient descent, the user can provide
policy-dependent feedback, i.e., the expected value function of that
state, or advantage function, that describes how much better or worse
an action selection is compared to the agent’s performance following its
policy. The RBF models allow fitting smooth functions, ideal for direct
robot control with a small set of parameters. The location and the width
of the basis functions can be chosen based on prior knowledge. The
main advantage of these models is the stable update of their parameters,
each new data point has a local effect on the function after the update,
something very convenient for incremental learning approaches.

6.1.3 Locally Weighted Regression

One alternative for solving Equation 6.1 is finding the optimal parame-
ters Θ with the pseudo-inverse of X, Θ = (XT X)−1XT Y .

This formulation can be extended to fit nonlinear relations by aug-
menting the parameter space with a weight matrix W , known as Locally
Weighed Regression (LWR): Θ = (XT WX)−1XT WY , where W is a
symmetric matrix and each element is defined by a function that tells
you how much the individual values of X and Y should be considered
when fitting a line through the neighborhood of X. Hence, given a
database, the prediction can be obtained as a weighted average of all
the terms.

LWR has been applied for fitting non-linear functions without the
requirement of choosing the degree of the function approximator nor
the number of necessary parameters such as in the RBF controller. For
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example, Argall et al. (2008) and Argall et al. (2011a) employ LWR to fit
a policy from state-action pairs that are collected from demonstrations
or interactively updated using a teacher’s advice. When feedback is
provided, a new data point is aggregated only if the query input is
not close to the original data, avoiding the collection of conflicting or
redundant labels in the database.

6.2 Gaussian Process

Gausian Processes (GPs) provide the means for making predictions
while incorporating prior knowledge about the distribution of the data
(Rasmussen and Williams, 2006). We assume that all training and test
labels are drawn from an (n + m)-dimensional Gaussian distribution
N (0, Σ), where n is the number of training points, m is the number
of testing points and Σ corresponds to the covariance matrix. When
querying the model on m test inputs, its prediction is an m-dimensional
gaussian distribution, with mean and variance, after conditioning the
m + n distribution on the n training points. The variance quantification
is a measure of the epistemic (model), uncertainty. The statistical
formulation and the quantification of uncertainty make the GP desirable
when limited data are available; however, on the other hand, they do
not scale well with big databases or high-dimensional inputs.

Wout et al. (2019) use GPs for computing the uncertainty of the
policy used for active queries, for approximating the human model used
for adapting the learning rate, and for deciding whether the new data
instances interactively obtained are used to be appended in the dataset
or to modify a data point of the dataset. GPs have been successfully
applied for learning reward functions using human preferences (Bıyık
et al., 2020). The uncertainty quantification of the GP is employed to
generate active queries to the user, increasing data efficiency.

Mészáros et al. (2022) and Franzese et al. (2021b) propose to use
GPs for motion learning. The motion is supported by minimizing the
epistemic uncertainty of the GP, which is also used to interactively
update the database.
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6.3 Gaussian Mixture Model

While in GP the hypothesis is that the labels are sampled from an
infinite dimensional Gaussian distribution, in a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) the hypothesis is that the input and output pairs are samples
of a joint distribution defined by a superposition of m Gaussians of
dimension (j + k), being j and k the dimension of the input and output
features, respectively. The prediction is obtained as a conditioning of
the joint distribution on the provided input. Chernova and Veloso (2009)
use GMMs for classifying discrete actions and for generating an active
and interactive agent, which queries the user in uncertain situations.
Moreover, it also allows the aggregation of new labels, which are used
for retraining the classifier. In that work, the GMMs are used for
quantifying aleatoric uncertainty i.e., the uncertainty in the data. This
type of uncertainty is commonly employed to capture the variability of
the demonstrations or to spot conflicting labels.

6.4 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised classification algorithm
that maps each data point to an n-dimensional space and identifies the
hyperplane that best separates the points belonging to different classes.

In the context of interactive learning, Laskey et al. (2016) combine
the use of SVM with DAgger for the classification of the states as risky
according to the proximity to the decision boundary of the SVM. The
use of this strategy shows a reduction of the asked query to the user
when performing interactive learning.

6.5 Neural Networks

In general, NNs correspond to a family of function approximators
where the approximation is achieved through a composition of multiple
operations, known as layers (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Currently, NN
are known as a tool that can scale well in terms of size, input/output
dimensionality, and amount of training data (Goodfellow et al., 2016),
which opens opportunities for new technologies and theory. The advances
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that NNs have experienced in the past decade created a turning point
in different research fields, and IIL has not been an exception.

Despite the opportunities that NNs present, different challenges must
be overcome to use them successfully, where requiring large amounts
of data, vanishing gradients, and catastrophic forgetting are some of
them. Hence, several IIL works focus on unfolding the advantages of
NNs while overcoming these different challenges (Warnell et al., 2018;
Mandlekar et al., 2020; Pérez-Dattari et al., 2020; Arumugam et al.,
2019).

Inspired from the RL literature, several IIL methods employ replay
buffers throughout the agent’s learning process to avoid locally over-
fitting to the last set of feedback signals and to use the learning data
more efficiently (Arumugam et al., 2019; Warnell et al., 2018). However,
to use replay buffers successfully, the methods must be able to learn
off-policy, which is discussed in depth in Section 7.

Similarly, another strategy that has been borrowed from the RL
literature is to add a penalty in the update rule of the policy to avoid
large changes in the policy’s parameters each time the policy is updated.
Mandlekar et al. (2020) includes a penalty loss in a learning from
intervention framework where two buffers are used, one that stores
the interventions and another one that stores the transitions executed
by the learner. Every time the policy is updated, data is sampled
from both buffers; hence, the learner improves its behavior from the
interventions while avoiding drastic changes in its behavior, as it is also
trained from data generated by itself. Chisari et al. (2022) extended
this idea by including evaluative feedback in the learning framework.
Therefore, instead of storing every learner’s transition into a buffer, only
the transitions with positive feedback are stored, avoiding the policy to
learn from its own erroneous behavior.

In contrast, Prakash et al. (2020) focus on the challenge that un-
balanced datasets can present to NNs. DAgger is employed to collect
autonomous driving demonstrations online; however, in such complex
scenarios, there are situations that have a low probability of occurrence.
Consequently, the dataset that the NN uses for learning is largely occu-
pied by frequent and similar situations and will have few instances of
uncommon states. Hence, the network is likely to forget these unlikely
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situations and not behave properly when they occur. Prakash et al.
(2020) propose to detect such situations with a measure of epistemic
uncertainty using an ensemble of NNs and increase their likelihood of
being sampled from the learning dataset.

Finally, State Representation Learning (SRL) is another technique
used to avoid overfitting and speed up the learning process. SRL meth-
ods, along with the IIL loss, optimize for auxiliary loss functions that
are employed to learn state representations from high-dimensional data
(Böhmer et al., 2015). For more information regarding these methods,
the reader is referred to Section 5.1.

6.6 Movement-Conditioned Models

When dealing with robotics tasks, commonly, the user aims to teach a
desired movement to the robot. For these models, the input can be the
progress (or phase) of the movement or the current robot state. The
output can be the desired position, velocity or acceleration.

6.6.1 Dynamic Movement Primitive

DMPs (Saveriano et al., 2021) generates a movement as the superpo-
sition of an attractor model and a non-linear function (known as a
forcing term f(s)). This forcing term enables the generation of complex
trajectories while the attractor leads the robot towards the desired goal.

Schroecker et al. (2016) investigated the learning of DMPs with
Policy Search (PS) and initial demonstration or interactive corrections.
In particular, the teacher gives a set of via points at the beginning of the
training or the execution of the training can be stopped and the robot
moved to the desired position at a particular time. The parameters of
the DMPs are updated every time a correction is provided in order to
maximize the probability of actually going towards that new via-point.
Alternatively, Celemin et al. (2019a) used a different strategy for the
correction that does not require stopping the robot. In fact, it allows
the user to give corrective feedback on the desired state by modeling
the motions with DMPs.
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6.6.2 Probabilistic Movement Primitive

A movement may be described through a combination of different primi-
tives. For example, motions reaching toward different objects on a table
may have similar starting behavior but, depending on where the object
is located, their shape may vary. ProMPs are a variant of Movement
Primitives (MPs) that enables the capture of the probability distri-
bution of the different demonstrations (Paraschos et al., 2013), as a
combination of multiple primitives. For example, multiple demonstra-
tions with different goals would generate trajectories of variable shapes,
with increasing variance towards the end. Then, when conditioning the
motion on a point near the end of the trajectories, one primitive would
be sampled according to this conditioned distribution.

In the context of Active Learning, it is important to adapt the
motion not only from the human feedback, but also to minimize the
risk of collision during the interaction with the human. Therefore, a
modification of the learned ProMP to perform collision avoidance is
introduced by Koert et al. (2019).

Alternatively to ProMPs, the variability of the demonstrations can
be conditioned on the context, e.g., the goal position, the mass of the
manipulated object, etc. This approach is proposed by Maeda et al.
(2017) using GP and by Kulak et al. (2021) using GMMs for interactive
learning of the forcing term of a DMP.

6.6.3 Kernelized Movement Primitives

A formulation of MPs, known as Kernelized Movement Primitives
(KMPs), is introduced by (Huang et al., 2019), where a multi-output
formulation is proposed to embed the variability of multiple demonstra-
tions. Although this method is general, it is also tested in an IIL setting.
To adapt the robot’s trajectory when the environment changes, the use
of a force sensor installed at the end-effector of the robot is used to
measure corrective forces exerted by the human.
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6.7 Discussion

In this section, an overview of different regression and classification
methods is introduced with their application in the context of IIL. An
important feature of function approximation methods in IIL is the
possibility to perform an online update of the function when interactive
feedback is provided, and to be able to deal with conflicting data (e.g.,
ProMP).

Additionally, the use of bayesian methods, like GPs, provides a
quantification of the epistemic uncertainty that has been used for ac-
tively querying the user to enhance a safer exploration of the robot
and interaction with the human. Finally, recent developments of NN
allow dealing with high-dimensional sensory inputs while interactively
aggregating data from humans. These advances are opening the possi-
bility for IIL algorithms to be applied to new settings where it was not
possible before, such as household environments.



7
On/Off Policy Learning

Machine Learning methods intended to solve sequential decision-making
problems (like RL or IL) feature different algorithmic properties related
to what kind of data is used for learning, when and how it is generated,
and how it is used for updating the policy. Depending on how these
questions are approached by the method designer, learning processes
could be classified as on/off-line learning and on/off-policy learning.

The chronological evolution of the focus on the way the learning
data is generated for IL has been relatively opposite with respect to RL.
Initially, the main idea of RL was the autonomous learning of a policy by
trial and error, while the agent is interacting with the environment, i.e.,
collecting the data samples while testing the learning policy. However, in
recent years, researchers have dedicated efforts to an additional branch
for applying the MDPs properties, and RL concepts, for learning from
prerecorded data without further agent-environment interaction, as is
the case with offline RL (Levine et al., 2020). On the other hand, IL
was studied for many years only to find methods that could replicate
behaviors contained in static datasets of expert demonstrations, and
only later it has been explored the idea of incrementally collecting data
from the teacher who observes the learning agent performance.
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Due to the different development of these two learning paradigms,
general common concepts have been independently introduced. In this
section, a discussion intending to unify the definitions of these concepts
given in both the RL and IL literature is presented, while trying to
keep the RL definitions as the reference.

7.1 Online and Offline Learning

Depending on when the collection of data used for learning is carried out,
the learning methods could be classified into offline or online learning.
In RL, the offline learning setting is defined as the situation when
“the agent no longer has the ability to interact with the environment
and collect additional transitions using the behavior policy. Instead,
the learning algorithm is provided with a static dataset of transitions
and must learn the best policy it can using this dataset” (Levine et al.,
2020). In contrast, in the online learning setting, the experience the
agent gathers for learning increases with new interactions with the
environment, allowing it to improve the current policy.

The projection of these definitions into the world of IL matches com-
pletely with the classification of interactive and non-interactive methods.
Offline learning covers the standard IL methods that sequentially record
demonstrations in a static dataset, and later obtain a policy with the
recorded data. Online IL methods cover the group of IIL approaches
because they feature the ability to collect more data with a dynamic
dataset during learning. Since in IL the data collection depends on a
teacher, the continuous feedback sampling of online learning involves
the teacher in the loop as it has been defined for IIL.

As mentioned in the introduction of this section and considering the
introduced definitions, we could say that RL was initially developed
for online learning, and only recently its potential for learning offline
has been studied, while IL was first formulated offline, and recently
extended to the online setting.

In both RL and IL, the agent learns from the obtained feedback,
provided by the environment or teacher intervention, respectively. Both
learning paradigms aim at a similar objective in the offline case, since
both try to obtain a policy that reproduces the behavior recorded in the
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data. In other words, offline RL also tries to imitate the demonstrations
collected in a dataset; however, it makes use of a reward function that
supports the process of defining which decisions in the demonstrated
data are more relevant and which ones are less convenient for attaining
the task goal.

7.2 On-policy and Off-policy Learning

Since, historically, offline learning has been predominately applied in
IL methods, two ideas that become evident in online learning scenarios
have been mostly ignored in its literature: on-policy and off-policy
learning (see Figure 7.1). These ideas have been well defined and deeply
studied by the RL community, and they play a fundamental role in the
understanding and design of the learning methods. In this section, we
argue that the relevance that on-policy and off-policy learning has in
RL also transfers to IIL. However, although some works have used these
concepts in the context of IIL (Laskey et al., 2017b; Arumugam et al.,
2019; Balakrishna et al., 2020), they are still not clearly defined in this
field. Therefore, to analyze the relevance that on/off-policy learning has
in IIL, it is necessary to first clearly define it for this case.

Below, we introduce these concepts from the original definitions in
the literature of RL, and thereafter they are extended to the IIL case.

7.2.1 On/Off-Policy Learning in Reinforcement Learning

Sutton and Barto (2018) define these concepts stating: “on-policy meth-
ods attempt to evaluate or improve the policy that is used to make
decisions, whereas off-policy methods evaluate or improve a policy differ-
ent from that used to generate the data”. The policy that is being learned
is often referred as target policy πt, and the policy used to generate the
learning data as behavior policy πb. Then, on-policy learning occurs
when the learning data comes from trajectories generated by the target
policy, i.e., πt = πb. In contrast, if πt ̸= πb, the learning is off-policy.
Note that, consequently, offline RL requires off-policy learning.

These concepts can be formally defined from the RL objective and
from how it is commonly optimized. From Section 2, Equation (2.1),
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(a) On-policy Learning (b) Off-policy Learning

(c) Offline Learning

Figure 7.1: Different learning schemes used in RL that are applicable to IL. In
on-policy learning, the target policy πk is the same as the behavior policy. This policy
collects the data used in the update that leads to πk+1 (a). In off-policy learning the
behavior policy πβ is different from the target policy, allowing the use of a replay
buffer. However, in practice, πβ results from combining πk with exploration noise
or input from the teacher (b). In offline learning the behavior policy πβ used for
obtaining the data is completely different from the policy π obtained in the learning
process, which is not considered for the data collection (c). This figure is inspired by
Levine et al. (2020), with some modifications.
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we have that this objective commonly corresponds to the maximization
of the discounted expected return

π∗ = arg max
π∈Π

Eτ∼pπ(τ) [G(τ)] , (7.1)

where G(τ) =
∑T

t=0 γtR(st, at) corresponds to the return.
In practice, since we do not have analytical access to this expecta-

tion, to find the policy π∗ that maximizes the presented objective, it is
necessary to empirically collect information from, ideally, every possible
trajectory τ (or transition (st, at, st+1, rt+1) given the Markov assump-
tion) and shift the behavior of πt towards the trajectory distribution
that maximizes Equation (7.1). However, in most realistic scenarios,
it is not possible to sample the complete state-action space; hence, a
policy is commonly chosen to sample this space as diversely and exhaus-
tively as possible while keeping the problem tractable. This policy is πb.
Then, at every update iteration, the data collected by πb is employed
to estimate the current expected return of the trajectory distribution
induced by πt, and πt is modified such that this expectation increases.
However, if data is generated by sampling trajectories induced by πb,
how is the expected return computed with respect to πt? There are two
options, 1) on-policy learning, i.e, directly improve πb at every iteration
(πb = πt), 2) off-policy learning, i.e., πb ̸= πt and employ a strategy
to compute the expected return of πt from trajectories collected by πb.
Consequently, at every learning iteration, the estimated objective of an
on-policy learning method corresponds to

on-policy: Êτ∼p
πb (τ) [G(τ)] , (7.2)

where Êτ∼pπ(τ) corresponds to the expectation estimated by sampling
data from the environment following a policy π.

In contrast, the estimated objective of off-policy methods, even
though the data comes from πb, corresponds to

off-policy: Êτ∼pπt (τ) [G(τ)] . (7.3)

Note that off-policy methods are defined as those that are able to
learn off-policy, which indicates that it is also possible to learn on-policy
with these methods, as they are capable of learning from data generated
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by any policy, which includes the target policy (Sutton and Barto,
2018).

The RL literature provides a vast family of on-policy and off-policy
learning methods, to study how the concepts of on/off-policy are applied
in practice we can analyze some examples.

SARSA and Q-Learning

To illustrate the difference between on-policy and off-policy methods,
let us study SARSA (Rummery and Niranjan, 1994) and Q-Learning
(Watkins, 1989), two seminal RL methods. SARSA is on-policy and Q-
Learning is off-policy. These methods employ Temporal-Difference (TD)
learning to compute estimates of the expected return and solve Equation
(7.1). TD combines ideas from Monte Carlo (MC) methods and Dynamic
Programming (DP), i.e, trajectories are empirically sampled from the
environment, but the final outcome is estimated based on current models
of the environment (which is known as bootstrapping), instead of only
using the sampled data. SARSA and Q-learning employ TD learning
to estimate the action-value function Q(st, at), which estimates the
expected return of a policy given its current state and selected action
and derive a policy from it. Hence, the environment can be sampled
following πb and bootstrapped at every time step to get the following
sample/estimation of the return:

G(τ)t = rt+1︸︷︷︸
sample

+ γQ(st+1, at+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
estimation

. (7.4)

Then, Q can be updated by computing the error of this TD estimate
with respect to the current estimation of Q for a given time step, which
is known as the update rule of SARSA:

SARSA: Qnew(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α[rt+1 + γQ(st+1, at+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TD target

−Q(st, at

︸ ︷︷ ︸
TD error

)],

(7.5)
where α is the learning rate of the update. Note that the only variable
that indicates that Equation (7.5) is following πb is at+1, as the other
variables are a consequence of the action taken by πb one time step
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before, which can be ignored at t + 1 given the Markov assumption.
Hence, it is possible to remove the dependence of the TD-target from πb

if instead of using the action at+1 sampled from πb in this estimate, a
different one is chosen. This idea can be followed to create an off-policy
variation of SARSA, known as Q-learning.

Q-learning defines its target policy as the optimal policy according
to the current estimation of Q, i.e., πt(st) = arg maxa Q(st, a). Then,
Equation (7.5) can be modified by replacing the term Q(st+1, at+1) with
the Q value of πt, making the return estimation to be according to πt

instead of πb, i.e,

Q-learning:
Qnew(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α[rt+1 + γmax

a
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)], (7.6)

where the modified value with respect to Equation (7.5) is high-
lighted in red. Note that in the special case where the behavior policy
is greedy with respect to the current estimate of Q (e.g., when using
an ϵ-greedy exploration strategy and ϵ tends to zero ), the SARSA and
Q-Learning update rules are equivalent (Rummery and Niranjan, 1994)
because the target and behavior policies are the same, i.e., Q-Learning
becomes on-policy.

Importance Sampling

Another well-known approach for designing off-policy learning methods
is importance sampling. Importance sampling allows methods that in
nature are on-policy, such as SARSA, to become off-policy by weighting
the TD errors with the importance sampling ratio (Sutton and Barto,
2018; Mahmood, 2017). The importance sampling ratio is employed
to estimate the update of the Q function of the target policy from
data generated by a different policy, e.g., the behavior policy. Closely
related to the methods studied above, the method Temporal-Difference
per Decision Importance Sampling (TD-DIS)1 (Precup, 2000) can be

1The acronym TD-DIS is introduced in this work for simplicity, given that no
acronym is proposed in (Precup, 2000).
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analyzed in this case. TD-DIS method can be seen as an off-policy
extension of SARSA by means of importance sampling (Rubinstein and
Kroese, 2016; Hammersley and Handscomb, 1964). The update rule of
TD-DIS is

TD-DIS:
Qnew(st, at)← Q(st, at) + αρt[rt+1 + γQ(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at)], (7.7)

where
ρt = πt(at|st)

πb(at|st)
(7.8)

is the per-step importance sampling ratio between the target policy and
the behavior policy. The similarities between SARSA and TD-DIS are
evident; ρt is the only variable that differentiates both methods and
allows the update rule of TD-DIS to be employed with data collected by
the target policy. In the special case where this method is used on-policy,
the behavior and target policies become the same (i.e., ρt = 1) and
TD-DIS becomes equivalent to SARSA.

7.3 On-Policy/Off-Policy Learning in Imitation Learning

According to Osa et al. (2018), the terms on-policy and off-policy, in the
IL literature, are mentioned for the first time in Laskey et al. (2017b).
The authors use the terms on-policy and off-policy according to which
policy is used to sample data from the environment. If the current
agent’s policy is used to sample data, then the method is on-policy; if
the teacher’s policy is used to sample data, then the method is off-policy.
Although this definition may seem equivalent to the one in RL, there is
a difference: in RL, these definitions are about the data that is used in
the evaluation or improvement of the current agent’s policy.

This difference is important because online RL and IIL are iterative
learning processes (i.e., the agent’s policy is evolving over time while it
interacts with the environment), which means that the distribution of
the data generated by an older version of the agent’s policy is not the
same as the one generated by the current agent’s policy. The on/off-
policy definitions provided in Laskey et al. (2017b) allow on-policy
methods to use data generated by older versions of the agent’s policy
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(i.e., other policies) when improving its behavior, which is not consistent
with the RL definition.

As an example, DAgger (Ross et al., 2011) has commonly been
defined as being on-policy and Behavioral Cloning as off-policy (Osa
et al., 2018; Laskey et al., 2017b; Balakrishna et al., 2020). Nevertheless,
in DAgger, data is constantly being aggregated in a dataset that is used
to update the agent’s policy iteratively. Consequently, data generated
with a different policy than the target policy is used in the update
rule, and, therefore, from an RL perspective, it would be an off-policy
method. From this point of view, DAgger and Behavioral cloning are in
the same category.

Instead, we argue that the ideas of on/off-policy learning can be
transferred differently to IIL. In this section, we focus the analysis on
the per-step feedback case as described in Section 2.2.2, as it is the case
that most resembles RL.

7.3.1 From Reinforcement Learning to Interactive Imitation
Learning

From the definition of on/off-policy learning in RL provided in Section
7.2.1, we can recall that off-policy learning occurs when data collected
with one policy (i.e., behavior policy) is employed to update a differ-
ent one (i.e., target policy). Consequently, off-policy learning allows
updating a policy from data that has no dependence on it.

This same idea can be employed to study on/off-policy methods
in IIL, i.e., if the data used in the update rule of the learner’s policy
follows a different policy, the learning method is off-policy; otherwise, it
is on-policy. The only difference is that, in this case, the learner collects
the feedback signal when interacting with the environment, instead of
the reward signal like in RL. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the feedback
signal can be understood as a generalization of the reward.

To observe this more clearly, we can analyze methods from the
two paradigms that lead to IIL methods (see Section 2.2.4): 1) Value
Maximization and 2) Divergence Minimization.
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7.3.2 Value Maximization Methods

Since these methods derive from the RL literature, they optimize the
RL objective, and, therefore, the definitions provided in Section 7.2.1
can be directly used to define them as being on-policy or off-policy. Let
us study two of these methods: COACHe (MacGlashan et al., 2017)
and TAMER (Knox and Stone, 2008).

COACHe COACHe is derived employing the policy gradient theorem
of RL (Sutton and Barto, 2018). This theorem allows to directly im-
prove the parameters θ of a policy π by computing the gradient of its
value function and applying stochastic gradient ascent. Consequently,
COACHe applies the following update rule to its policy:

θnew ← θ + α∇θπ(st, at)
ht+1

π(st, at)
, (7.9)

where α is the learning rate and ht+1 the human feedback. Here,
ht+1 can be interpreted as replacing the advantage function used in this
type of policy gradient methods, which describes how much better or
worse an action would perform compared to the agent’s action when
following the agent’s policy. Consequently, to improve the agent’s policy
with this method, it is necessary to learn on-policy; otherwise, ht+1
would indicate the advantage of an action with respect to a policy
different from the agent’s policy, making its update incorrect.

TAMER TAMER can be interpreted as a method that maximizes the
Q function for deriving a policy but assumes that the policy behaves
myopically (i.e., γ = 0). Therefore, we can observe that if we assume
a myopic behavior, Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6) reduce to the same solution,
which corresponds to the update rule employed by TAMER

Qnew(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α[ht+1 −Q(st, at)], (7.10)

where the reward rt+1 is replaced by the human feedback ht+1. Con-
sequently, TAMER interprets the feedback signal as a Q-value, which
does not depend on the agent’s policy (Zhang et al., 2019b). Moreover,
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it does not depend on any policy, but only on immediate actions. Con-
sequently, with TAMER, it is possible to update the target policy with
data collected by any policy, making it an off-policy learning method.
Note that although it is likely that the teacher will provide feedback as
a function of the learner’s policy (Knox and Stone, 2009; MacGlashan
et al., 2017). For instance, TAMER is proposed considering assumptions
such as “The trainer can evaluate an action or short sequence of actions,
considering the long-term effects of each” (effects with respect to the
policy) and “a human trainer’s reinforcement function, is a moving
target. Intuitively, it seems likely that a human trainer will raise his or
her standards as the agent’s policy improves”. However, from an algo-
rithmic perspective, given the proposed implementation, the feedback
is policy-independent.

7.3.3 Divergence Minimization Methods

Let us recall Equation (2.7), which summarizes IIL methods based on
Divergence Minimization and rewrite it in its MLE form (Ke et al.,
2020), instead of the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between two
policies; then, in each training iteration we solve

max
π∈Π

Es∼pπ(s),a∼πh [ln(π(a|s))] . (7.11)

This form of the equation is useful for analyzing the on/off-policy
nature of these methods because it explicitly shows the state and
action distributions. Here, we analyze two IIL methods derived from
this equation: DAgger (Ross et al., 2011) and COACHc (Celemin and
Ruiz-del-Solar, 2019).

DAgger In DAgger, Equation (7.11) is minimized by setting the feed-
back signal to ht = at. Hence, ht directly corresponds to a label of
the optimal action (according to the teacher) for a given state. This
method assumes that for every sampled state from which this equation
is minimized, the label ht does not depend on the current agent’s policy,
as it only follows πh. Therefore, it is possible to update the agent’s
policy from data generated by any policy, which makes DAgger an
off-policy learning method.
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Nevertheless, there is one important remark to make. Given that the
state distribution of the samples used to update Equation (7.11) depends
on the behavior policy, a different behavior policy will, inevitably, yield
different solutions. However, this is also the case for RL methods, so
this definition is still consistent with them.

COACHc In COACHc, the assumption is that the feedback signal
corresponds to an error signal that indicates the direction in which the
current agent’s policy should be modified to improve its performance
(feedback is only meaningful for improving the current behavior policy,
and not future versions of it). Therefore, in this case, for every training
iteration, an action label is generated as a function of the learner’s policy
with the form a = πl(s) + e · ht, where e is a hyperparameter defined as
the error magnitude. Consequently, Equation (7.11) gets modified, since
the actions do not distribute as πh anymore, but rather as a different
distribution that depends on πl. Therefore, it is only possible to update
COACHc with samples collected by the agent’s policy, making this
method an on-policy learning method.

7.4 Discussion

The concepts discussed in this section are as important in IIL as in
RL because they are agnostic of the feedback source used for policy
improvement (teacher or environment). Instead, they are related to the
way the learning experience is obtained and used in the policy updates.

The replay of recorded experience and the way it is implemented is
one of the main features that come into the discussion of On/Off-policy
learning. But unlike RL, wherein the reward function (that could be
deterministic or stochastic) is (time or policy) invariant, IIL methods
could have in some cases feedback of the teacher that depends on the
performance of the policy. Therefore, depending on the assumption
about the teacher’s feedback within a learning method, it is relevant to
evaluate what kind of learning is the most convenient for the method
implementation, such that it leverages that assumption.

Since in online learning the experience is incrementally collected,
there are additional challenges when fitting function approximators
with this kind of data. The sequential nature of these problems makes
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the data have spatio-temporal correlations, therefore not following the
IID assumption of most ML approaches. Additionally, when training
NNs from a static dataset, the iterative process of updating the model
normally reduces the error for most training data as long as there are
sufficient iterations. That is because some data points require more
update steps following the cost function gradient than others. However,
when data samples are obtained incrementally while also learning, it is
difficult to control the model to avoid either overfitting or underfitting
the data. In both cases, there is the additional issue of the model being
changed for other input-output mappings different from the ones used
in the update, which counts as losing the already acquired knowledge,
and is known as “catastrophic forgetting”.

Experience replay is a technique introduced for breaking those
correlations in the collected data during the policy update. It also helps
to have a good balance for not overfitting to the most recent training
data, while keeping the old experience in the memory of the model, i.e.,
it helps to deal with the three problems previously mentioned.

For instance, in methods wherein the teacher provides evaluative
feedback at any time step, there could be two different cases:

1. When the human feedback is assumed to replace the MDP reward
and used within an RL implementation, the feedback is assumed
to be consistent in all the state-action space, such that the RL
learning properties hold. In this case, the old feedback samples
are never conflicting with the new ones, therefore, old feedback
signals are always usable, and the choice of on/off-policy learning
is left to the RL implementation, being both valid.

2. When it is assumed humans consider past and future in their
evaluative feedback signals, and it is used as something equivalent
to value function (e.g., TAMER), i.e., the feedback depends on the
policy. Consequently, feedback given over state-action pairs of old
policies could be contradictory with respect to the one obtained
with the current policy. This assumption requires giving priority
to the feedback given to the execution of the current policy, hence
on-policy learning would be more appropriate.
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Since the discussions of On/Off-policy learning are relatively new and
not consolidated in IL, this dimension of the algorithmic features space
has been neglected in some implementations of IIL methods. Some
algorithms have considered a learning strategy that does not align
with the assumptions of the required human feedback. It is not simple
to implement methods whose algorithmic features match the feedback
assumptions because the limitations created by the aforementioned prob-
lems (non-IID, over/under-fitting, catastrophic forgetting) condition
the learning strategies.

The most common case of having inconsistent implementations
is when the feedback is policy-dependent, but experience replay is
required for stable learning, i.e., on-policy learning deals better with
the assumed policy-dependent feedback, but the need for experience
replay makes it necessary to learn from off-policy data. As mentioned
before, importance sampling helps for decreasing the priority of data
obtained with different policies Degris et al., 2012, which is convenient
for learning from off-policy data with methods whose assumptions align
with the on-policy learning conditions. The Convergent Actor-Critic
by Humans (COACHe) algorithm Arumugam et al., 2019 is a good
example of IIL with a policy-dependent feedback assumption (naturally
on-policy), which benefits of off-policy learning for stability, but using
importance sampling to prioritize the data in the updates according to
the distribution of the current policy.



8
Reinforcement Learning with Human-in-the-Loop

As explained in the Theoretical Background section, RL represents
a learning framework where an autonomous agent learns the desired
behavior by interacting (in a form of trial-and-error) with the environ-
ment that provides the reward (as a feedback signal). Defined as such,
RL offers a general framework and, in general, all other entities except
the autonomous agent (e.g., other agents/humans) can be considered
as a part of the environment. However, considering humans as a dis-
tinct entity from the environment enables the design of algorithms that
take advantage of this setting. There are some RL problems that also
consider interactions with humans that act in the environment (e.g.,
human collaboration). In contrast to these, in this section, we focus
only on those problems where a human is influencing the learning loop
by providing feedback to the agent (e.g. has the role of an observer that
provides feedback), and not just acting in the same environment as the
agent. In these cases, we refer to the human as a teacher, as explained
in Section 2.

Looking from a RL perspective, if the teacher is influencing the
learning loop and it is the only one providing feedback to the agent
(i.e., demonstrations, corrections, etc.), the problem reduces to the
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IIL problems. If an autonomous agent receives a feedback signal from
both the environment and the teacher, it is learning with a RL with
Human-in-the-Loop method. We define as RL-HiL all RL algorithms
where the agent learns a desired behavior and a teacher is influencing
one or more components of the reinforcement learning loop (e.g. reward,
policy, exploration, etc.).

8.1 Other Related Approaches

As it was already discussed in Section 1, several RL approaches rely on
human demonstrations. For instance, the approaches that pre-train a
policy to warm-start the learning process, storing pre-recorded demon-
strations for either off-policy RL or offline RL, or inferring rewards
from demonstrations like in IRL. However, we do not consider these as
RL-HiL as the human input is not part of the learning loop. Several
approaches rely on human demonstrations to initialize the policy and
subsequently use RL to further improve it (e.g., Policy Learning by
Weighting Exploration with the Returns (PoWER) (Kober and Peters,
2008), Locally Optimal search after K-step Imitation (LOKI) (Cheng et
al., 2018)). Pre-training the policy in a supervised manner from demon-
stration data before interacting with the real task is especially important
for alphaGo (Silver et al., 2016), to have a reasonably good policy for
starting self-play. Deep Q-learning from demonstrations (DQfD) (Hester
et al., 2018) also pre-train the network with expert demonstrations and
keeps them in a replay buffer, along with the data obtained from its
own experience.

8.2 Historical Perspective

Historically, RL-HiL evolved with RL research from the beginning. If
we look for the origins of the idea of using teacher advice, we can
find that they go even to the roots of founding the AI field, with
John McCarthy’s Advice take (McCarthy, 1958) that was proposed to
improve behavior by taking pieces of advice. Some works already in the
90s try to combine Reinforcement Learning approaches with human
advice (Utgoff, 1991; Whitehead, 1991; Clouse and Utgoff, 1992; Lin,
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1992; Maclin and Shavlik, 1994). Utgoff (1991) is mainly inspired by
advancements in the Checkers game-playing agents. The initial game-
playing agent was based on learning from experience (Samuel, 1959)
and extended later with utilizing expert choice, typically called a book
move (Samuel, 1967). The main idea by Utgoff (1991) is that these
are two fundamentally different kinds of training information useful for
learning. Additionally, they argued that expert choice does not have to
be recorded in a book in advance. By watching an expert in action, or
asking an expert what to do in a particular situation, an agent would
be able to learn from an expert whenever it is available. The agent is
able to query an external agent about the correct action to take when
the confidence in its own decisions is low. Their agent is used to control
a search algorithm by considering as an action which node to explore
next, like in the checkers engine (Samuel, 1959). Clouse and Utgoff
(1992) extend the idea beyond a search algorithm to the cart-pole task
and provide an online mechanism that allows an external agent to guide
it while it performs the task.

On the other hand, Whitehead (1991), inspired by the idea that RL
can be viewed as an online search where an agent explores unknown
environments instead of a simulated model, extend blind exploration
(like in blind search e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm) with two cooperative
mechanisms: Learning with an External Critic (LEC) and Learning
By Watching (LBW). In the work by Maclin and Shavlik (1994), an
advice-giver watches the learner and occasionally makes suggestions to
help it, expressed as instructions in a simple programming language
(e.g., rules to avoid an enemy). These pieces of advice are integrated
and refined by RL.

As one of the most recognized examples of RL-HiL approaches,
Isbell and Shelton (2001) present Cobot, an application of RL for
LambdaMOO, a complex, open-ended, multi-user chat environment
that can take proactive actions and adapt the behavior from multiple
sources of human reward. After 5 months of crowd-sourced training,
and 3171 reward and punishment events from 254 different users, Cobot
learns nontrivial preferences for a number of users.
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8.3 Reinforcement Learning with Human-in-the-Loop Approaches

Figure 8.1:
Human-guided exploration

Figure 8.2:
Human intervention for Safe-RL

A few surveys on the topic of RL-HiL have been recently published,
providing a deeper insight into the field (Zhang et al., 2019b; Arzate
Cruz and Igarashi, 2020; Lin et al., 2020; Najar and Chetouani, 2021).
Although there is no consensus, one way of clustering these approaches
is based on the way human feedback is integrated into the learning
loop (e.g. as a reward, as a policy correction, as a guiding policy for
exploration, etc.). Based on that, RL-HiL approaches can be clustered
into four main categories:

• Human-guided exploration, see Figure 8.1

• Human intervention for Safe-RL, see Figure 8.2

• Reward shaping with Human feedback, see Figure 8.3

• Policy shaping, see Figure 8.4

which we briefly summarize here.
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Figure 8.3:
Reward Shaping

Figure 8.4:
Policy Shaping

8.3.1 Human-guided Exploration

As known from many RL applications, training RL agents requires ex-
tensive trial-and-error experience. A necessary component for improving
the policy is exploration. To accumulate high returns, the agent needs
to follow actions that were leading to high returns in the past. On the
other hand, the agent sometimes needs to try-out actions that it did
not try before. This, ideally, allows it to find strategies that obtain
higher returns and, therefore, improve the policy. There are several en-
vironments that are particularly hard for learning from the perspective
of exploration, mainly sparse-reward environments and environments
containing fatal failures.

Sparse reward functions normally return a constant signal for most
of the states, while they provide a different value in a few states,
normally for indicating success and/or failure. One example of such
an environment is a puzzle, where the agent receives a reward only
once the puzzle is successfully solved. Obtaining useful information from
random exploration in sparse reward settings makes learning challenging.
Therefore, utilizing human feedback for guiding the agent during the
exploration phase has been proposed to avoid this problem.
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In Suay and Chernova (2011), a human provides rewards but also
anticipatory guidance on the selection of future actions. The users can
guide during a short period before actions are selected by the robot,
such that they limit the set of actions that can be explored in a specific
state. This can be interpreted as directing the robot’s attention towards
the target object or area. Subramanian et al. (2016) present a model-free
policy-based approach called Exploration from Demonstration (EfD).
The user feedback is used to shape an exploratory policy and bias a RL
agent’s exploration to cover the search space effectively. The algorithm
can query for demonstrations from the user by highlighting the states
in a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The user can help the learner by
providing demonstrations (reaching the states) using the GUI. The user
can alternatively choose to ignore the query or stop interacting with
the algorithm. These demonstrations are used to learn an exploration
policy to reach desired states.

In some applications (e.g., letter writing), it was shown to be useful
that users can select some desired regions to direct exploration of the
learning algorithm. Schroecker et al. (2016) enable to interactively add
via-points that restrict the search space to trajectories that will be close
to the defined via-points at the specific time. This in turn significantly
reduces the number of samples necessary to learn a good policy. Besides
approaches where the teacher is directly guiding an exploration policy,
there are also approaches where it is done in an indirect way, such as
using gaze or natural language. Saran et al. (2021) propose an approach
that utilizes indirect information gained from a human observer by
detecting the human gaze, while the agent is interacting with the
environment. The algorithm guides the agent to explore the regions
that are targeted by the human gaze. Human corrections can also be
considered as the exploration disturbances of a stochastic policy in
Policy Search approaches (Celemin et al., 2019a; Celemin et al., 2019b),
or as guidance in which the RL agent memorizes the advice on where
to explore (Scholten et al., 2019).
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8.3.2 Human Intervention for Safe-RL

There are environments in which the safety of the system is not guar-
anteed for all possible transitions in the state space. Learning policies
in such scenarios with a high risk of failure poses a difficult challenge,
especially for executing exploratory actions. Such problems are the focus
of the research of Safe Reinforcement Learning (Safe-RL). As seen in a
Safe-RL survey (Garcıa and Fernández, 2015), one approach to Safe-RL
is to use external knowledge in a form of teacher advice, e.g., the learner
agent asks for advice when the confidence level is low (Utgoff, 1991).
Safety can be guaranteed using shields (Alshiekh et al., 2018), which are
models that prohibit actions leading to catastrophic failures. However,
shields are usually conservative and might limit exploration. Designing
a shield that is not conservative but still safe is rather challenging. Some
approaches utilize teacher-oversight to interactively learn a model of
a safety shield (Marta et al., 2021). A similar approach (although not
based on standard RL) is presented by Kahn et al. (2021), where a
model of human intervention probability is learned from human inter-
ventions. It is later used in a model predictive control fashion to find
actions that have a lower probability of human intervention.

8.3.3 Reward Shaping with Human Feedback

Besides the exploration process, human teachers can provide insights
into the long-term benefit of an action. This can be done in the form of
a reward signal in addition to the one coming from the environment.
The idea of reward shaping consists of designing a reward function that
not only defines the main objective but also provides useful guidance for
effective exploration (Ng et al., 1999). However, designing a reward func-
tion in advance that balances the goal definition and the guidance task
is often very difficult, and the agent might get stuck in a local maximum,
e.g., exploiting the local reward without reaching the goal, also known
as reward hacking (Amodei et al., 2016). The human-provided reward
can be also considered as a type of reward shaping. It can be used to
guide the agent to learn the task faster. As it is provided interactively,
human feedback can be even used to correct the negative effects of
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reward hacking. If the user notices the agent is exploiting the reward
used for guidance without progressing on task execution, it can locally
correct it by adding a negative reward.

One of the first approaches of this family is Interactive RL, as
presented by Thomaz et al. (2005). A human teacher can, in real-
time, provide a reward signal in addition to the reward provided by
the environment. TAMER (Knox and Stone, 2008), is also used in an
extension with RL, where TAMER is used first, and then the policy
is fine-tuned with RL (Knox and Stone, 2010; Knox and Stone, 2012).
Similarly, Xiao et al. (2020) present Feedback-based REward SHaping
(FRESH), an approach where a human is presented with trajectories
from a replay buffer and then provides feedback on actions (good or
bad) or even on states. A NN is then trained to generalize this feedback
to unseen states and actions, and the feedback of the NN is converted to
shaping a reward that augments the reward provided by the environment.
Recently, Arakawa et al. (2018) introduce an algorithm called DQN-
TAMER as a combination of TAMER and DQN. The method learns
two Q functions in parallel, one from the environment reward and one
from the user feedback. Then, the action is computed as the action
that maximizes the combination of both functions. This approach is
not directly Reward Shaping but rather Value Shaping.

8.3.4 Policy Shaping

There are also works combining RL methods and teachers in the learning
loop for directly obtaining an explicit policy representation. This has
been studied especially from the perspective of using absolute corrective
feedback as in DAgger algorithms. Methods like Aggregate Values To
Imitate (AggreVaTe) (Ross and Bagnell, 2014) extend the incremental
collection of demonstrations with the use of cost (reward) functions
provided by the environment, which are considered for improving the
policy on top of the information provided by the teacher. Chang et
al. (2015), propose a similar learning scheme, although their paper is
focused on the problem of learning from a poorly performing reference
policy (teacher), showing that the feedback of the environment helps to
improve the knowledge obtained from the teacher. Later on, Sun et al.
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(2017) extended AggreVaTe for using it with differentiable policies, such
that it is possible to use powerful expressive models (e.g., deep NNs).

This line of research intends to leverage the benefits of both IL and
RL worlds, similarly to the domains of other sections. In order to be able
to obtain policies outperforming the teacher, it can be more effective to
optimize the environment objective function based on the demonstrated
trajectories, instead of optimizing the discrepancy between the learner
and the teacher. Therefore, such a strategy can relax the requirement
of having expert or near-optimal demonstrators in the learning loop.

8.4 Discussion

This section provides a concise, non-exhaustive overview of the RL-HiL
field from the RL perspective. Human-in-the-loop approaches have a
long history in the field of RL, and in many applications, they are
critical for efficient and safe learning. From IIL perspective, they offer
an approach to overcome suboptimal human feedback. The approaches
can be analyzed based on the way the human input is integrated into
the learning loop, making the distinction between approaches improving
exploration (efficiency and safety), approaches modifying the reward
and approaches directly improving the policy.



9
Interfaces

In an interactive learning setup, the human teacher and the robot
are frequently exchanging information. It is natural for humans to
communicate in many different forms, making discussions about how and
what to communicate with the robot to be often overlooked. However,
from the robot’s perspective, the type, the format, and the content
of the received information can greatly impact its learning process.
Furthermore, choosing an adequate way for the robot to communicate
with the human can improve the latter’s understanding of the system,
which will in turn improve the quality of information the teacher provides
to the robot.

While Section 3 discusses the types of feedback that the teacher can
provide, this section focuses on the channel used for exchanging this
information. According to Dudley and Kristensson (2018), an interface
is the bridge in charge of the bidirectional feedback between the user and
the system, as illustrated by Figure 9.1. Here, we define interfaces as the
physical channel used to capture/provide data together with required
software that processes the raw data into the desirable information
type.

108
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Figure 9.1: Human-to-robot interfaces and robot-to-human interfaces commonly
employed in IIL.

First, we summarise the different interfaces used by humans to
provide feedback, highlighting which type of information is more ap-
propriate to provide using each interface, and the respective learning
methods that can efficiently explore that information. Second, we re-
view interfaces used by the robot to provide information to the human,
highlighting which information is provided back to the human and how
it is used in the learning loop.

9.1 Human-to-Robot Interfaces

In IIL, most methods are based on passive learners, which means
the interactions are only sent from the teachers towards the agent,
without having active responses or queries from the robot. The users
transfer their knowledge to the learner through the feedback signals
using different kinds of interfaces, as discussed in this Section.

9.1.1 Physical Contact with the Robot Embodiment

Being able to teach the robot by physically moving it is a promising
method to teach generic tasks since it does not require any extra interface
with the user (Ben Amor et al., 2009). This approach is generally called
kinesthetic teaching. Kinesthetic teaching is especially motivated by its
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simplicity, which is a key feature to enable the employment of robots
by non-expert users in everyday tasks.

Teaching trajectories is arguably the most common use of kinesthetic
input, which allows the user to provide demonstrations in a natural
manner (Wrede et al., 2013). For example, kinesthetic information can
be used to learn user preferences (Jain et al., 2013; Canal et al., 2016;
Bajcsy et al., 2017; Bajcsy et al., 2018; Losey et al., 2022) such as
distance to objects for safer manipulation. Learning Interactively to
Resolve Ambiguity (LIRA) (Franzese et al., 2021a) shows how it is
possible to solve ambiguities from kinesthetic demonstrations; when
the learning agent recognizes an ambiguous situation, it requests the
user to move the end-effector towards the correct action, allowing it
to learn the correct one. FERL (Bobu et al., 2022) presents a method
to learn non-linear features from kinesthetic demonstrations of partial-
trajectories. Such features allow for improving learning efficiency and
generalization capabilities.

Kinesthetic teaching has been successfully applied to robotic arms;
however, such an interface might not be feasible or safe in other scenarios.
For example, the robot’s size has to be within the human manipula-
bility spectrum, making it not applicable for nano- or industrial-sized
robots. Also, high-speed robots render kinesthetic teaching infeasible
and/or unsafe, especially on tasks requiring high-speed controlling (e.g.,
balancing tasks). Due to such limitations, in some learning settings,
other interfaces can be more adequate for teaching robots interactively.

9.1.2 Physical Contact with External Device

Keys are present in most computational units (e.g., keyboards, joysticks,
remote controllers, touch pads) and are arguably the most standard
way for users to input information into systems. Key-based interfaces
are convenient since they are readily available in most systems and can
be mapped to provide different types of feedback to robotic systems.
Keys can be used to provide full demonstrations as shown by Palan
et al., 2019.

Even though many IIL approaches use keys for their convenience to
create proof-of-concept tests using simulations (Thomaz and Breazeal,
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2007a; Argall et al., 2011a; Akrour et al., 2014; Spencer et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2020; Myers et al., 2022), games (Knox and Stone, 2009;
Subramanian et al., 2016; Christiano et al., 2017; Warnell et al., 2018;
Xiao et al., 2020; Jauhri et al., 2021), or real robots (Argall et al., 2008;
Suay and Chernova, 2011; Knox et al., 2013; Kelly et al., 2019; Hoque
et al., 2021), there are three points one must consider about key-based
inputs.

First, it is undesirable to have an interface with many keys avail-
able in IIL, complicating the usage of the system. As such, keys are
better used on systems with limited user input requirements, such as
learning from human reinforcements (see Section 3.1.1) or from human
preferences (see Section 3.1.2).

Second, the meaning of each key can be programmed at a software
level, namely mapping the keys. Such mapping can be task-specific,
which is common in cases the keys are used to provide feedback in the
state/action domain (see Section 3.2); for example, Ross et al. (2011)
associates keys to actions in a video game (left, right, jump, speed).
However, such mappings can also be independent of the task, which
is the case for learning from human reinforcements (see Section 3.1.1);
for example, TAMER (Knox and Stone, 2008) expects binary feedback
that indicated the optimality of the policy, making it task agnostic.

Furthermore, aiming to improve the inherently limited amount of
information that keys can carry, Loftin et al. (2016) propose to use
a statistical user-feedback model, which allows extrapolating cases in
which the user did not provide feedback.

An option to encode more information in a single input is to use
analog sticks (joysticks), which allow mapping multiple values depending
on how far the stick is displaced by the user. They are commonly used
in driving scenarios due to their precision for controlling continuous
values (Corrigan et al., 2016). For instance, an analog stick is used by
Ross et al. (2011) to provide demonstrations of the correct steering of a
kart in a racing game to train with the DAgger framework. A digital
sliding bar is used by Wilde et al. (2022) in order to provide an analog
value for user preferences in a Learning from Preferences (LfP) setup.

Despite the above considerations, 6 DoF interfaces (e.g., space
mouses, cellphones) allow the user to directly control the robot’s end-
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effector position and orientation directly (Luo et al., 2021), and to give
continuous signals (as analog sticks). Such interfaces allow interactive
teaching in scenarios where the human cannot provide kinesthetic
demonstrations. For example, Celemin et al., 2019a propose to use
keys to train a robotic arm to perform the ball-in-a-cup task using a
combination of RL and PS. Furthermore, keys and joysticks can also
be used to teach the speed and shape of dynamic grasping movements
as proposed by Mészáros et al., 2022.

As such, we can conclude that interfaces such as keys, joysticks,
and 6 DoF mouses can be used not only for their commodity value
but also for allowing IIL methods to be applied to systems that cannot
accept other types of interactions (e.g., kinesthetic). Furthermore, it is
a common practice to implement modules that convert other types of
sensors into discrete or analog signals, which can be used by learning
methods in the same fashion as the ones presented in this section.

9.1.3 Contact Free Interfaces

The previous sections presented interfaces whose raw output is com-
patible with the type of information expected by the learning method.
However, interfaces such as video or voice require more complex pro-
cessing for mapping from the communication channel to the learning
method’s input; also, such interfaces are interesting in the IIL context
to enable natural communication between the human and the robot.

Normally, processing these signals involves different kinds of pattern
recognition methods that extract the relevant information from the
raw signals, which are then mapped into discrete or continuous signals.
Next, we summarize works that interface raw video, motion capture,
depth sensors, and voice signals with IIL methods.

Video Using videos of humans performing tasks allows the user to
naturally perform a task with minimal hardware requirements, and
without directly dealing with the robotic system. Nevertheless, learning
from videos is not trivial given their large state spaces, making them
inefficient to be trained based on human demonstrations. Furthermore,
videos from humans are also susceptible to the correspondence problem
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(Nehaniv, Dautenhahn, et al., 2002), which is usually mitigated by
using videos featuring only the user’s hand, which is mapped to the
end-effector’s position.

Videos have been used in IIL through pre-trained models that extract
the information of interest from the images. This idea is applied to IIL
by Celemin and Ruiz-del-Solar (2019), where a hand gesture recognition
module is employed to provide feedback for the COACHc framework,
and by Arakawa et al. (2018), who use a facial expression detection
mapped to pre-defined positive/negative reward values to be used with
the TAMER framework.

Depth Sensors and Motion Capture Depth sensors and motion cap-
ture provide information on depth, pose estimation, and motion tracking,
which is often necessary to perform dynamic tasks. Motion capture
usually uses cameras or an array of inertial sensors (Hindle et al., 2021)
to provide tracking information of objects and the human body, to
be used as a human-robot interface without directly manipulating the
robot.

These systems have been successfully used to track the hand of
the user, which is mapped to the robot’s end-effector. As such, the
user can perform a task naturally, without handling the robot, which
has been shown as preferable by the users in a LfD setup (Hedlund
et al., 2021). Motion capture has also been used by León et al., 2011 to
record demonstrations of the position of objects manipulated directly
by the human teacher, which allows obtaining a first policy that is
later on refined interactively. For instance, a Microsoft Kinect V2 has
been used by Najar et al. (2016) to create a discrete signal from head
movements (nodding and shaking), which are mapped as positive or
negative feedback to the learning agent, similarly to the pressing of a
key.

The Task-Instruction-Contingency-Shaping (TICS) framework (Na-
jar et al., 2020) explores learning the mapping between movements
captured with a Kinect and a discrete set of pre-defined actions. This
model helps the overall training process, which in turn refines the map-
ping in an iterative process. This makes the system robust to different
users since each user associates a different meaning to the actions. A
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similar idea was previously presented by Grizou et al. (2013), where
a robot learns to perform a task and the association of pre-defined
commands identified through a voice recognition module.

Voice A direct way to create a voice interface is to use pre-established
commands, simplifying its recognition, where specific voice commands
are used as a feedback signal (e.g., good, or bad), or to trigger specific
operation modes Kaplan et al., 2002; Nicolescu and Mataric, 2003;
León et al., 2011. Also, Tenorio-Gonzalez et al. (2010) propose to parse
voice commands with a language recognition module to identify a pre-
established vocabulary where all words have an associated reward value
which is used to compose a final evaluative feedback reward; creating an
analog input (discretized according to the vocabulary) to the learner.

However, such a simplistic approach cannot capture the information
richness of human speech, leading to the adaption of learning-based
natural language modules. Focusing on language grounding, Blumberg
et al., 2002 propose an interactive click trainer which learns to associate
voice commands with the actions of a simulated dog. Similarly, Mac-
Glashan et al., 2014 propose a method that grounds text commands.
Voice commands have also been used in a simulated environment by
Cruz et al. (2015), where language commands are processed by an
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) module that interactively teaches
affordances. Similarly, Krening et al. (2017) parse natural language
sentences into advice or warnings analysing sentiment. Finally, Cruz
et al. (2018) integrate motion capture commands and voice commands
using a multi-modal estimation module to teach affordances.

9.1.4 Interactions with Multiple Interfaces

Works leveraging multiple types of human input are common in the IIL
literature, which is motivated by two advantages. Firstly, each type of
human-robot interaction is more adequate to capture different stages
of the learning process. Secondly, different types of information are
used during the learning process, which can achieve a faster or more
consistent learning rate (Koert et al., 2020).
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As an example of the first advantage, within IIL it is common to
obtain an initial policy from demonstrations, which is then refined
using interactive corrections. For example, Prakash et al., 2020 learns
an initial policy from demonstrations in a driving simulation, which
is time-consuming but only requires recorded demonstrations, then
the policy is interactively refined by the user. Franzese et al. (2021b)
initiate a policy using kinesthetic demonstrations, which is later refined
through teleoperated corrections in order to learn the movement stiffness,
allowing for performing force-interaction tasks without the necessity
of force sensors. This idea is also applied by Celemin et al. (2019a),
where a policy is initialized using kinesthetic demonstrations and is
interactively improved using a combination of corrections and RL.

As for the second advantage, its motivation lies in the fact that each
learning modality has its own shortcoming; thus, using complementary
methods might allow overcoming the limitations of single interfaces.
This idea has been explored by Jain et al. (2015), where humans provide
feedback first using keys to rank policies displayed in a simulation
environment, and then provide kinesthetic corrections to the trajectories;
the first feedback form is easier to provide and allows teaching simpler
trajectories, while the second allows teaching more difficult parts of
tasks. Also, in the CEILing framework (Chisari et al., 2022), an initial
policy (obtained from demonstrations) is interactively improved using
evaluative feedback from key presses, and corrective feedback from
teleoperation (joystick); the latter allows corrections, while the former
allows the user to provide feedback in difficult situations in which the
user could not correct the robot.

9.2 Robot-to-Human Interfaces

Even though most works in IIL focus on how to capture information
and learn from humans, some work has been paying attention to the
opposite communication direction. This channel allows the robot to
communicate the necessity of corrections or input, as in the case of
robot-gated or active learning methods, in which the user is asked for
feedback only in specific cases which improve the learning process (e.g.,
Sadigh et al., 2017; Cui and Niekum, 2018; Brown et al., 2018; Biyik
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and Sadigh, 2018; Biyik et al., 2020; Hoque et al., 2022; Franzese et al.,
2021a). Additionally, Li et al. (2016) and Koert et al. (2020) show that
providing the human with uncertainty and performance information
about the robot’s actions can improve the teacher’s feedback quality,
improving the learning process, i.e., the teacher concurrently learning
how to teach the robot. Thus, understanding how and what information
to communicate to the human can be a key to enabling non-experts to
interactively teach robots.

Displays Using the computer screen is the most common way for
the robot to communicate with the human. Screens are suitable for
displaying simulations or behavior estimates that provide insights to the
user, allowing them to preview the robot’s behavior and act accordingly.

The displaying of simulations has been used by LfP methods, in
which a few simulation trajectories are displayed to the user, who selects
the most adequate ones according to personal preferences (Jain et al.,
2015). Furthermore, these methods can enable learning from multiple
teachers (Wilde et al., 2020).

The video interface is also part of Virtual Reality (VR) kits, which
usually consist of a wearable headset that streams a camera image to the
user and a joystick/controller, providing standard keys and/or analog
sticks for controlling the robot. For example, DelPreto et al. (2020) use
a VR kit to teach grasping tasks using a master-apprentice model.

Voice Using verbalization of pre-defined sentences is a straightforward
way to create a communication interface from a robot to a human
teacher, and it has been used in IIL by Maeda et al. (2017), whose
active learning method asks for demonstrations of reaching objects
specified a priori based on uncertainty metrics.

Nevertheless, learning what needs to be communicated with the user
in IIL setups is subject to recent works. For example, Shridhar et al.
(2020) propose to interactively learn a model for composing questions
that help to disambiguate the selection of objects for manipulation
tasks.
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9.3 Interface Design

We should consider three main aspects to successfully complete an IIL
interfacing system that connects both an agent and a human: 1) the
hardware interface (discussed in this section), 2) the modalities of inter-
action (Section 3), and 3) also the user experience (Section 10). Interface
design in IIL has been a less explored topic until today. However, works
in IML already identified the main factors influencing these aspects.

First, both the needs of users and the model should be taken into
account in interface design, user studies can reveal false assumptions or
user patterns and difficulties, which can be used to leverage the system
usability and efficiency (Amershi et al., 2014).

Second, the preferences of the users on models, features, and inter-
action modes should be considered, e.g., to allow non-expert users to
build an accurate mental model of the system, hence the best feedback
possible (Chatzimparmpas et al., 2020; Dudley and Kristensson, 2018;
Mohseni et al., 2019).

Third, excessive querying should be avoided in order to reduce the
undesired cognitive load of the user (Amershi et al., 2014). Instead,
querying should be done to promote understanding and encourage trust
in the model, helping the user to understand the source of failures and
solve them.

Finally, user studies can help to develop systems in which experts
and non-experts are capable of understanding what’s intended from the
interaction with the agent (Dudley and Kristensson, 2018). For example,
Chatzimparmpas et al. (2020) show that users tend to better interpret
ML models through data visualizations.

9.4 Discussion

Since the human is the source of information in IIL systems, special
attention should be paid to the interface design for these systems.
Furthermore, robot-gated methods (Section 3.2.1) can interface with
the human, in order to teach them how to provide better feedback,
improving the overall learning process.
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Nevertheless, interfacing sensors with learning methods cannot al-
ways be done directly, especially on high-dimensional problems, such as
learning from video and voice, since it is required to map this sensor
information into feedback signals that have to be compatible with the
already established learning methods. However, using pre-defined, or
pre-trained mappings implies that the information provided by the
teacher is not fully explored (as these interfaces are not adaptable),
leaving open the challenge of interactively learning directly from such
signals. Note that existing research outside the IIL scope focuses on
learning from natural language sentences (Williams et al., 2018), or on
using videos of demonstrations (Yang et al., 2019), and it can be used
as a base for extending interactive methods. Other methods in the IIL
literature focus on merging different types of signals using multi-modal
learning methods, e.g., voice and video are used by Jang et al. (2022)
as input. Such models could pave the way to create interfaces in future
works.

Finally, despite the interface and modality of interaction (Section 3)
being related to the information used for teaching, the human aspect
has also to be taken into consideration in order to achieve an efficient
interactive learning setup.



10
User Studies in IIL

A major factor contributing to effective and efficient collaboration
between robots and humans is the improvement of the human experience
in teaching and collaboration. The topic of this section pertains to user
studies in IIL. We report central guidelines on how to design user studies
in IIL, based on findings of several papers on user studies in IML and
IIL specifically. This section discusses how to set up a user study and
what evaluation metrics to use.

10.1 Study Setup

A user study targets comprehending user needs, behaviors, and mo-
tivations through a variety of evaluation methods such as surveys,
interviews, and questionnaires, in order to improve the user experience
in a certain interaction scenario. User studies require previous approval
from an ethics committee. Researchers should communicate to the ethics
committee any potential harm that may be caused to the participants,
as well as actual or potential conflicts of interest (Kuniavsky, 2003).

To effectively set up a user study in IIL, a researcher should take
into consideration system aspects as well as human aspects. Although
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there is flexibility in setting up a user study, researchers should take
into consideration the following aspects:

• What is the study goal?

• What are the most significant metrics to support the study goal,
and how to collect data related to those metrics?

• Select participants according to the study goals. How many par-
ticipants? Experts or non-experts? Do they need to get familiar
with the task (s)? How to design the familiarisation phase?

These items are discussed in the following sections.

10.1.1 Study Goal

The study goal is defined according to the motivation of the study.
Some user studies aim to verify if non-experts can teach complex tasks
to an agent. These studies make use of different metrics. For example,
(Mészáros et al., 2022; Franzese et al., 2021b; Pérez-Dattari et al.,
2020; Pérez-Dattari et al., 2019) apply metrics such as success rate
and time of completion to evaluate teaching efficiency in manipulation
and navigation tasks. Sadigh et al. (2017), Bajcsy et al. (2017), Bajcsy
et al. (2018), Losey et al. (2022), Biyik and Sadigh (2018), Jain et al.
(2015), Chu and Thomaz (2015), and Cakmak and Thomaz (2012) use
model training error and subjective evaluation metrics (user’s perception
of tasks and policies) to measure efficacy and efficiency in teaching
successful robot behaviors.

Another goal is to compare different learning methods using non-
expert users. These studies measure the learning efficiency of an IIL
method and its relation to human performance. Jauhri et al. (2021),
DelPreto et al. (2020), Biyik et al. (2020), Cui et al. (2019), Palan et al.
(2019), Chisari et al. (2022), He et al. (2020), and Hoque et al. (2021)
employ robot learning metrics (task accuracy, success rate, training time,
reward maximization) as well as human performance metrics (work-
load assessment and model perception) to compare different learning
methods.
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Some studies also aim to analyze how the teaching strategy used by
the users influences the results. For example, Loftin et al. (2016) conduct
a user study to determine the rate of success of teaching behaviors such as
punishment-focused, reward-focused or balanced. Vollmer and Hemion
(2018) evaluate different teaching strategies such as comparative, error
based, or spontaneous. These strategies are rated using ground truth
data and its effect on task success or failure.

10.1.2 Participants

Human-centered evaluations require objective profiling of the partici-
pants. Users’ expertise in ML, IIL and users’ age and gender are aspects
that may influence interaction with the learning method/task. Hence,
the outcomes of user studies may vary due to the fact that different
users may show differentiated interaction performance profiles, for a
similar interaction method/task.

Participants’ Expertise

There are two kinds of participant expertise to be considered, expertise
in the task domain, and expertise in robotics and ML. Users’ expertise
can be categorized into high, medium, and low. For example, participants
with high expertise in ML tend to make predictions faster about how the
system learns compared to participants with low expertise. Therefore, a
proper selection of study participants should be taken into consideration.
Most of the user studies in IIL either report very low ML expertise
or none (Biyik et al., 2020; Palan et al., 2019; Chisari et al., 2022;
He et al., 2020; Thomaz, Breazeal, et al., 2006; Franzese et al., 2021b;
Mészáros et al., 2022; Pérez-Dattari et al., 2019; Jauhri et al., 2021;
DelPreto et al., 2020; Bajcsy et al., 2018; Bajcsy et al., 2017). On the
other hand, Jain et al. (2015), Bajcsy et al. (2017), and Palan et al.
(2019) require that participants have medium task domain expertise in
robot manipulation tasks. Finally, high domain expertise is requested in
a driving task (the participants needed to own a driving license and in
some cases 8 years of experience driving cars) (Cui et al., 2019; Sadigh
et al., 2017).
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Age and Gender

Participants’ age, gender, demographic categories and distribution
should be taken into account to structure user studies. The most tar-
geted age group in user studies lies between 18-37 years, with some
studies comprising older participants. Gender specifications of the par-
ticipants are only reported in a few studies (Bajcsy et al., 2017; Palan
et al., 2019; Loftin et al., 2016); however, no correlations are found
between gender and the interactive process outcomes.

10.1.3 Number of Participants

The number of participants to be recruited for a study depends on the
study goal. For example, pilot studies whose goal is to evaluate the
feasibility of an approach to be used in a larger scale study include small
samples, while large-scale studies include larger samples. The number
of participants in a user study is also limited by the experimental
setups. The setups with real robots, controllers, and interfaces require
preparation, calibration, and resetting in each trail which constrains
the size of a user study. We observe user studies with a real-world
experimental setup to include, on average, 7-15 participants. However,
simulated or grid-based high-level tasks offer the opportunity for larger-
scale user studies, with, for instance, 40 (He et al., 2020) or 150 (Loftin
et al., 2016) participants.

10.1.4 Preparation Phase

The preparation phase identifies the type and amount of training pro-
vided to participants before they interact with the system being evalu-
ated. The aim of a preparation phase is to avoid participant interaction
with the experimental setup to be influenced by confounding effects,
such as lack of clarity of task requirements and task execution, or
insufficient familiarity with the study interface. The training phase
needs to balance the amount of information provided to participants
against the potential introduction of bias towards a system, technique,
or model. Participants that do not need to know the robotics hardware
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details or controller interfaces are just provided with a brief session
about the tasks and related high-level instructions (DelPreto et al.,
2020; Hoque et al., 2021; Loftin et al., 2016; Biyik et al., 2020; He et al.,
2020; Pérez-Dattari et al., 2019; Biyik and Sadigh, 2018; Sadigh et al.,
2017; Chu and Thomaz, 2015; Vollmer and Hemion, 2018). On the other
hand, when participants need prior knowledge in robotics (hardware
details, controller interface), a more dedicated session for familiarization
is scheduled before the main study (Mészáros et al., 2022; Franzese
et al., 2021b; Chisari et al., 2022; Bajcsy et al., 2017; Bajcsy et al., 2018;
Palan et al., 2019; Jain et al., 2015).

10.2 Evaluation Methods

In this Section, we describe evaluation methods and metrics that can
be adopted in IIL. These include, robot learning performance metrics
and human performance metrics.

10.2.1 Robot Learning Performance Metrics

IIL makes use of quantitative metrics to evaluate robot learning perfor-
mance. Deciding on how to make use of these metrics depends on the
goal and objective of the learning model. Common metrics to evaluate
robot learning performance in IIL are listed below.

Cumulative Reward

A widely used metric to evaluate robot task performance in IIL is the
cumulative reward during task execution. In the IIL case, the reward
function would need to be additionally designed by the creator of the
user study for a given task, for evaluation purposes. This reward is also
communicated to the study participants so that they are consistent with
the true reward for the task during their interactions. Examples of tasks
that make use of the cumulative reward metric include manipulation
reaching task (Cheng et al., 2018; Pérez-Dattari et al., 2019; Pérez-
Dattari et al., 2020), writing symbols (Schroecker et al., 2016; Jauhri
et al., 2021), autonomous driving (Menda et al., 2017), UAV racing
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task (Li et al., 2019b), balancing task on Cartpole (Wilson et al., 2012;
Knox and Stone, 2012; Vien and Ertel, 2012), games like atari, pacman,
frogger (Christiano et al., 2017; Cederborg et al., 2015; Subramanian
et al., 2016), and OpenAI Mujoco based locomotions (Reddy et al.,
2019; Hoque et al., 2021; Cronrath et al., 2018).

Success Rate

Success rate evaluates the robustness of a learning method in performing
a task. This metric is defined by calculating the ratio between the
number of successful executions of the task and the total number of
attempts. This metric is more useful for tasks in which success is binary
(i.e, completed or not) and it requires low design effort (in contrast to
the reward function). It is calculated among several trails/episodes and
it is used for different tasks such as grasping (DelPreto et al., 2020),
contact-rich manipulation (Mandlekar et al., 2020; Chisari et al., 2022;
Ablett et al., 2020), reaching manipulation (Pérez-Dattari et al., 2020),
autonomous driving (Cui et al., 2019; Prakash et al., 2020), mobile
robot navigating to a target (Argall et al., 2008), drone navigation to
reach a goal with tolerance (Blukis et al., 2018), drone perching (Goecks
et al., 2019), game of maze (Le et al., 2018), and industrial manipulation
(Luo et al., 2021; Hoque et al., 2022).

Model Training Error

This metric measures the accuracy of a model in fitting the observed
data, and it is useful to evaluate or debug the model, and also observe
how good it resembles the data. This metric is used in tasks such
as autonomous driving (Biyik and Sadigh, 2018; Sadigh et al., 2017),
walking (Akrour et al., 2014), and reaching (Bajcsy et al., 2018; Losey et
al., 2022; Biyik et al., 2020; Palan et al., 2019). Furthermore, this metric
is also used for performance evaluation in reconstructing trajectories
for a task of drawing symbols (Celemin et al., 2019a), and driving a
mobile robot (Spencer et al., 2020; Kelly et al., 2019).
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Task Completion Time

This metric represents the total time taken by the algorithm to learn to
solve the task. Examples on studies that have used this metric include
item sorting, where human guidance is used to help the agent learn
the task quickly (Suay and Chernova, 2011), mobile robot navigation
task (Tenorio-Gonzalez et al., 2010; MacGlashan et al., 2017), game
of soccer (Meriçli et al., 2010), insertion time in industrial assembly
tasks (Luo et al., 2021), high-level grid-based tasks (Peng et al., 2016),
and constrained manipulation (Hoque et al., 2022). Some authors use
switching time to evaluate the learning algorithm performance (Hoque
et al., 2021).

Safety Performance

The safety of an agent depends on the combined performance of the robot
and the human, e.g. when learning, an autonomous driving car may
drive off the road. This metric can be measured by the uncertainty of the
agent’s actions. The higher the uncertainty, the lesser the safety. Menda
et al. (2017) and Menda et al. (2019) use safety performance evaluations
by calculating the average reward resulting from the combined robot
and human actions.

Task Specific Metrics

Specific metrics evaluate task performance in a certain domain. In
a manipulation task, number of knocked items is an effective way to
measure the accuracy of the task by observing how many objects
other than the target object are displaced or knocked over by the
agent/robot, e.g., in a constrained manipulation task with cluttered
objects (Laskey et al., 2016). In an autonomous driving application,
infraction rate is a leading performance metric. Infractions refer to
breaking the driving rules of traffic (e.g., collisions, intersections with
the opposite lane, driving onto the curb etc.), leading to potential
collisions and human injuries. Cui et al. (2019) and Prakash et al.
(2020) used infraction rate metrics to derive the quality of autonomous
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driving performance. The distance traveled by the autonomous vehicle
between infractions has been used as another performance indicator also
(Cui et al., 2019; Kahn et al., 2021). For path following tasks, mean path
deviation measures the average error of the robot over multiple trials,
e.g. lane deviations in autonomous driving. Bajcsy et al. (2018) use
this metric in a task of object placement with human preference. The
evaluation focuses on observing whether the robot follows the human
preferred path and the mean deviation resultant from it. Kelly et al.
(2019) and Ross et al. (2011) measure the mean deviation from the lane
per meter/lap in autonomous driving. Bootsma et al. (2021) measure
the root mean square error of deviation from the desired path for mobile
robot navigation.

10.2.2 Human Performance Metrics

Human Performance Metrics evaluate different human performance
capabilities (Abdel-Malek et al., 2005). According to Sperrle et al.
(2021), there is no established methodology to evaluate HCML systems
due to the field’s novelty. The authors emphasize that human factors
such as effort and trust (cognitive and emotional elements), as well as
placing humans as actors in the design of ML models need to be taken
into consideration in order to improve evaluations of the HCML process.

Unfortunately, there are no methods in the literature for evaluating
every feedback signal provided by the teacher, since different sequences
of signals can obtain the right effect on the learned model. Therefore,
the only way to evaluate whether the given feedback is correct is by the
testing of the policies.

Below we describe some of the Human Performance Metrics ap-
plied in IIL, like human workload and users’ perception of robot
model/behaviors. According to the literature, the previous metrics
evaluate different aspects of human performance in HCML (Cui et al.,
2021; Kulesza et al., 2014; Mohseni et al., 2019); hence, they are pre-
sented in two different sections. The aforementioned metrics should
be combined with the Robot Learning Performance metrics to better
evaluate and improve the outcomes of the HCML process.
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Number of Interactions/Interventions from a Teacher

One of the main goals related to IIL is to minimize human effort during
the teaching experience. The amount of feedback provided by the teacher
for successful task execution is a quantitative measure of human effort

— the amount of feedback tends to correlate with the effort levels. This
metric is used in IIL to evaluate human effort during the teaching
experience (Bajcsy et al., 2018; Bootsma et al., 2021; Celemin and Ruiz-
del-Solar, 2019; Cronrath et al., 2018; DelPreto et al., 2020; Franzese
et al., 2021b; Goecks et al., 2019; Hoque et al., 2021; Jain et al., 2015;
Laskey et al., 2016; Le et al., 2018; Myers et al., 2022; Najar et al., 2016;
Peng et al., 2016; Tenorio-Gonzalez et al., 2010)

Interaction Time

Interaction time is a metric that allows measuring human effort in IIL
tasks. Commonly, it includes the total study duration for a teacher to
successfully train a model (Chisari et al., 2022; Franzese et al., 2021b;
Pérez-Dattari et al., 2019; Losey et al., 2022; Bajcsy et al., 2018; Jain
et al., 2015). Hoque et al. (2021) also consider the time for switching
between interactive mode and autonomous robot mode.

Teacher’s Cognitive Load and Engagement Levels

This metric represents the cognitive load levels and engagement levels
of the teacher during the learning cycle, which can be measured via the
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), Van der Laan questionnaires
(Van Der Laan et al., 1997) for perceived workload (Mészáros et al.,
2022; DelPreto et al., 2020; Jauhri et al., 2021; Hoque et al., 2022),
and/or via physiological measures (Ferraz et al., 2019; Cui et al., 2021).
The NASA-TLX is a widely used subjective assessment tool that rates
human perceived workload and performance for a certain task. The total
workload is divided into six subjective subscales comprising i) Mental
Demand, ii) Physical Demand, iii) Temporal Demand, iv) Performance,
v) Effort and vi) Frustration. Subjective measures of cognitive load such
as the NASA-TLX tend to have a high variance across humans (Cui
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et al., 2021). Additionally, it can be helpful to make use of objective
measures, e.g., physiological metrics such as electroencephalographic
analysis and physical exertion monitoring, both recently used in human-
robot interaction to objectively quantify human cognitive load and
physical load. Increases in human workload correlate with a decrease
in task performance in general human-robot interaction tasks (Ferraz
et al., 2019).

User Perception of Robot’s Behavior

The user mental model is measured by asking users their view on the
logic behind the model decision-making process, i.e. users’ perception of
how correctly the robot learns the task. In a robotic task, the user ob-
serves the execution of the robot and evaluates its behavior. Evaluation
methods include interviews, think-alouds, self-explanations, Likert-scale
questionnaires, users’ model output prediction, and users’ model failure
prediction (Biyik et al., 2020; Palan et al., 2019; Bajcsy et al., 2018;
Losey et al., 2022). Sadigh et al. (2017) evaluate users’ perception
of whether the robot understands and executes the driving task as
desired by the users. Jain et al. (2015) measure users’ perception on
validity/correctness of robot motions.

User Trust and Reliance

User trust and reliance represents ratings for whether the users trust
the robot or not, e.g., to operate safely in a factory, office, or house-
hold environment. Evaluation methods include subjective measures, e.g.
interviews, self-explanations and/or Likert-scale questionnaires; and
objective measures, e.g. user perception of model competence to execute
a task (Bajcsy et al., 2018; DelPreto et al., 2020). DelPreto et al. (2020)
ask users to rate (on a scale from 1-7) how likely they would trust a
robot in a variety of settings and tasks in the context of grasping items
- whether they would trust the robot to pick up different objects, work
with power tools, or operate in a classroom.
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Easiness of Interactions and Usability

Easiness on interactions and usability represents users’ ease and con-
fidence when interacting with a robot in order to complete a task.
This metric can be measured by subjectively asking questions to users
(Bajcsy et al., 2017; Bajcsy et al., 2018; Biyik et al., 2020; Cui et al.,
2019; Franzese et al., 2021b; Jain et al., 2015; Palan et al., 2019). Cui
et al. (2021) report that several researchers have been using the System
Usability Scale to measure the perceived usability of a ML system —
this scale evaluates users’ ease and confidence when using a system.
The System Acceptance Scale can also be used in ML to evaluate the
acceptance of new technologies due to its simplicity and reliability (Van
Der Laan et al., 1997).

10.3 Discussion

Even though there have been a few improvements in user studies in
IIL, many aspects have not yet been covered in the literature, e.g.
objective measures of human performance as well as evaluation of the
users’ mental model. Nevertheless, they are necessary to perform more
accurate evaluations on human response to interactions with artificial
agents and to improve overall efficacy and efficiency in the human-agent
interaction process.

A systematization on how to design user studies in IIL is also
necessary to better inform researchers on how to carry them in this
field. User studies in IIL should target clear communication between a
human and an artificial agent, in addition to a user-friendly, intuitive,
and enjoyable experience for the human supervisor.
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Benchmarks and Applications

Evaluating robotic systems is a well-known and difficult challenge due
to the wide variety of robots, tasks, and environments tailored for each
robotic system (Behnke, 2006). Such difficulties are exacerbated in the
context of Human in the Loop (HIL) learning, where the performance
of learning methods is highly influenced by the data used (Bouthillier et
al., 2021), which often comes from humans. Furthermore, the different
modalities of interactions (see Section 3) influence the quality and
amount of information that humans provide as feedback during learning,
creating the necessity to compare not only the learner’s performance
but also the human aspect of an IIL system (see Section 10).

The lack of reproducibility of experiments has been debated for
years in the field of cognitive robotics. In order to leverage the opinions
of experts on how to evaluate such systems, Aly et al. (2017) present
the discussion entitled “Towards Intelligent Social Robots - Current
Advances in Cognitive Robotics”.1 They recognize the difficulties in
testing and comparing complex robotic systems in a fair manner, as
well as a lack of proper methods and tools to do so.

1Held at the “15th IEEE-RAS Humanoids Conference, Seoul, South Korea, 2015”,
https://intelligent-robots-ws.ensta-paristech.fr/
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A common way to compare IIL methods is to evaluate their perfor-
mance on specific applications, which can be tailored to demonstrate
specific aspects and contributions of learning methods or to achieve task
completion. A different approach is to leverage simulation and datasets
to achieve some degree of uniformity. Sections 11.1, 11.2, and 11.3 present
the main applications, datasets, and applications used for evaluating
and comparing IIL approaches, respectively.

11.1 Applications

During the research and development of IIL methods, a vast number of
applications have been proposed which can potentially benefit from the
intrinsic characteristics of this field. On one hand, such applications can
be designed to validate or demonstrate research ideas, showing gaps in
previous methods and how they are addressed by the proposed one, or to
evaluate the learner’s capabilities, such as learning rate or generalization.
These applications are called testbed applications. On the other hand,
applications can target the consumer or products, whose requirements
and preferences in a specific task are the target of evaluation. These
applications are called use-case applications.

11.1.1 Testbed Applications

We categorize the testbed applications into their task domains (e.g.,
robot manipulation or robot navigation), identifying representative
tasks and successful demonstrations of IIL methods.

Manipulation

Pick and Place This task refers to picking an item in one location,
moving it, and placing the item in another location. It is a fundamental
automation task that is commonly used as a sub-task in other long-
horizon manipulation tasks. Because of this, it is commonly found in a
variety of robotics applications.

Human-like picking is a challenging robotic task that requires learn-
ing the constraints and adaptations for non-zero-velocity end-effector
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movements, orientations, and gripper width precisely for a successful
pickup; otherwise, the task will probably fail. An IIL approach is suit-
able to learn this task efficiently by improving an initial demonstration
through interactive corrections. Mészáros et al. (2022) applied an IIL
approach for the task of non-zero velocity picking of objects using a
7 DoF Panda robot. The users could overcome the limitations they
had during the demonstrations and teach the desired behaviors using
corrections.

Additionally, Bajcsy et al. (2017), Bajcsy et al. (2018), and Losey et
al. (2022) develop an online physical human-robot-interaction method to
learn successful object placement tasks with user preferences. Figure 11.1
shows the experimental validation by Losey et al. (2022) where the
robot learns object placement with human preferences.

Contact-rich Manipulations Contact-rich manipulation tasks are
space-critical tasks, meaning that certain regions of the state space
require precise sequences of actions to make meaningful progress. These
regions are a bottleneck for successful task execution because a small
deviation from the correct policy may lead to failure, e.g., the peg-in-
hole task. Task failures due to inaccuracies in the agent’s actions while
traversing critical state-space regions can be avoided using IIL.

Figure 11.1: A robot learns from physical human interaction to understand the
task objective (i.e., go closer to the table). Source: (Losey et al., 2022).

One of the methodologies to traverse such bottlenecks is to learn a
policy by requesting feedback from an expert when the agent is not able
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to find solutions. DelPreto et al. (2020) apply an IIL approach where
the policy predicts a vector of confidence scores for four different gripper
orientations, and the one with the highest confidence is selected. The
robot autonomously attempts a predicted grasp and detects whether it
can lift the object and hold it for a fixed amount of time. If the robot
repeatedly fails to execute a successful grasp orientation, it requests
user assistance, as shown in Figure 11.2.

(a) (b)

Figure 11.2: Figure (a) shows the setup where a person supervises a robot for a
grasping task. (b) shows the virtual reality interface where the user remotely gives
grasping demonstrations. Source: (DelPreto et al., 2020).

Instead of agents requesting help, another way of traversing the
bottleneck in these tasks is learning based on human-gated interven-
tions. The expert supervises the agent’s task execution and provides
intervention when considered necessary. Mandlekar et al. (2020) use
this approach in two contact-rich manipulation tasks for a 6-DoF robot
manipulator: a threading task and a coffee machine task. The threading
task consists of the robot carefully grasping a rod and inserting it into
a hole. The coffee machine task consists of the robot grasping a coffee
pod, inserting it into the coffee machine, and closing the lid. These
tasks contain critical regions while performing sub-tasks like grasping,
inserting, and closing.

The presented methods assume that the expert is always able to
correctly intervene when necessary. However, this might not be possible
with non-expert users. For such a scenario, Chisari et al. (2022) combines
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human interventions with evaluative feedback. The user intervenes to
correct undesirable behavior. The evaluative feedback is used to select
or discard the part of the trajectory which the user cannot correct.
The approach is applied to learn contact manipulation tasks: pushing
a box, picking up a cube, and pulling a plug from real-world high-
dimensional image observations using a real KUKA robot manipulator.
This approach shows that the combined feedback-based strategy is
more advantageous than BC (Osa et al., 2018) and different interactive
learning strategies (Kelly et al., 2019; Mandlekar et al., 2020).

Finally, Franzese et al. (2021b) employ demonstrations and cor-
rections on desired end-effector transitions, to learn policies able to
perform well during critical regions traversal. The approach is suc-
cessfully validated in tasks of plug removal/insertion, pushing box and
wiping whiteboard using a 7 DoF Panda robot manipulator. The policies
also learn less stiff control behavior in free regions which is desirable
for safe manipulations in human-robot environments.

Ball in a Cup This is a challenging robotic manipulation task where
there is a cup attached to the robot’s end-effector and a ball attached to
the cup by a thread. The goal is to move the end-effector to swing the
ball making it land in the cup. This task is a challenging manipulation
benchmark in robotics, as it corresponds to an underactuated system
that depends on hard-to-model physical factors. This task has been
approached using an IL based PS optimization on a real 7 DoF Barrett
WAM robot manipulator (Kober and Peters, 2008).

Later, Celemin et al. (2019a) apply an IIL method for learning the
ball-in-a-cup task by combining human teacher’s knowledge during the
PS exploration process. The teacher provides relative corrections to the
robot’s end-effector. Experiments are carried out using a PS method
on the experimental setup shown in Figure 11.3. Results show that the
human interactions lead to an improvement in convergence speed of the
PS method by an order of 4 to 8.

Writing Symbols The task of writing symbols consists of generating an
accurate end-effector trajectory with a particular shape. Unfortunately,
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Figure 11.3: Ball-in-a-cup set up used in Celemin et al. (2019a) composed by a
7DoF KUKA lightweight arm and an OptiTrack system, which tracks the positions
of the ball and the cup.

a combination of improper user interfaces and insufficient user expertise
may limit obtaining high-performance writing demonstrations.

In absence of good initial demonstrations, Schroecker et al. (2016)
develop an IIL method that uses soft via-points based demonstrations
to initialize a writing policy and interactively refine it through a PS
process. This approach is validated for the task of writing symbols in
simulations. The results show accurate and smooth symbol reproduction
without having good quality human demonstrations of the task.

Celemin et al. (2019a) propose a mechanism for writing tasks using
interactive corrections during robot execution. This approach is vali-
dated for writing symbols using a real 6 DoF robot arm. The results
show that a reduction of 84.4% in symbol reproduction error is achieved
using the interactive PS method in comparison to a non-interactive one.

Item Sorting The task of item sorting consists of ordering items based
on their categories. Suay and Chernova (2011) apply an IIL approach
for using human evaluative feedback and human guidance in a RL
setting for an object sorting task. The item sorting robotic task setup,
as seen in Figure 11.4, consists of an Aldebaran NAO humanoid robot
in front of a table with different objects placed in three zones, along
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Figure 11.4: Experimental setup for object sorting using human guidance. Source:
(Suay and Chernova, 2011).

Figure 11.5: Interface for human guidance. Figure shows (left) how to give a positive
reward by left click and mouse drag upwards; (right) shows how a user guides the
robot by selecting a region of interest out of five rectangular regions, each associated
with an action set. Source: (Suay and Chernova, 2011).

with storage bins for each category. The human teacher interacts with
the robot through a graphical user interface shown in Figure 11.5. This
study shows that the robot learns to use its camera to identify the
characteristics of the objects and pick them up and place them in the
appropriate cup.

The task of item sorting in a dynamic environment, e.g., on a
conveyor belt, requires time-critical movements of the robot to grasp
the moving items and sort them as per their category. A task of fruit
sorting on a moving conveyor is shown using IIL by Pérez-Dattari et al.
(2020). The setup consists of a conveyor belt transporting oranges and
pears, a 3 DoF robot arm, and a head-mounted camera. The robot uses
raw camera images as input and selects oranges with its end-effector
and moves away from the pears.
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Navigation

Autonomous Driving Autonomous driving is a challenging robotics
problem due to varying environments, terrain, topologies and dynamic
vehicle/pedestrian interaction or disturbances. This area of research
aims to develop intelligent autonomous vehicles to achieve safe and
high-performance mobility (Pérez-Dattari et al., 2022). The problem
consists of steering the vehicle based on sensory observations (camera,
radar, lidar etc.) to weave around the obstacles and navigate on the
road.

Kelly et al. (2019) allow human experts to take control when they
deem it necessary, and to maintain exclusive control authority until they
manually hand control back to the agent. The approach is experimentally
validated in driving a vehicle without collisions along a road with other
stationary vehicles as obstacles. The vehicle and testing setup are shown
in Figure 11.6.

Figure 11.6: Test vehicle (left) and expert driver interface (right). Source: (Kelly
et al., 2019).

In addition to safe driving performance, it is also important to
minimize the expert’s burden during the interaction. Hence, a technique
for querying the human expert is presented in Cui et al. (2019). In
this approach, the agent predicts uncertainty to anticipate risky states
for the vehicle and switches control to the human expert to prevent
dangerous situations. The experimental results from simulated driving
tasks in CARLA driving simulation environment (Dosovitskiy et al.,
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2017) demonstrate that the uncertainty estimation method can be
leveraged to reliably predict risky states and minimize human efforts.

Mobile Robots To improve the performance and efficient exploration of
mobile robot applications, IIL approaches are explored in the literature.
Knox et al. (2013) demonstrate the usefulness of the TAMER framework
for interactive navigational behaviors on a real mobile-dexterous-social
robot platform called Nexi. The task consists of navigation to a marker
that can be moved by the human trainer. The experiments show that
a robot can learn to perform sequential navigation tasks using only
real-valued feedback on its behavior from a human trainer.

Pérez-Dattari et al. (2018) show an application for learning to drive
a Duckiebot autonomously through the desired track from the project
Duckietown (Paull et al., 2017). The robot uses raw visual information
from an onboard camera to follow a path without leaving the road. The
human teacher observes the task and advice linear and angular velocity
corrections to the robot’s actions using a keyboard in case of deviations.
The robot is able to learn the task of navigation from scratch using only
human corrections via the D-COACH framework in approximately 6
minutes.

Bootsma et al. (2021) show learning navigation behavior for an
autonomous mobile robot by leveraging the strengths of different sensors,
under human supervision. They demonstrate that the learning method
can prevent dangerous navigation behaviors. The experiment was carried
out on a real mobile robot ROSBot, equipped with a 2D lidar and a
camera. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 11.7.

Drones Drone navigation consists of successfully maneuvering to reach
a target while avoiding obstacles. Drone navigation is a challenging
task since it can include non-linear dynamics, blurry images from the
moving drone, and the presence of environmental gust disturbances.

The approach introduced by Li et al. (2019b) enables learning from
multiple non-expert teachers by discarding bad drone maneuvers. The
capabilities of this approach are demonstrated in drone navigation
through racing tracks in the Sim4CV racing environment (Müller et al.,
2018) shown in Figure 11.8(a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 11.7: Learning navigation behavior for an autonomous mobile robot. The
figure shows conflicting decisions based on two different sensory feedback. In con-
flicting situations, an expert is queried to take control and the correct action of a
sensor-fused policy. Source: (Bootsma et al., 2021).

(a) (b)

Figure 11.8: Figure shows (a) Drone Navigation and (b) Drone Perching. Source:
(Li et al., 2019b), (Goecks et al., 2019).

Moreover, Goecks et al. (2019) demonstrate an aerial robotic perch-
ing task using a drone in AirSim simulator (Shah et al., 2018). The
simulated setup in Figure 11.8(b) shows the drone with a downward-
facing camera hovering over the moving landing platform.
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11.1.2 Use-case Applications

Use-case applications consist of applications for a targeted audience.
IIL research can be employed to provide targeted solutions to specific
problems by considering domain knowledge.

Assistive Robots

The Healthcare industry offers opportunities for many important use-
cases of an assistive robot e.g., feeding, dressing and shoe fitting for
disabled people. A possible way to empower such attributes is through
IIL. For instance, Canal et al. (2021), Canal et al. (2018), and Canal et
al. (2016) develop a robot personalization framework for three different
assistive applications i.e., feeding, shoe fitting and dressing, where the
robot performs each task in a different manner based on corrective feed-
back from the user. The experimental setups for different applications
are shown in Figure 11.9.

(a) User feeding (b) Shoe fitting (c) Dressing garment

Figure 11.9: Assistive personalized application. Source: (Canal et al., 2021; Canal
et al., 2016).

Household Robots

Robots are expected to serve alongside humans in household envi-
ronments. In these environments, the successful execution of the task
depends not only on accurate robot motions, but also on safety measures
(not damaging fragile items or not hurting nearby humans) and on a
clear understanding of human preferences. Although complex behaviors
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like robot motions can be taught using human demonstrations, safe
behavior and human preferences are difficult to anticipate and model.

Jain et al. (2015) demonstrate a case study using PR2 and Baxter
robots working in human-centered environments for tasks like household
chores and grocery checkouts, as shown in Figure 11.10. They propose
an IIL framework to incorporate user feedback and improve its result
as per user preferences. The approach is experimentally validated on 35
robotic tasks in household settings.

(a) Ranking-based preference feedback: (Left) Robot ranking of trajectories and
(Middle) displays top three trajectories on a touch screen device (iPad here). (Right)
User selects the trajectory as per his preference.

(b) Demonstration-based preference feedback. (Left) robot displays the
planned trajectory (waypoints 1-2-4) and human corrects waypoint 2
because it is very near to flower (Right) demonstration on waypoint 2

Figure 11.10: Learning user preferences for household manipulation tasks. Source:
(Jain et al., 2015).

While working in household environments, a robot has to encounter
multiple user preferences for the same task. Learning a unimodal reward
from data with inconsistent preferences, coming from multiple users,
is likely to result in a low-quality policy. To address successful task
execution in such situations, Myers et al. (2022) validate an active
query-based IIL method for learning multimodal reward functions from
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multiple human preferences. The approach is evaluated with a Fetch
robot on the task of learning to shelve an item using multiple users’
feedback (Figure 11.11).

Figure 11.11: Figure shows the robot taking a decision based on multiple users’
preferences to shelve an item. Source: (Myers et al., 2022).

Medical Robots

Surgical Needle Insertion In a medical surgery, a robotic assistant
is expected to help the surgeons, for instance, in suture tying. Such
tasks require an accurate and precise insertion of the surgical needle,
where inaccuracies could lead to an undesirable outcome, such as failed
suture or wounded neighboring tissues. For such applications, Laskey
et al. (2016) and Hoque et al. (2022) validate IIL on a Surgical Da Vinci
Research Kit Figure 11.12(a).

Myoelectric Prostheses Multi-functional myoelectric prostheses are
used to control the movement of robotic appendages. To do so, they
monitor electrical signals from muscle tissues, which are produced from
the deficient limb. In these applications, the patient’s intent and usage
pattern are very important to consider. Therefore, clinical and technical
intervention is always required for a patient to improve the device’s
performance. Therefore, to develop artificial intelligent limbs for patient
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(a) Suture Tying on a Surgical Da Vinci
Research Kit. Source: (Laskey et al.,
2016).

(b) Prosthesis Limb Controller for AX-
12 Smart Arm. Source: (Pilarski et al.,
2011).

Figure 11.12: Assistive robots in medical applications.

customization, Pilarski et al. (2011) develop successful limb controllers
which are initialized using prostheses data and improved using human-
delivered signals. The feedback-based learning framework is validated
using AX-12 Smart Arm (see Figure 11.12(b)) which shows that method
can be adapted to varied application settings and patient needs.

Industrial Robots

Industrial applications are composed of precision tasks in constrained
environments, which are commonly addressed using handcrafted solu-
tions. Hence, as soon as the object of manipulation and the surroundings
vary, a significant amount of time and expertise is needed to adapt the
solutions. IIL approaches are very useful in such settings, as they allow
to learn the task from a few examples and generalize to similar tasks.
Luo et al. (2021) introduce a framework for learning robust robotic
manipulation policies in industrial settings by leveraging demonstrations
and human corrections. In this approach, human demonstrations of
the industrial tasks are collected using teleoperation. An initial policy
is learned from this data and corrected during run-time by a human
teacher. The method is evaluated on three challenging tasks of insertion
in static and dynamic settings as shown in Figure 11.13.
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(a) NIST board insertion (b) Moving HDMI Insertion (c) Key-lock insertion

Figure 11.13: Robot in Assembly Tasks. Source: (Luo et al., 2021).

11.2 Datasets

Datasets are an important resource for developing and testing computa-
tional methods. They aim to provide data with the same characteristics
that are expected in real environments, but that can be processed of-
fline. However, it is challenging to use datasets for directly testing IIL
methods, given that, in many cases, they can only be provided by an
online source, the human teacher. For instance, it is common practice
to use datasets for policy initialization during experiments, enabling a
warm-start which can lead to better policies or shorter training sessions,
which is interesting for the human teacher. However, using datasets for
policy initialization is limited for setups and tasks similar or equal to
the one used to collect the data, preventing their broad adoption in IIL.

RoboTurk RoboTurk (Mandlekar et al., 2018; Mandlekar et al., 2019)
presents a large dataset of manipulation tasks with robotic arms, whose
novelty lies within its crowd-sourced model, i.e., demonstrations from
many people were collected and saved in the database. During the
demonstrations, the robots are controlled using a cellphone, which is
a widely available interface and it does not compromise the learning
performance. The user receives a live stream from the camera of the
robot set-up (or its simulation). Current developments on RoboTurk
aim to enable humans to perform corrective interventions also using
the mobile phone and video stream interface (Mandlekar et al., 2020),
effectively enabling HIL learning.
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RoboNet Similar efforts in collecting a large number of demonstrations
are performed by Dasari et al. (2020), who presents a collection of
demonstrations of manipulation tasks using a diversity of robot arms,
multiple view-point cameras, and objects. The dataset is proposed to
be used to learn an initial policy, which can be refined by interactive
approaches, leading to improved learned performance. Furthermore, the
variance in the data collection is considered a feature, given the argument
that learning methods should be able to generalize across different setups,
reducing the limitation on how similar the tasks and applications have
to be for benefiting from dataset-based policy initialization.

11.3 Benchmarks

Traditional benchmarks aim to provide an accurate performance metric
that allows comparisons (Fleming and Wallace, 1986) in a standard-
ized manner. Benchmarks are often constructed by carefully selecting
standard data and metric measures for a specific set of applications;
otherwise, variations in the results might render analysis insignificant
(Curnow and Wichmann, 1976).

The necessity of standardization makes sense in traditional computer
systems. However, not much work has been done towards the creation
of benchmarks for IIL specifically, since the human teacher is the main
source of the data, and its modeling remains challenging. Therefore,
given the lack of options, several IIL papers have evaluated their methods
using RL benchmarks. Although useful to evaluate important aspects of
the learning methods, they are not able to provide reproducibility when
it comes to evaluating the human factor of IIL. Consequently, in the
following of this section, several benchmarks that were not necessarily
designed for IIL are analyzed with the purpose of providing ideas, or
starting points, for future work.

OpenAI Gym One of the most popular benchmarks for testing IIL
approaches is the OpenAI Gym (Brockman et al., 2016), which contains
Atari games, and simulator-based tasks for classical control and for
robotics, simulated using the MuJoCo physics engine (Todorov et al.,
2012). Examples of works tested on OepnAI Gym are Akrour et al.,
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2012; Hoque et al., 2021; Palan et al., 2019; Menda et al., 2019; Myers
et al., 2022.

Surreal Surreal (Fan et al., 2018) is a simulated framework for RL
methods which includes a benchmark for robot arm manipulation tasks.
It provides RGB camera, depth map, and proprioception to be used
by the learning methods. Furthermore, teleoperation is supported with
3D motion capture devices (VR controller), which can be used to pro-
vide demonstrations or feedback. The evaluation is performed through
simulation of manual and bi-manual setups of Saywer robots using
the MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) simulation environment. Moreover,
surreal is used by Lee et al. (2020), who perform a state selection step
for learning object manipulation tasks from human demonstrations.

Habitat Habitat (Savva et al., 2019) is a simulation-based platform
for training embodied agents (virtual robots), which organizes datasets,
simulators, and tasks in different layers, aiming to enable transfer
learning among different robotic agents. Habitat 2.0 (Szot et al., 2021)
expands the previous work with home assistants, including a 3D dataset
of apartments with articulated objects for navigation and high-level
robot manipulation tasks (e.g., tidy the house, stock groceries, set
the table). The environment and evaluation are all based on Bullet
physics simulation (Coumans, 2015), enabling to perform simulations
2 orders of magnitude faster than other similar simulations. Towards
benchmarking, the learning methods are provided with RGB, depth,
GPS, and Compass inputs and are evaluated in high-level tasks such
as tidy the house, Prepare groceries, and Set the table. The habitat
platform is used by Lin et al. (2022), where graph NNs is used to learn
manipulation tasks in a LfD setup.

Meta-World Meta-World (Yu et al., 2019) is a simulation-based bench-
mark focused on meta-reinforcement learning and multi-task learning.
It provides a broader distribution of the tasks in contrast to what is
previously used by the meta-reinforcement learning community. It em-
phasizes generalization to distinctly new tasks, beyond plane parametric
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variation in a single (or a limited number of) tasks by providing 50
distinct robotic manipulation tasks (e.g., pick-place, reach, push, open
window, open cabinet). Although all provided tasks are short-horizon
(not a long-horizon sequence of tasks) it provides a valuable bench-
mark and is also used in the robot learning community (Sinha et al.,
2022). Meta-World tasks are implemented in the MuJoCo physics engine
(Todorov et al., 2012) and the framework provides an OpenAI Gym
environment interface (Brockman et al., 2016). Besides benchmarks,
several baselines for meta- and multi-task RL algorithms are available
for comparison. The provided analysis showed that most of the state-of-
the-art approaches for RL struggle to learn more than a few tasks at
the same time highlighting the difficulty of multi-task learning.

Robosuite Robosuite (Zhu et al., 2020) is a simulation-based bench-
mark based on the MuJoCo physics engine but focused on robot learning.
Its structure is modular, allowing for combining different robotic arms
(e.g., Panda, two Sawyer arms), grippers, controllers, and sensors. It
includes complex tasks such as bi-manual peg-in-hole, table wiping,
and nut assembly; and it also counts with the addition of community-
contributed tasks. Robosuite is used for imitation learning by Mandlekar
et al. (2018), and in offline RL by Sinha et al. (2022).

RLBench RLBench (James et al., 2020) is a learning benchmark for
robot-arm manipulation tasks, featuring 100 hand-crafted tasks. It
provides proprioceptive, RGB, and depth images for the learners. A
CoppeliaSim/V-REP (Rohmer et al., 2013) simulation environment is
used for evaluating learners with a simulated Franka Emika’s Panda
robot arm. RLBench provides unique scalability through the use of
motion planners to create an arbitrarily large number of synthetic
demonstrations, a key enabling characteristic for RL and IL methods.
RLBench is used to test and evaluate the interactive learning method
by Chisari et al. (2022), who combine both corrective and evaluative
feedback from the human teacher to asynchronously train a stochastic
policy.
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NIST Aiming to standardize the application which is used to test
real-world robotic systems Kimble et al. (2020) propose the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) benchmark, which is
composed of a set of assembly tasks and their instructions. Instructions
are provided to cheaply fabricate the parts of the robotic system, which
are then used to reproduce the tasks. This benchmark has been used
by Luo et al., 2021, who propose an IIL method focused on industrial
setups.

Conclusion The adoption of benchmarks for IIL has been limited,
which is expected to be a direct consequence of the limitations in stan-
dardization due to the human-in-the-loop factor. Therefore, the adoption
of the benchmarks presented in this section might require the design
and implementation of human-centered evaluation metrics (see Section
10) in order pro provide a fair comparison between different methods.
This section briefly covered benchmarks with promising applicability
within the HIL scope for robotics. The interested reader is pointed to
Stapelberg and Malan, 2020 for a survey on benchmarks for reinforce-
ment learning, and to Zhang et al., 2019a for a survey on benchmarks
for deep learning.

11.4 Discussion

In this section, we highlight the main benchmarks and applications that
have been approached through the lenses of IIL. The literature shows
that IIL has a wide range of applicability, spanning from household, to
medical, to industrial robots. We observe that many real-world appli-
cations require complex skills that are not easy to demonstrate, either
due to the unavailability of a suitable interface or lack of demonstrator
expertise. IIL methods show that they can provide a suitable framework
to tackle these problems. However, it is still an open challenge to design
methods that can handle imperfect feedback without issues.

Various benchmarks exist that can be used in order to evaluate
and compare such algorithms in controlled settings. Nevertheless, due
to the presence of the human teacher in the learning loop, exact and
reproducible results are difficult to achieve, and still represent an open
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challenge. Most benchmarks consist of simulated tasks, as they are the
most portable and fastest mean to test new algorithms, ranging from
arcade games to realistic robotic simulators. An exception is the NIST
benchmark, which provides a standardized set of easily reproducible
table-top tasks to be used for evaluating real-world robots.
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Research Challenges and Opportunities

After discussing the different aspects involved in IIL, regarding ML
algorithmic features, ways of interaction, interfaces, human factors, and
evaluation considerations, we discuss some of the problems in the domain
that represent a challenge and are potentially interesting directions for
further research that could make the use of IIL for transferring the
human knowledge to the machines more effectively.

• Successfully combining multiple feedback modalities. In Section
3, we presented the different modalities the teachers can use to
convey their knowledge to the learning system and discussed the
benefits and limitations of each of them, along with possible ways
to choose which one is more convenient depending on the available
teacher and the characteristics of the problem. However, there
are situations wherein applying different kinds of feedback can be
beneficial, e.g., using absolute corrective demonstrations when the
user knows exactly what should be done, relative corrections for
tuning the performed actions, and evaluative feedback for those
states wherein the teacher is not sure what the right action is, but
can still judge whether the agent is doing well or not. Providing
those kinds of feedback seamlessly, with no specified schedule
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within the same roll-out of the learning policy, is difficult to do
with current methods, and almost all state-of-the-art methods
focus on exploiting one kind of feedback. Furthermore, combining
different datasets of different kinds of interactions, and combining
smoothly and without conflicts different update rules depending
on the information extracted from each kind of modality, remains
an open challenge that has still a long path to follow.

• Dealing with inconsistencies in the feedback. Unlike other ML
approaches, learning with humans in the loop has the specific
problem of obtaining noisy data that is not only produced by ob-
servation and process noise, but also by the mistakes of the human
teachers, which can be conflicting with data obtained in a different
moment. Detecting feedback mistakes is a difficult problem that
impacts safety and learning efficiency. For many methods, these
mistakes condition the final policy performance. Some works have
shown that different interaction modalities along with the learning
schemes could be more robust to mistakes. Moreover, learning
from MDP reward functions (RL) and human feedback have shown
less sensitivity to teachers’ mistakes. This problem, intrinsic to
the human teachers, has been neglected by most state-of-the-art
methods, which still work under the assumption of having perfect
teachers, and have been evaluated with unrealistic perfect oracles.
Efforts in this direction are required to obtain reliable learning
agents for real situations and users.

• Dealing with inconsistencies in the teaching strategy. In IIL, the in-
cremental learning process comes with the advantage that, through
iterations, the teachers learn more about the problem at hand
and the strategies to solve it. New knowledge from the teacher
can result in feedback that is different with respect to the past
for a specific situation. For instance, an action that used to be
rewarded can later stop fitting the current policy; therefore, the
teacher may consider punishing it, creating an inconsistency that
is not produced by an occasional mistake. These kinds of situa-
tions are very likely to happen with real teachers. Nevertheless, it
is challenging to evaluate learning methods regarding this kind
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of inconsistency, because it is difficult to replicate a change of
strategies with human teachers. Therefore, this issue represents an
algorithmic challenge for detecting and solving the inconsistencies,
but also a challenge from the evaluation procedure perspective.
Some methods, indirectly deal with these inconsistencies, using
a limited dataset of the most recent interactions that allow for-
getting old data. However, this approach has the disadvantage
of losing valuable and currently valid knowledge provided at the
early stages of the learning process.

• Dealing with inconsistencies from multimodal behaviors. In some
applications, like collaborative robots, the human operators could
adapt the robot to their personal preferences. Then, the learning
process collects data from different users who work with the robot
but has to adapt to each of the users according to their preferences,
while leveraging the knowledge contained in the data of the other
users that is not conflicting with the current one’s preference. The
previous example has to do with problems that have multiple valid
solutions, that can be demonstrated in different circumstances
(even by the same teacher). In these cases, considerations should be
taken in the model approximator and learning process, in order to
capture the multimodality of the solution space. A more complex
challenge results from being able to consider all the mentioned
inconsistencies (in the feedback, the teaching strategy, and the
multimodal solutions), and tackling each inconsistent data input
with the correct strategy.

• Safety during learning and policy deployment. As in any HCI or
HRI system, in IIL human safety is the main priority every time
the system is used. The safety of the robot and the surrounding
environment is a relevant consideration as well. In applications
wherein the teaching process involves physical interactions, it is
important to develop auxiliary models that support the safety of
the system according to factors such as the current performance
of the policy, the uncertainty of the policy, task-specific measures
and interface restrictions.
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• Data efficiency. This is a general problem in ML, especially when
working with NNs, since training models based on NNs often
requires a large amount of data, in particular for high-dimensional
data. We have observed in the literature that, in general, IIL
methods tend to be more data efficient than other strategies
such as conventional IL or RL. However, with human users, this
problem is more critical, since, to avoid demanding an unfeasible
or unpleasant high user workload, the amount of data that can
be obtained is limited. This is a general problem of IIL, and it
could be indirectly approached when tackling some of the other
problems listed in this section, or when employing auxiliary costs
for training, pre-processing modules, pre-trained models, etc.

• Teaching in high-dimensional spaces. For human beings, handling
many variables at the same time is a very difficult task in general
(Halford et al., 2005). In tasks wherein the agent has many degrees
of freedom or many objects and conditions of the environment
to consider, teachers could have a hard time processing what the
exact actions or transitions to execute are. Therefore, learning
strategies that help to reduce this complexity are desirable. Using
evaluative feedback methods is a feasible solution in terms of the
capabilities of the teachers because the feedback is reduced to one
dimension. However, evaluative feedback does not guarantee a
reduction of the solution space, and the required training time for
a teacher to obtain a high-performance policy can be excessively
long.

• Realistic simulated teacher. Evaluating and comparing IIL meth-
ods in realistic scenarios involves several human teachers partici-
pating in exhaustive experiments. In general, performing experi-
ments with multiple participants interacting with the agents, using
different learning methods, and repeating many learning processes,
is unfeasible. In order to reduce the load on the participants, par-
tial/preliminary evaluations can be based on experiments with
simulated teachers that can be complemented with user studies.
However, simulating all the human factors and the behaviors dif-
ferent kinds of people have in specific situations requires complex
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human models that have not been studied in depth. Additionally,
standardizing such realistic oracles would help to extrapolate the
results and insights of previous works. Obtaining such results from
experiments with perfect and unrealistic oracles bypasses the most
difficult and challenging problem of IIL, which is learning from
such a complex teacher.

• Unified subjective measures. IIL has been developed mostly by
ML researchers; however, the domain also falls in the category of
HCI or HRI. Research in IIL requires standard practices applied
by the HCI or HRI communities; nevertheless, these consider-
ations are not fully adopted in IIL. Although more and more
works are including the analysis of some human factors with user
studies, there is still a lack of standard protocols that agree on
which the most convenient questionnaires, subjective metrics, and
experimental setups are.

• Unified benchmarks. It is very common in IIL papers, that the
evaluation environment is very specific to each work. There is
a lack of common benchmarks to use in IIL research, as well
as agreement on relevant problems for evaluating new methods.
In the RL community, there is more progress in this direction,
with a number of different simulated environments available as
common test-beds. Those resources are useful for the IIL research
community; however, they do not completely fulfill all the needs
of this specific field of study, and more development is required in
this direction.
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Conclusion

In this work, we survey the most relevant works in the IIL literature,
which have been developed for teaching robots or have potential benefits
in robotic applications. In recent years, many works have shown the
potential of these methods for enabling end-users with non-technical
backgrounds to program or adapt the operation of robotic systems. The
incremental component of these learning strategies has a positive impact
on the usability of the methods and on the performance level of the
obtained policies, with respect to traditional IL. The work provides a
structure in the field that facilitates the comprehension of the concepts
and problems involved. This organization can help to speed up the learn-
ing curve of the new researchers, but also improve the understanding
and perspectives of established IIL practitioners.

Initially, we mention the problems regarding the ambiguous defi-
nitions in the terminology used by different authors and propose one
unified terminology, along with the resulting classification of learning
schemes that allows specifying what methods that learn from teachers
can be considered IIL. We group the algorithms according to different
important aspects such as the information provided by the teacher
during the interaction, the information extracted and modeled during
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the interaction by the learning agent, the way data obtained is handled
for learning, the interfaces used for communicating with teachers and
learners, the relation IIL can have with RL, the model representations
used for abstracting the obtained knowledge, the considerations that
should be taken when having humans in the loop and the ways to
evaluate their experience, and few other considerations. Later on, we
present most of the benchmarks that can be used in the experimental
design of IIL methods and the most relevant applications that have
been tackled with this kind of strategy. All these aspects have to be
considered when selecting, designing, implementing, or testing a method.
Finally, we discuss some of the challenges that researchers in this field of
study still need to address in order to directly or indirectly improve the
learning performance of the agent and the teachers’ experience, which
can be regarded as the general objectives that the research community
aims to achieve.
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160 Glossary

DAgger Data Aggregation. 25, 41–43, 45, 58, 74, 81, 82, 94, 96, 97,
107, 112

DDPGfD Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient from Demonstration.
44

DemPref Learning Reward Functions by Integrating Human Demon-
strations and Preferences. 38, 62

DMP Dynamic Movement Primitive. 60, 61, 83, 84

DoF Degree of Freedom. 60, 70, 112, 113, 133, 135–137

DP Dynamic Programming. 91

DPL Direct Policy Learning. 57–59

DQfD Deep Q-learning from demonstrations. 101

DSTL Desired State Transition Learning. 59, 60

EfD Exploration from Demonstration. 105

EIL Expert Intervention Learning. 44

EnsembleDAgger Ensemble Dagger. 45, 46

FERL Feature Expansive Reward Learning. 68, 111

FRESH Feedback-based REward SHaping. 107

GA Genetic Algorithm. 29, 30

GMM Gaussian Mixture Model. 81, 84

GP Gaussian Process. 60, 80, 81, 84, 85

GUI Graphical User Interface. 105

HCAI Human Centered Artificial Intelligence. 10

HCI Human-Computer Interaction. 10, 153, 155
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HCML Human Centered Machine Learning. 10, 127

HG-DAgger Human Gated DAgger. 43, 44, 58

HIL Human in the Loop. 131, 146, 149

HIL-AI Human in the Loop Artificial Intelligence. 10

HIL-ML Human in the Loop Machine Learning. 9

HIL-RL Human in the Loop Reinforcement Learning. 12

HRI Human-Robot Interaction. 10, 50, 153, 155

I-SABL Inferring Strategy-Aware Bayesian Learning. 33, 75

IAI Interactive Artificial Intelligence. 10

IEC Interactive Evolutionary Computation. 29, 30

IER Interactive Evolutionary Robotics. 30

IIL Interactive Imitation Learning. 4–8, 11–16, 19–27, 51, 55–57, 59–61,
64, 65, 67, 68, 70–72, 76, 77, 79, 82–85, 87, 88, 93–97, 99, 101,
108, 110–122, 124, 127, 128, 130–137, 139, 141, 143–147, 149–157

IL Imitation Learning. 3, 5–13, 23–25, 51, 86–89, 93, 99, 107, 135, 149,
154, 156

ILS Interactive Learning Systems. 11, 12

IML Interactive Machine Learning. 8–11, 118, 120

Interactive RL Interactive Reinforcement Learning. 7, 31, 106

IRL Inverse Reinforcement Learning. 10, 11, 13, 62, 68, 73, 101

IWR Intervention Weighted Regression. 43

KL Kullback–Leibler. 96

KMP Kernelized Movement Primitive. 84



162 Glossary

LaND Learning to Navigate from Disengagements. 44, 62, 72

LazyDAgger Lazy DAgger. 45, 74

LBW Learning By Watching. 102

LEC Learning with an External Critic. 102

LfC Learning from Critique. 7

LfD Learning from Demonstration. 7, 8, 29, 40, 114, 148

LfP Learning from Preferences. 112, 117

LIRA Learning Interactively to Resolve Ambiguity. 111

LOKI Locally Optimal search after K-step Imitation. 101

LSTM Long Short-Term Memory. 68

LWR Locally Weighed Regression. 79, 80

MAP Maximum a Posteriori. 62

MC Monte Carlo. 91

MDP Markov Decision Process. 16–18, 20, 30, 32, 61, 86, 98, 152

ML Machine Learning. 3, 5, 7–11, 54, 71, 98, 118, 122, 127, 130, 151,
152, 154, 155

MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimation. 24, 25, 96

MP Movement Primitive. 84

MPC Model Predictive Control. 8

MSE Mean Squared Error. 25

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology. 149, 150

NN Neural Network. 36, 49, 60, 68, 73, 81–83, 85, 98, 107, 148, 154
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PbD Programming by Demonstrations or Programming by Doing. 7, 8

POMDP Partially Observable Markov Decision Process. 18, 79

PoWER Policy Learning by Weighting Exploration with the Returns.
101

PPL Preference-Based Policy Learning. 35, 63

ProMP Probabilistic Movement Primitive. 60, 84, 85

PS Policy Search. 83, 105, 113, 135, 136

RBF Radial Basis Function. 79

RL Reinforcement Learning. 3, 10–13, 20, 23, 24, 29–32, 36, 48, 49, 59,
61, 82, 86–89, 91, 93–95, 97, 98, 100–102, 104–108, 113, 116, 136,
147–149, 152, 154, 155, 157

RL-HiL RL with Human-in-the-Loop. 29, 101–103, 108

SABL Strategy-Aware Bayesian Learning. 33

Safe-RL Safe Reinforcement Learning. 106

SafeDAgger Safe DAgger. 45, 46, 74

SHIELD Super-Human InsErtion using Learning from Demonstration.
44

SHIV Svm-based reduction in Human InterVention. 42

SRL State Representation Learning. 83

SVM Support Vector Machine. 81

TAMER Training an Agent Manually via Evaluative Reinforcement.
32, 63, 74, 95, 96, 98, 107, 112, 114, 139

TD Temporal-Difference. 91, 92



164 Glossary

TD-DIS Temporal-Difference per Decision Importance Sampling. 92,
93

ThriftyDAgger Thrifty DAgger. 46

TICS Task-Instruction-Contingency-Shaping. 114

TIPS Teaching Imitative Policies in State-space. 49, 72

TPC Tactile Policy Correction. 50

TPP Trajectory Preference Perceptron. 50, 62, 71

VR Virtual Reality. 117, 147
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